


Related Products

Ebooks
9780785240341 - $9.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785240358 - $33.50
Audio
Previous Titles
9780785235125 - $21.00
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785240334
Pub Date: 3/9/2021
Ship Date: 2/10/2021
$21.99 Can.
Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Historical
FIC014000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

The Girl in the Painting
Tea Cooper

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
Ranging from the gritty reality of the Australian goldfields to the grand
institutions of Sydney, the bucolic English countryside to the charm of Maitland
Town, this compelling historical mystery in the company of an eccentric and
original heroine is rich with atmosphere and detail.

A young prodigy in need of family. A painting that shatters a woman’s peace.
And a decades-old mystery demanding to be solved.

Australia, 1906

Orphan Jane Piper is nine years old when philanthropist siblings Michael and Elizabeth
Quinn take her into their home to further her schooling. The Quinns are no strangers
to hardship— having arrived in Australia as penniless immigrants, they now care for
others as lost as they once were.

Despite Jane’s mysterious past, her remarkable aptitude for mathematics takes her
far over the next seven years, and her relationship with Elizabeth and Michael
flourishes as she plays an increasingly prominent part in their business.

But when Elizabeth reacts in terror to an exhibition at the local gallery, Jane realizes
no one knows Elizabeth after all—not even Elizabeth herself. As the past and the
present converge and Elizabeth’s grasp on reality loosens, Jane sets out to unravel
Elizabeth’s story before it is too late.

From the gritty reality of the Australian ...

Contributor Bio
Tea Cooper is an award-winning, bestselling author of Australian historical fiction. In a
past life she was a teacher, a journalist, and a farmer. These days she haunts
museums and indulges her passion for storytelling. Visit her online at
TeaCooperAuthor.com; Instagram: @Tea_Cooper; Twitter: @TeaCooper1; Facebook:
@TeaCooper; Pinterest: TeaCooperAuthor.

Comp Titles
The Woman in the Green
Dress Cooper, Tea Thomas

Nelson 6/16/2020 9780785235125
0785235124

$21.00
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Lost Girls of Paris Jenoff, Pam Park Row 1/29/2019 9780778330271
0778330273

$21.99
CAD

Trade
Paperback Fiction

Auschwitz Lullaby Escobar,
Mario

Thomas
Nelson 8/7/2018 9780785219958

0785219951
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Things We Cannot
Say

Rimmer,
Kelly

Graydon
House 3/19/2019 9781525823565

1525823566
$21.99
CAD

Trade
Paperback Fiction
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785235064 - $8.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785235071 - $33.50
Audio
Previous Titles
9780785235026 - $21.00
Backlist
9780785216964 - $19.99
Backlist
9780785216926 - $19.99
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785235057
Pub Date: 5/18/2021
On Sale Date: 6/24/2021
Ship Date: 4/21/2021
$21.00 Can.
Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027200
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

The Mozart Code
Rachel McMillan

Markup Tags:
Canadian author, TP Original

 :

Summary
From author Rachel McMillan comes a richly researched historical romance
that takes place in post-World War II Europe and features espionage and a
strong female lead.

From author Rachel McMillan comes a richly researched historical romance
that takes place in post-World War II Europe and features espionage and a

strong female lead.

Lady Sophia Huntington Villiers is no stranger to intrigue, as her work with Alan
Turing’s Bombe Machines at Bletchley Park during the war attests. Now, as part of
Simon Barre’s covert team in postwar Vienna, she uses her inimitable charm and code
name Starling to uncover a lethal double agent immersed in the world of relics
—including the death mask of Mozart.

Simon Barrington, eighth earl of Camden, is determined to end the Cold War before it
becomes as devastating as the war Britain has just won. He has been in love with
Sophie Villiers since the moment he met her. A marriage of convenience to save
Simon's estate brings them closer until a mission in Prague drives Sophie to a
decision that will brand her not only a traitor to her country but also to her new
husband.

With Sophie’s allegiance in question, Simon is torn betw...

Contributor Bio
Rachel McMillan is the author of The Herringford and Watts mysteries, The Van
Buren and DeLuca mysteries, and The Three Quarter Time series of contemporary
Viennese romances. She is also the author of Dream, Plan, Go: A Travel Guide to
Inspire Independent Adventure. Rachel lives in Toronto, Canada.

Comp Titles
The London
Restoration

McMillan,
Rachel Thomas Nelson 8/18/2020 9780785235026

0785235027
$21.00
CAD Paperback Fiction

Murder in the City of
Liberty

McMillan,
Rachel Thomas Nelson 5/28/2019 9780785216964

0785216960
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Murder at the
Flamingo

McMillan,
Rachel Thomas Nelson 7/10/2018 9780785216926

0785216928
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Alice Network Quinn, Kate William Morrow
Paperbacks 6/6/2017 9780062654199

0062654195
$21.00
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Lost Girls of 9780778330271 $21.99 Trade
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785232179 - $8.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785232186 - $34.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780718095529 - $19.99
Backlist
9780718095499 - $19.99
Backlist
9780718095468 - $19.99
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785232162
Pub Date: 2/16/2021
On Sale Date: 4/1/2021
Ship Date: 1/20/2021
$21.00 Can.
Paperback

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042040
Format Description: Softcover

8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

The Paris Dressmaker
Kristy Cambron

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
Beloved author Kristy Cambron delves into the Parisian fashion industry in her
latest novel, following a seamstress through the brutal underbelly of a
war-torn world.

An iconic city under siege during World War II and the bravery of two women
who joined the Resistance to save it . . .

Paris, 1939. The closing of Maison Chanel thrusts haute couture dressmaker Lila de
Laurent out of the world of high fashion and into occupation as Nazi soldiers invade
the streets and the City of Lights slips into darkness. Lila’s fight for survival turns into
a series of rations, brutal restrictions, and carefully controlled propaganda that sees
Paris cut off from the rest of the world. Yet in hidden corners of the city, the faithful
pledge to resist. Lila is drawn to La Resistance and is soon using her skills as a
dressmaker to infiltrate the Nazi elite. She takes their measurements and designs
masterpieces, all while collecting secrets in the glamorous Hôtel Ritz—the heart of the
Nazis’ Parisian headquarters. But when dashing René Touliard suddenly reenters her
world, Lila finds her heart tangled in the determination to help save his Jewish family
and bolster the fig...

Contributor Bio
KRISTY CAMBRON is an award-winning author of historical fiction, including her
bestselling debut The Butterfly and the Violin, and an author of nonfiction, including
the Verse Mapping Series Bibles and Bible studies. Kristy's work has been named to
Publishers Weekly Religion & Spirituality TOP 10, Library Journal Reviews' Best Books,
RT Reviewers' Choice Awards, received 2015 & 2017 INSPY Award no...

Comp Titles
The Painted
Castle

Cambron,
Kristy Thomas Nelson 10/15/2019 9780718095529

0718095529
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Castle on the
Rise

Cambron,
Kristy Thomas Nelson 2/5/2019 9780718095499

0718095499
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Lost Castle Cambron,
Kristy Thomas Nelson 2/6/2018 9780718095468

0718095464
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Huntress Quinn, Kate William Morrow
Paperbacks 2/26/2019 9780062740373

0062740377
$22.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Gabriel, 9781612185811 Trade
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785238102 - $8.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785238119 - $30.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780310355168 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310355120 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310355076 - $19.99
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785238096
Pub Date: 5/11/2021
On Sale Date: 6/24/2021
Ship Date: 4/14/2021
$21.00 Can.
Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042040
Series: A Maple Falls Romance
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Hooked on You
Kathleen Fuller

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
When her grandmother injures herself sliding into third base, Riley McAllister
must return to her small hometown to help run the family yarn store in this
sweet, lighthearted romantic comedy.

When her grandmother injures herself sliding into third base, Riley McAllister
must return to her small hometown to help run the family yarn store in this

sweet, lighthearted romantic comedy.

Riley McAllister left the small Arkansas town of Maple Falls after graduating high
school, hoping to make it big in New York as a mixed media artist. She’s still pursuing
her dream when her grandmother begs her to come home and help her manage the
store while she recovers from a broken leg she got after sliding into third base during
a church softball game (she was safe, by the way). Riley agrees, planning to convince
her grandmother to sell the old shop and retire so Riley can get back to the big city.
New York is where she belongs, not some hick town that doesn’t even have a decent
coffee shop.

Hayden Price’s life hasn’t turned out as he expected either. He still works in the
hardware store his family has owned for several generations after his chance to make
it out of Maple Falls ended when he bl...

Contributor Bio
With over a million copies sold, Kathleen Fuller is the author of several bestselling
novels, including the Hearts of Middlefield novels, the Middlefield Family novels, the
Amish of Birch Creek series, and the Amish Letters series as well as a middle-grade
Amish series, the Mysteries of Middlefield. Visit her online at KathleenFuller.com;
Instagram: kf_booksandhooks; Facebook: WriterKathleenFuller...

Comp Titles
The Innkeeper's
Bride Fuller, Kathleen Zondervan 1/14/2020 9780310355168

0310355168
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Farmer's Bride Fuller, Kathleen Zondervan 6/4/2019 9780310355120
0310355125

$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Teacher's Bride Fuller, Kathleen Zondervan 12/4/2018 9780310355076
0310355079

$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

To Be Where You
Are Karon, Jan G.P. Putnam's

Sons 8/7/2018 9780399183744
0399183744

$22.00
CAD

Trade
Paperback Fiction
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785240488 - $15.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785240495 - $34.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780785222774 - $19.99
Backlist
9780785222729 - $19.99
Backlist
9780785222705 - $19.99
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785240471
Pub Date: 4/13/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/17/2021
$19.99 Can.
Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042040
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Bookshop by the Sea
Denise Hunter

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
From the bestselling author of The Convenient Groom (now a beloved Hallmark
Original movie) comes a sweet and sizzling story of second chances and
unexpected happy endings.

When her mother became bedridden and her father bailed on the family, Sophie
became a second mother to her twin brother, Seth, and younger sister, Jenna. Sophie
supported her siblings through college, putting aside her own dream--opening a book
shop in Hideaway Cove, a North Carolina beach town they frequented as children.
Now it’s finally time for Sophie to bring her dream to fruition. Seth has graduated
from NCU, the family house is sold, and Jenna is set to marry her college sweetheart
in Hideaway Cove. But the destination wedding will also reunite Sophie with best man
Aiden Maddox, her high school sweetheart who left her without a backward glance to
run an extreme sporting business in Florida.

Much to Sophie’s chagrin, seeing Aiden again resurrects all those old feelings. But
she’s not about to give him the time of day. The wedding goes smoothly, if one can
dismiss the low-key tension between Sophie and Aiden, and Sophie can turn her focus
to establishing the bookshop of her dreams....

Contributor Bio
Denise Hunter is the internationally published bestselling author of more than 25
books, including A December Bride and The Convenient Groom, which have been
adapted into original Hallmark Channel movies. She has won The Holt Medallion
Award, The Reader's Choice Award, The Carol Award, The Foreword Book of the Year
Award, and is a RITA finalist. When Denise isn't orchestrating love lives on the wr...

Comp Titles

Carolina Breeze Hunter, Denise Thomas Nelson 5/19/2020 9780785222774
0785222774

$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Lake Season Hunter, Denise Thomas Nelson 11/12/2019 9780785222729
0785222723

$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Summer by the
Tides Hunter, Denise Thomas Nelson 5/21/2019 9780785222705

0785222707
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Window on the Bay Macomber,
Debbie Ballantine Books 7/16/2019 9780399181337

0399181334
$36.00
CAD Hardcover Fiction

The Country 9780778309055 $33.50
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Related Products

Other Formats
9780785228523 - $21.00 
Trade Paperback
Also Available
9780785228509 - $33.50 
Also_Available 
9780785228462 - $33.50 
Also_Available
Previous Titles
9780718085902 - $33.50 
Backlist 9780718085865 - 
$33.50 Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785228547
Pub Date: 4/6/2021
Ship Date: 3/10/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042120
Series: The Pelican Harbor Series
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

Three Missing Days
Colleen Coble

Markup Tags:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

 :

Summary
The third book in a riveting new series from USA TODAY bestselling romantic
suspense author Colleen Coble.

The third book in a riveting new series from USA TODAY bestselling romantic
suspense author Colleen Coble.

A shocking murder.

Chief of Police Jane Hardy plunges into the investigation of a tragic local murder, but
everything in her personal life is unraveling.

Her son’s arrest.

Jane’s son is accused of manslaughter, and she has to decide whether or not she can
trust her ex, Reid, in the attempt to prove Will’s innocence—and whether she’s going
to trust Reid with her heart.

Three missing days.

With the recent discovery of her mother’s whereabouts, Jane learns not only that her
mother stole something vital all those years ago but that she drugged Jane so she
wouldn’t be able to remember. What happened in those three days could change
everything.

It all started with one little lie. But the truth is finally coming out.

Contributor Bio
Colleen Coble is a USA TODAY bestselling author and RITA finalist best known for her
coastal romantic suspense novels, including The Inn at Ocean's Edge, Twilight at
Blueberry Barrens, and the Lavender Tides, Sunset Cove, Hope Beach, and Rock
Harbor series. Connect with Colleen online at colleencoble.com; Instagram:
colleencoble; Facebook: colleencoblebooks; Twitter: @colleencoble.

Comp Titles
Three Missing
Days Coble, Colleen Thomas

Nelson 4/6/2021 9780785228523
0785228527

$21.00
CAD Paperback Fiction

Two Reasons to
Run Coble, Colleen Thomas

Nelson 9/8/2020 9780785228509
0785228500

$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

One Little Lie Coble, Colleen Thomas
Nelson 3/3/2020 9780785228462

0785228462
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

If I Live Blackstock,
Terri Zondervan 3/6/2018 9780310332558

0310332559
$31.00
CAD Hardcover Fiction
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Related Products

Other Formats
9780310345978 - $21.00 
Trade Paperback
Previous Titles
9780310332602 - $33.50 
Backlist 9780310332558 - 
$31.00 Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780310348580
Pub Date: 5/11/2021
Ship Date: 4/14/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042060
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Aftermath
Terri Blackstock

Markup Tags:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

 :

Summary
A childhood friend and the faith she taught him got Dustin through his
childhood. But friendship might be what destroys him now, and his faith is
slipping away.

Criminal attorney Jamie Powell will accept the consequences for defending her lifelong
friend, Dustin, when he’s accused of setting the bombs that killed dozens at a local
political rally. But she hasn’t seen him since he aged out of foster care, and he’s
always lived on the edge. Can she still trust him?

As Jamie investigates his case and the people in his life, she realizes the facts coming
to light could be devastating. Someone is setting him up . . . but proving it might
destroy Dustin more than the accusation itself. Dustin overcame his childhood, but
how can he overcome this?

Contributor Bio
Terri Blackstock has sold over seven million books worldwide and is a New York Times
and USA TODAY bestselling author. She is the award-winning author of Intervention,
Vicious Cycle, and Downfall, as well as such series as Cape Refuge, Newpointe 911,
the SunCoast Chronicles, and the Restoration Series. Visit her website at
www.terriblackstock.com; Facebook: tblackstock; Twitter: @terriblackstock.

Comp Titles

Smoke Screen Blackstock,
Terri Thomas Nelson 11/5/2019 9780310332602

0310332605
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

If I Live Blackstock,
Terri Zondervan 3/6/2018 9780310332558

0310332559
$31.00
CAD Hardcover Fiction

Strands of Truth Coble,
Colleen Thomas Nelson 9/10/2019 9780718085902

0718085906
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

Secrets at Cedar
Cabin

Coble,
Colleen

Thorndike Press
Large Print 2/27/2019 9781432861698

1432861697
Hardcover Reinforced
Library Binding Fiction

The House at
Saltwater Point

Coble,
Colleen

Thorndike Press
Large Print 7/25/2018 9781432851521

1432851527
Hardcover Reinforced
Library Binding Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785231912 - $16.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785231929 - $29.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780785231868 - $21.00
Backlist
9780785223146 - $19.99
Backlist
9780785223115 - $19.99
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785231905
Pub Date: 2/9/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/13/2021
$21.00 Can.
Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042060
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Her Every Move
Kelly Irvin

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
In a breathless race against the clock, a librarian teams up with a local
homicide detective to hunt down a serial bomber.

He’s a cop trying to stop a serial bomber. And she’ll stop at nothing to clear her
own name.

When a deadly bomb goes off during a climate change debate, librarian and event
coordinator Jackie Santoro becomes the prime suspect. Her motive, according to
Detective Avery Wick: to avenge the suicide of her prominent father, who was
accused of crimes by a city councilman attending the event.

Though Avery has doubts about Jackie’s guilt, he can’t exonerate her even after an
extremist group takes responsibility for the bombing and continues to attack San
Antonio’s treasured public spaces.

As Jackie tries to hold her shattered family together, she has no choice but to proceed
with plans for the Caterina Ball, the library system’s biggest annual fundraiser. But
she also fears the event provides the perfect opportunity for the bomber to strike
again.

Despite their mistrust, Jackie and Avery join forces to unmask the truth—before the
death toll mounts even higher.

Bestseller Kelly Irvin is back with a ...

Contributor Bio
Kelly Irvin is the bestselling author of the Every Amish Season and Amish of Bee
County series. The Beekeeper's Son received a starred review from Publishers
Weekly, who called it a "beautifully woven masterpiece." The two-time Carol Award
finalist is a former newspaper reporter and retired public relations professional. Kelly
lives in Texas with her husband, photographer Tim Irvin. They have two ...

Comp Titles

Closer Than She Knows Irvin, Kelly Thomas
Nelson 6/9/2020 9780785231868

0785231862
$21.00
CAD Paperback Fiction

Over the Line Irvin, Kelly Thomas
Nelson 6/11/2019 9780785223146

0785223142
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Tell Her No Lies Irvin, Kelly Thomas
Nelson 11/13/2018 9780785223115

0785223118
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

Delayed Justice Putman, Cara
C.

Thomas
Nelson 9/18/2018 9780785217916

0785217916
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

9780800727215 $19.99
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Related Products

Other Formats
9780785234654 - $21.00 
Trade Paperback
Previous Titles
9780718083823 - $33.50 
Backlist 9780718083816 - 
$33.50 Backlist 
9780718083762 - $31.00 
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785234661
Pub Date: 2/2/2021
Ship Date: 1/6/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

448 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042100
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Trial and Error
Robert Whitlow

Markup Tags:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

 :

Summary
A small-town lawyer has been searching for his daughter for eighteen years.
When another young woman goes missing, he’s determined to find them both .
. . no matter the cost.

A small-town lawyer has been searching for his daughter for eighteen years.
Now another young woman is missing, and he’s determined to find them
both—no matter the cost.

Buddy Smith built his law practice around tracking down missing children. After all, he
knows the agony of being separated from a child. Not long after his daughter’s birth,
her mother ran away and Buddy never saw either one again.

Gracie Blaylock has known Buddy her entire life, and now that she is clerk of court for
the county, their paths cross frequently. When Gracie hears that a teenager in town,
Reagan, has gone missing, she knows Buddy is the one for the case.

Reagan’s parents are desperate for answers. Together with Gracie and Mayleah—the
new detective in town—Buddy chases all leads, hoping to reach Reagan before it’s too
late. And as he pursues one teen girl, he uncovers clues that could bring him closer
to the girl he thought he lost forever: his own daughter.

Master legal writer Robert Whitlow will keep you gues...

Contributor Bio
Robert Whitlow is the bestselling author of legal novels set in the South and winner of
the Christy Award for Contemporary Fiction. He received his JD with honors from the
University of Georgia School of Law where he served on the staff of the Georgia Law
Review. Website: robertwhitlow.com; Twitter: @whitlowwriter; Facebook:
robertwhitlowbooks.

Comp Titles

Trial and Error Whitlow,
Robert

Thomas
Nelson 2/2/2021 9780785234654

0785234659
$21.00
CAD Paperback Fiction

Promised Land Whitlow,
Robert

Thomas
Nelson 1/14/2020 9780718083823

0718083822
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

Chosen People Whitlow,
Robert

Thomas
Nelson 11/6/2018 9780718083816

0718083814
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

A Time to Stand Whitlow,
Robert

Thomas
Nelson 9/12/2017 9780718083762

0718083768
$31.00
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

The Memory
House Hauck, Rachel Thomas

Nelson 4/2/2019 9780785216643
0785216642

$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

Hearts in Harmony Wiseman, Zondervan 3/12/2019 9780310098829 $33.50 Hardcover with dust Fiction
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785240457 - $9.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785240464 - $33.50
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9780785240440
Pub Date: 4/13/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/17/2021
$21.99 Can.
Paperback

368 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  African American
FIC049040
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

When Stars Rain Down
Angela Jackson-Brown

Markup Tags:
dewey contender, TP Original

 :

Summary
Award-winning author Angela Jackson-Brown delivers a moving coming-
of-age story about a summer that changes a young girl’s life, told in a
distinctive Southern literary style.

Georgia, 1936. Opal Pruitt never imagined almost-adulthood would look like this. Her
town of Parsons, Georgia, is hit hard by the drought affecting much of the country.
The citizens of this small town are still feeling the ongoing effects of the Great
Depression and the residual effects of Reconstruction. Unprovoked beatings and
property burnings by the Ku Klux Klan are causing a firestorm of emotions among
black and white members of the town, threatening to tear apart the uneasy harmony
within the community. Soon Opal herself is affected by the violence, and she finds her
heart torn between so many new emotions.

Despite these struggles, the town is preparing for its annual Founder’s Day
celebration—an event the entire community looks forward to each year. But the
underlying tension begins to erupt in the heat, and this summer has the potential to
change everything.

Contributor Bio
Angela Jackson-Brown is an award winning writer, poet and playwright who teaches
Creative Writing and English at Ball State University in Muncie, IN. She is a graduate
of the Spalding low-residency MFA program in Creative Writing. She is the author of
the novel Drinking From A Bitter Cup and House Repairs.

Comp Titles
Sing, Unburied,
Sing Ward, Jesmyn Scribner 5/8/2018 9781501126079

1501126075
$23.00
CAD

Trade
Paperback Fiction

A Kind of
Freedom

Sexton, Margaret
Wilkerson Counterpoint 8/14/2018 9781640091030

1640091033
$22.99
CAD

Trade
Paperback Fiction

Red at the Bone Woodson, Jacqueline Riverhead
Books 9/17/2019 9780525535270

0525535276
$35.00
CAD Hardcover Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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Related Products

Other Formats
9780310356547 - $19.99 
Trade Paperback
Also Available
9780310360919 - $33.50 
Also_Available
9780310361480 - $33.50 
Also_Available
9780310098836 - $33.50 
Also_Available

Zondervan
9780310360940
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
Ship Date: 4/7/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction  /  Amish & Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Amish Marketplace Novel
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.4 in

The Jam and Jelly Nook
Amy Clipston

Markup Tags:
Simultaneous HC & TPB

 :

Summary
In the final installment of Amy Clipston’s bestselling Amish Marketplace series,
a young widow struggling to raise her son dreams of one more chance at love.

In the final installment of Amy Clipston’s bestselling Amish Marketplace series,
a young widow struggling to raise her son dreams of one more chance at love.

Since her husband died seven years ago, Leanna Wengerd has done her best—tending
to her son, Chester, and running her Jam and Jelly Nook at the Amish market. Though
she enjoys seeing her cousins and customers at the marketplace, she wishes she
could find more time for her rebellious teenage boy.

When Chester gets into trouble for trespassing, he winds up at the police station with
his friend Maggie, who was riding with him to a youth group gathering. Leanna comes
to the police station to fetch Chester and happens to meet Emory, Maggie’s father.
Emory is also a widower, raising Maggie alone—and both he and Leanna have similar
burdens and problems.

Over time Emory and Leanna become closer friends, discovering how much they have
in common. As single parents, they struggle with the limits of what they can provide
for their children and f...

Contributor Bio
Amy Clipston is the award-winning and bestselling author of the Kauffman Amish
Bakery, Hearts of Lancaster Grand Hotel, Amish Heirloom, Amish Homestead, and
Amish Marketplace series. Her novels have hit multiple bestseller lists including CBD,
CBA, and ECPA. Amy holds a degree in communication from Virginia Wesleyan
University and works full-time for the City of Charlotte, NC. Amy lives in North C...

Comp Titles
The Jam and
Jelly Nook

Clipston,
Amy Zondervan 5/4/2021 9780310356547

0310356547
$19.99
CAD Paperback Fiction

The Coffee
Corner

Clipston,
Amy Zondervan 12/1/2020 9780310360919

0310360919
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

The Farm Stand Clipston,
Amy Zondervan 5/5/2020 9780310361480

0310361486
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

The Bake Shop Clipston,
Amy Zondervan 11/5/2019 9780310098836

0310098831
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Fiction

An Amish
Reunion

Wiseman,
Beth

Thorndike Press
Large Print 6/26/2019 9781432864903

1432864904
Hardcover Reinforced
Library Binding Fiction

ZONDERVAN
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Rosalyn Steele
Highlight

Rosalyn Steele
Highlight



Related Products

Ebooks
9780310363231 - $15.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310363248 - $30.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780310357889 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310352808 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310352716 - $19.99
Backlist

Zondervan
9780310363224
Pub Date: 3/2/2021
On Sale Date: 4/15/2021
Ship Date: 2/3/2021
$19.99 Can.
Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Amish & Mennonite
FIC053000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Amish Midwives
Three Stories
Amy Clipston, Shelley Shepard Gray, Kelly Long

Markup Tags:
Anthology, TP Original

 :

Summary
From bestselling authors of Amish Fiction come three sweet stories about new
life, hope, and romance.

From bestselling authors of Amish Fiction come three sweet stories about new
life, hope, and romance.

Bundles of Blessing by Amy Clipston

Lost in grief after the death of her husband, Kristina Byler gave up remarrying and
found comfort and purpose in becoming a midwife. She is surprised when Aidan
Smoker—her ex-boyfriend and the man she was sure she’d one day marry—moves
back to the community after living in Ohio for the past eight years. They’re both
certain there’s too much pain in their shared past for them to have a future, but they
keep finding themselves drawn together. As Kristina helps other women bring children
into the world, she starts to wonder if a family of her own might be possible after all.

A Midwife for Susie by Shelley Shepard Gray

Haunted by secret guilt after a tragic accident, Joanna Zimmerman is sure she’s left
midwifery behind her. She keeps to herself, certain this is for the best. Her childhood
friend Dwight Eicher knows Joanna hasn’t been herself lately, but ever...

Contributor Bio
Amy Clipston is the award-winning and bestselling author of the Kauffman Amish
Bakery, Hearts of Lancaster Grand Hotel, Amish Heirloom, Amish Homestead, and
Amish Marketplace series. Her novels have hit multiple bestseller lists including CBD,
CBA, and ECPA. Amy holds a degree in communication from Virginia Wesleyan
University and works full-time for the City of Charlotte, NC. Amy lives in North C...

Comp Titles

An Amish Picnic Clipston, Amy Zondervan 3/3/2020 9780310357889
0310357888 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

An Amish Christmas Bakery Clipston, Amy Zondervan 10/1/2019 9780310352808
0310352800 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

An Amish Reunion Clipston, Amy Zondervan 4/9/2019 9780310352716
0310352711 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

An Amish Homecoming Clipston, Amy Zondervan 10/16/2018 9780785218487
0785218483 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

9780310351887

ZONDERVAN
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780310362418 - $15.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310362425 - $29.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780310357889 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310352808 - $19.99
Backlist
9780310352716 - $19.99
Backlist

Zondervan
9780310362401
Pub Date: 4/6/2021
On Sale Date: 5/13/2021
Ship Date: 3/10/2021
$19.99 Can.
Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Amish & Mennonite
FIC053000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

An Amish Barn Raising
Three Stories
Amy Clipston, Kelly Irvin, Kathleen Fuller

Markup Tags:
Anthology, TP Original

 :

Summary
From bestselling authors in the Amish genre come three sweet stories
centered around Amish traditions and the possibility of romance.

From bestselling authors in the Amish genre come three sweet stories
centered around Amish traditions and the possibility of romance.

Building a Dream by Amy Clipston

Though they’ve known each other a long time, Kathryn and Anthony have finally
decided to try becoming more than friends—but they are devastated when Kathryn’s
father won’t allow them to date. He wants his daughter to marry a man with a more
respectable job than building gazebos for Englishers. But when Kathryn’s father’s
dairy barn burns down during a thunderstorm, Anthony is the one to arrange a barn
raising. Will Kathryn’s father realize he has misjudged Anthony?

To Raise a Home by Kelly Irvin

A year after the wildfires, life has returned to normal for the West Kootenai Amish
community. Evan Eicher, son of Deacon Tobias Eicher, has done his best to move on
too. Helping his neighbors and friends rebuild has helped soothe a heart broken when
Delilah Mast—the woman he loves but never had the courage to approach—moved
with her ...

Contributor Bio
Amy Clipston is the award-winning and bestselling author of the Kauffman Amish
Bakery, Hearts of Lancaster Grand Hotel, Amish Heirloom, Amish Homestead, and
Amish Marketplace series. Her novels have hit multiple bestseller lists including CBD,
CBA, and ECPA. Amy holds a degree in communication from Virginia Wesleyan
University and works full-time for the City of Charlotte, NC. Amy lives in North C...

Comp Titles

An Amish Picnic Clipston, Amy Zondervan 3/3/2020 9780310357889
0310357888 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

An Amish Christmas Bakery Clipston, Amy Zondervan 10/1/2019 9780310352808
0310352800 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

An Amish Reunion Clipston, Amy Zondervan 4/9/2019 9780310352716
0310352711 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

An Amish Homecoming Clipston, Amy Zondervan 10/16/2018 9780785218487
0785218483 $19.99 CAD Paperback Fiction

9780310351887

ZONDERVAN
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785246244 -
Audio
9780785248415 -

Thomas Nelson
9780785245919
Pub Date: 12/29/2020
Ship Date: 12/2/2020
$23.99 Can.
Hardcover

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Fiction  /  Anthologies
FIC003000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

7.1 in H | 5 in W

Timeless Love
Poems, Stories, and Letters
William Shakespeare, John Keats, Edith Wharton

Summary
This beautiful, giftable collection celebrates the beauty and the agony of love through
classic poems, stories, and letters from beloved writers.

This beautiful, giftable collection celebrates the beauty and the agony of love
through classic poems, stories, and letters from beloved writers.

Because it defines human existence, love is one of art’s favorite subjects. Timeless
Love: Poems, Stories, and Letters celebrates the mysterious nature of love and
passion by bringing together classic works by beloved writers through the ages.

Including stories, poems, and letters from Shakespeare, Elizabeth Barret Browning,
John Keats, Edith Wharton, and more, this collection explores how each love is
singular—yet love itself is universal. Hand-selected and presented in a lovely,
gift-worthy package, Timeless Love will make a romantic, thoughtful gift for the
reader in your life or the perfect addition to a collector’s shelf.

Comp Titles

Love Found Strand, Jessica Chronicle
Books 9/12/2017 9781452155999

1452155992 Hardcover Family &
Relationships

Love Poems Editors of
Canterbury Classics

Canterbury
Classics 12/3/2019 9781684129935

1684129931
$19.99
CAD Flexibound Poetry

Wedding
Stories

Tesdell, Diana
Secker

Everyman's
Library 5/2/2017 9781101907863

110190786X
$22.00
CAD Hardcover Fiction

No sales or inventory history loaded for this account. If you think there should be or would like to learn how to load this data, Click here.
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Seasons Edition -- Spring)
Victor Hugo
9780785239772, 0785239774
Pub Date: 3/9/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 2/10/21
$43.50 CAD
640 pages
Hardcover with dust jacket
Fiction / Classics
9 in H | 6 in W

Summary: A fine exclusive edition of one of literature’s
most beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a
textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this series
will be first editions. No more than 10,000 copies will be
printed, and each will be individually numbered from 1 to
10,000.

It was one of those spring days which possesses so much
sweetness and beauty, that all Paris turns out into the squares
and promenades and celebrates them as though they were
Sundays.

A mad priest, a vagabond playwright, a social-climbing soldier,
and a ...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (Seasons Edition--
Spring)
Arthur Conan Doyle
9780785239758, 0785239758
Pub Date: 3/9/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 2/10/21
$43.50 CAD
384 pages
Hardcover with dust jacket
Fiction / Classics
9 in H | 6 in W

Summary: A fine exclusive edition of one of literature’s
most beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a
textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this series
will be first editions. No more than 10,000 copies will be
printed, and each will be individually numbered from 1 to
10,000.

It was a perfect day, with a bright sun and a few fleecy clouds in
the heavens. The trees and wayside hedges were just throwing
out their first green shoots, and the air was full of the pleasant
smell of the moist earth. To me at least there was a stran...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
The Secret Garden (Seasons Edition -- Spring)
Frances Hodgson Burnett
9780785239765, 0785239766
Pub Date: 3/9/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 2/10/21
$43.50 CAD
288 pages
Hardcover with dust jacket
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
9 in H | 6 in W

Summary: A fine exclusive edition of one of literature’s
most beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a
textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this series
will be first editions. No more than 10,000 copies will be
printed, and each will be individually numbered from 1 to
10,000.

"I wish the spring was here now," said Mary. "I want to see all
the things that grow in England.”

When orphaned Mary Lennox comes to live at her uncle's great
house, she finds it full of secrets. The mansion has nearly one
hundred rooms, and her uncle ke...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
Emma (Seasons Edition -- Spring)
Jane Austen
9780785239741, 078523974X
Pub Date: 3/9/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 2/10/21
$43.50 CAD
496 pages
Hardcover with dust jacket
Fiction / Classics
9 in H | 6 in W

Summary: A fine exclusive edition of one of literature’s
most beloved stories. Featuring a laser-cut jacket on a
textured book with foil stamping, all titles in this series
will be first editions. No more than 10,000 copies will be
printed, and each will be individually numbered from 1 to
10,000.

She wished she might be able to keep him from an absolute
declaration. That would be so very painful a conclusion of their
present acquaintance! and yet, she could not help rather
anticipating something decisive. She felt as if the spring would
not pass...
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Thomas Nelson
9780785230946
Pub Date: 2/9/21
On Sale Date: 3/18/21
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$21.99 CAD
Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Small Town &
Rural
FIC066000
Format Description:
Softcover

8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

The Water Keeper
Charles Martin

Contributor Bio
Charles Martin is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of thirteen novels. He and his wife,
Christy, live in Jacksonville, Florida.

Other Formats
Other_Format - 5/5/2020 $33.50 9780785230915
Ebooks
The Water Keeper - E-Book - 5/5/2020 $11.99 9780785230922
Audio
Downloadable Audio File - 5/5/2020 $31.00 9780785230939 Read By

Summary
A riveting story of heroism, heartache, and the power of love to heal all wounds.

Murphy Shepherd is a man with many secrets. He lives alone on an island, tending the grounds of a church
with no parishioners, and he’s dedicated his life to rescuing those in peril. But as he mourns the loss of his
mentor and friend, Murph himself may be more lost than he realizes.

When he pulls a beautiful woman named Summer out of Florida’s Intracoastal Waterway, Murph’s mission to
lay his mentor to rest at the end of the world takes a dangerous turn. Drawn to Summer, and desperate to
find her missing daughter, Murph is pulled deeper and deeper into the dark and dangerous world of
modern-day slavery.

With help from some unexpected new friends, including a faithful Labrador he plucks from the ocean and an
ex-convict named Clay, Murph must race against the clock to locate the girl before he is consumed by the
secrets of his past—and the ghosts who tried to bury them.

With Charles Martin’s trademark lyricism and poignant prose, The Water Keeper is at once a tender love story,
a heartrending search for freed...

Thomas Nelson
9780785232568
Pub Date: 3/2/21
On Sale Date: 4/15/21
Ship Date: 2/3/21
$21.00 CAD
Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Contemporary
Women
FIC044000
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

The Summer House
Lauren K. Denton

Contributor Bio
LAUREN K. DENTON is the author of USA TODAY bestselling novels The Hideaway and Hurricane Season. She
was born and raised in Mobile, Alabama, and now lives with her husband and two daughters in Homewood,
just outside Birmingham. Though her husband tries valiantly to turn her into a mountain girl, she'd still rather
be at the beach. Website: LaurenKDenton.com; Instagram: LaurenKDentonBooks; Facebook:
LaurenKDentonAuthor; Twitter: @LaurenKDenton.

Other Formats

Summary
The Summer House weaves Lauren K. Denton’s inviting Southern charm around a woman’s journey to find
herself.

Sometimes it takes losing everything to find yourself again.

Lily Bishop wakes up one morning to find a good-bye note and divorce papers from her husband on the
kitchen counter. Having moved to Alabama for his job only weeks before, Lily is devastated, but a flyer at the
grocery store for a hair stylist position in a local retirement community provides a refuge while she
contemplates her next steps.

Rose Carrigan built the small retirement village of Safe Harbor years ago—just before her husband ran off
with his assistant. Now she runs a tight ship, making sure the residents follow her strict rules. Rose keeps
everyone at arm’s length, including her own family. But when Lily shows up asking for a job and a place to
live, Rose’s cold exterior begins to thaw.

Lily and Rose form an unlikely friendship, and Lily’s salon soon becomes the place where residents share town
gossip, as well as a few secrets. Lily soon finds herself drawn to Rose’s nephew, Rawlins—a single dad and
shrimper w...
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Thomas Nelson
9780785248033
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 4/1/21
Ship Date: 1/20/21
$19.99 CAD
Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042040
Series: Royal Wedding Series
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Once Upon a Prince
Rachel Hauck

Contributor Bio
Rachel Hauck is the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA TODAY bestselling author of The Wedding
Dress, which was also named Inspirational Novel of the Year by Romantic Times and was a RITA finalist.
Rachel lives in central Florida with her husband and pet and writes from her ivory tower. Visit her online at
RachelHauck.com; Facebook: RachelHauck; Twitter: @RachelHauck; Instagram: @rachelhauck.

Previous Titles
The Fifth Avenue Story Society - Paperback - 2/4/2020 $19.99 9780310350927

Summary
The story of a prince and an ordinary girl that inspired the Hallmark Original Movie!

Susanna Truitt never dreamed of a great romance or being treated like a princess—just to marry the man she
has loved for twelve years. But life isn’t going according to plan. When her high-school-sweetheart-turned-
Marine-officer breaks up instead of proposing, Susanna scrambles to rebuild her life.

The last thing Prince Nathaniel expects to find on his American holiday to St. Simons Island is the queen of
his heart. A prince has duties, and his family’s tense political situation has chosen his bride for him. When
Prince Nathaniel comes to Susanna’s aid under the fabled Lover’s Oak, he is blindsided by love.

Their lives are worlds apart. He’s a royal prince. She’s an ordinary girl. But everything changes when Susanna
receives an invitation to Nathaniel’s coronation.

And soon Nathaniel faces the ultimate choice: his kingdom or her heart?

“This is classic romance at its very best.” —DEBBIE MACOMBER

“[A] surprisingly believable royal-meets-commoner love story. With only a subtle nod to Cinderella, this
modern...

Thomas Nelson
9780785247845
Pub Date: 3/16/21
On Sale Date: 4/15/21
Ship Date: 2/17/21
$19.99 CAD
Paperback

368 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042040
Series: Royal Wedding Series
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Princess Ever After
Rachel Hauck

Contributor Bio
Rachel Hauck is the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA TODAY bestselling author of The Wedding
Dress, which was also named Inspirational Novel of the Year by Romantic Times and was a RITA finalist.
Rachel lives in central Florida with her husband and pet and writes from her ivory tower. Visit her online at
RachelHauck.com; Facebook: RachelHauck; Twitter: @RachelHauck; Instagram: @rachelhauck.

Previous Titles
The Fifth Avenue Story Society - Paperback - 2/4/2020 $19.99 9780310350927

Summary
Regina Beswick doesn’t know she was born to be a princess.

The second book in the Royal Wedding series from New York Times bestselling author Rachel Hauck!

Regina Beswick is content to be a small-town girl, running a classic auto restoration shop, unaware a secret
destiny awaits her—one that will leap from the pages of her grandmother’s hand-painted book of fairytales.

Tanner Burkhardt is the stoic Minister of Culture for the Grand Duchy of Hessenberg. When he is tasked to
retrieve the long-lost princess, he must overcome his fear of failure in order to secure his nation’s future—and
his own.

Yet lurking in the political shadows is a fierce opponent with sinister plans to abolish the throne forever.

Overwhelmed with opposition, Regina must decide if she’s destined to restore old cars or an ancient nation.
Together—with a little divine intervention—Regina and Tanner discover the truth of her heritage and the
healing power of true love.

“Hauck can be counted on for captivating, page-turning stories and sincere characters with heart.” —RT Book
Reviews, 4 stars
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Thomas Nelson
9780785247982
Pub Date: 4/13/21
On Sale Date: 5/27/21
Ship Date: 3/17/21
$19.99 CAD
Paperback

368 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Christian
FIC042040
Series: Royal Wedding Series
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

How to Catch a Prince
Rachel Hauck

Contributor Bio
Rachel Hauck is the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA TODAY bestselling author of The Wedding
Dress, which was also named Inspirational Novel of the Year by Romantic Times and was a RITA finalist.
Rachel lives in central Florida with her husband and pet and writes from her ivory tower. Visit her online at
RachelHauck.com; Facebook: RachelHauck; Twitter: @RachelHauck; Instagram: @rachelhauck.

Previous Titles

Summary
The final book in the captivating Royal Wedding series from New York Times bestselling author

Rachel Hauck!

“Perfect for Valentine’s Day, Hauck's latest inspirational romance offers an uplifting and emotionally rewarding
tale that will delight her growing fan base.” —Library Journal starred review

An American heiress and a crown prince seem destined to be together. Will the devastation of war keep them
apart forever?

American heiress Corina Del Rey caught her prince once. But the tragedy of war kept her too long in a fog of
grief. Now she’s shifting her life forward, reigniting her career as a journalist. Still, nothing can relieve her of
the secret and the love she carries in her soul.

Prince Stephen of Brighton is one of the world’s most eligible bachelors and a star rugby player, trying to
make sense of his life. His days in Afghanistan with the Royal Air Command will mark him forever. And he
can’t seem to shake their dark shadow.

But when his brother, King Nathaniel, confronts him with a document the prince thought long buried and
forgotten, Stephen is forced to face the pain of his p...

Zondervan
9780310365099
Pub Date: 2/9/21
On Sale Date: 3/18/21
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$12.50 CAD
Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Fiction  /  Amish &
Mennonite
FIC053000
Series: An Amish Brides of
Birch Creek Novel
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

The Teacher's Bride
Kathleen Fuller

Contributor Bio
With over a million copies sold, Kathleen Fuller is the author of several bestselling novels, including the Hearts
of Middlefield novels, the Middlefield Family novels, the Amish of Birch Creek series, and the Amish Letters
series as well as a middle-grade Amish series, the Mysteries of Middlefield. Visit her online at
KathleenFuller.com; Instagram: kf_booksandhooks; Facebook: WriterKathleenFuller; Twitter: @TheKatJam.

Other Formats
Other_Format - 7/7/2020 $9.99 9780310360124
Other_Format - 12/4/2018 $19.99 9780310355076
Also Available
The Innkeeper's Bride - Paperback - 1/14/2020 $19.99 9780310355168

Summary
A fun and heartwarming Amish rom-com where opposites really do attract.

If there is one thing Christian Ropp will not allow in his classroom—or his life—it’s chaos. So why is
he drawn to Ruby Glick, a woman who seems to bring mayhem wherever she goes?

Christian Ropp moves to Birch Creek to accept a teaching position in the rapidly growing Amish community.
He’s determined to put the rambunctious school in order as well as check another task off his list: finding a
wife. Of course, that would be much easier if women were like textbooks, straightforward and logical.

When an accident puts Christian out of commission, a new community member named Ruby Glick takes over
his classroom. But Ruby’s exuberant teaching style clashes with Christian's careful methods and he worries his
students will never be the same.

With a track record of catastrophe, Ruby always feels too clumsy, too distracted, too . . . much. Desperate for
a chance to prove that she can do more than make mistakes in her life, she throws herself into her new
teaching position. But when Christian can’t seem to stay out of her way,...
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W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
A Seat by the Hearth
Amy Clipston

Series: An Amish Homestead Novel

9780310363873, 031036387X
Pub Date: 2/9/21, On Sale Date: 3/18,
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$9.99 CAD
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

Priscilla Allgyer, a young single mother, knows she cannot
leave the past behind. But can love lead her toward the

promise of healing?

Priscilla Allgyer left her community to escape the expectations of
Amish life. Now, years later, she is forced to return—along with
her six-year-old son—to the place she thought she’d left behind
forever. Though once estranged from her family, Priscilla is
welcomed by her mother, but her father is cold and strict. He
allows Priscilla to stay with them provided she dresses plainly,
confesses her sins, an...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
A Welcome at Our Door
Amy Clipston

Series: An Amish Homestead Novel

9780310363880, 0310363888
Pub Date: 3/9/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 2/10/21
$9.99 CAD
384 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

After a devastating loss, Cindy Riehl is still searching for
peace. Will she find it in the community she calls home—or

will love send her down a new path?

Over the last few years, Cindy Riehl—the youngest of the Riehl
children—has watched her siblings find love and happiness in
Lancaster County. But as her family has settled down and grown,
Cindy has continued to grieve her mother, whose death left an
enormous hole in her heart. Since that haunting day, Cindy has
struggled to find peace and wonders if the community is the place
for h...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
Arms of Mercy
Ruth Reid

Series: An Amish Mercies Novel

9780785249641, 0785249648
Pub Date: 4/13/21, On Sale Date: 5/27,
Ship Date: 3/17/21
$9.99 CAD
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

He lost her once to a rash decision.

He will not lose her again.

On the eve of a new year, Catherine Glick is expecting her bu of
five years to propose. Instead, the unexpected arrival of an old
boyfriend, Elijah, sends her life spiraling out of control. When a
rash decision damages her current relationship, Catherine leaves
for Florida to work in her cousin’s bakery—anything to flee the
source of her shame.

Elijah Graber knows he hurt Catherine when he left their Amish
district six years ago. He’s determined to explain his actions, even
...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
Abiding Mercy
Ruth Reid

Series: An Amish Mercies Novel

9780310363934, 0310363934
Pub Date: 2/9/21, On Sale Date: 3/18,
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$9.99 CAD
400 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

From bestselling Amish author Ruth Reid comes a series
full of sweet romance, thought-provoking questions, and

elements of mystery.

Faith faces an impossible situation: Should she do the right
thing and bring heartache to nearly everyone she knows or

deny her true self and always wonder . . . what if?

Sixteen-year-old Faith has worked full-time in her parents’
restaurant since she finished eighth grade. She loves her Amish
community—and the romantic attentions of her longtime friend,
Gideon.

When her sister seems to be getting too friendl...
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W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
Listening to Love
Beth Wiseman

Series: An Amish Journey Novel

9780310363965, 0310363969
Pub Date: 4/13/21, On Sale Date: 5/27,
Ship Date: 3/17/21
$9.99 CAD
368 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

Falling in love can only mean trouble for an Englisch girl
and an Amish boy… unless there’s another way for them to

listen to their hearts.

Englischer Natalie Collins looks forward to Friday night suppers at
Levi and Mary Shetler’s house every week: delicious food,
wonderful conversation with her Amish friends, and, best of all,
the presence of Levi’s older brother Lucas. Natalie and Lucas have
become best friends despite their different backgrounds. They
share a love of books, and he is teaching her about God in a way
she can underst...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
A Beautiful Arrangement
Beth Wiseman

Series: An Amish Journey Novel

9780310363941, 0310363942
Pub Date: 5/11/21, On Sale Date: 6/24,
Ship Date: 4/14/21
$9.99 CAD
384 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

Can Samuel and Lydia find love in their marriage of
convenience?

Lydia still can’t believe that she is Mrs. Samuel Bontrager. Or that
she is seventeen with a six-month-old daughter. As Baby Mattie
grows fussier by the day, Lydia wonders how she will survive a
lifetime of marriage to a man she doesn’t love—at least not in the
way she wants.

Samuel knows that he and Lydia did the right thing by marrying
when Lydia became pregnant. He has even grown to love Lydia,
though he never seems able to say the words out loud. What if
she doesn’t ...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
The Innkeeper's Bride
Kathleen Fuller

Series: An Amish Brides of Birch Creek
Novel

9780310363897, 0310363896
Pub Date: 5/11/21, On Sale Date: 6/24,
Ship Date: 4/14/21
$9.99 CAD
368 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

With two matchmakers on the loose in the Amish
community of Birch Creek, the new innkeeper doesn’t

stand a chance in this sweet Amish romance.

When Selah Ropp returns to Birch Creek, she is a different person
than when she left. I know I haven’t done much listening in the
past, Lord, she prays. But I’m listening now. Her new friend,
Cevilla Schlabach, urges her to let go of regrets and allow this to
be a fresh start. Cevilla herself, though, hides a secret longing
behind her weathered face.

Levi Stoll and his family spent a year transf...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
The Farmer's Bride
Kathleen Fuller

Series: An Amish Brides of Birch Creek
Novel

9780310363859, 0310363853
Pub Date: 3/9/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 2/10/21
$9.99 CAD
352 pages
Mass Market
Fiction / Amish & Mennonite

4.2 in | 6.6 in

Markup Tags: mass market

Summary:

From bestselling author Kathleen Fuller comes a
heartwarming romantic comedy set in the beloved Amish

community of Birch Creek.

“Once you open the book, you won’t put it down until you’ve
reached the end.”—Amy Clipston, bestselling author of A Seat by

the Hearth, for The Teacher’s Bride

They promised to keep each other’s secrets . . . not
realizing they were about to make some of their own.

Martha Detweiler has a problem many Amish women her age
would envy: she’s the only single woman in a community of
young men, and they’re all competi...
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Thomas Nelson
9781400226467
Pub Date: 10/6/20
Ship Date: 9/9/20
$43.50 CAD
Hardcover

640 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Religious
BIO018000
Format Description:
Hardcover

6 in | 9 in

Bonhoeffer
Pastor, Martyr, Prophet, Spy
Eric Metaxas

Contributor Bio
Eric Metaxas is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bonhoeffer, Martin Luther, If You Can Keep It,
Miracles, Seven Women, Seven Men, andAmazing Grace. His books have been translated into more than
twenty-five languages. His writing has appeared in the Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, and the New
Yorker, and Metaxas has appeared as a cultural commentator on CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC. He is the host
of The Eric Metaxas Radio Show, a daily nationally syndicated show aired in 120 U.S. cities and on TBN.
Metaxas is also the founder of Socrates in the City, the acclaimed series of conversations on "life, God, and
other small topics," featuring Malcolm Gladwell, Ambassador Caroline Kennedy, Baroness Caroline Cox, and
Dick Cavett, among many others. He is a senior fellow and lecturer at large at the King's College in
Manhattan, where he lives with his wife and daughter.

Summary
The runaway New York Times bestseller, revised and with a new introduction from the author.

Who better to face the greatest evil of the 20th-century than a humble man of faith?

As Adolf Hitler and the Nazis seduced a nation, bullied a continent, and attempted to exterminate the Jews of
Europe, a small number of dissidents and saboteurs worked to dismantle the Third Reich from the inside. One
of these was Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a pastor and author. In his blockbuster New York Times bestselling
biography, Eric Metaxas takes both strands of Bonhoeffer’s life—the theologian and the spy—and draws them
together to tell a searing story of incredible moral courage in the face of monstrous evil. Metaxas presents the
fullest accounting of Bonhoeffer’s heart-wrenching decision to leave the safe haven of America to return to
Hitler’s Germany, and sheds new light on Bonhoeffer’s involvement in the famous Valkyrie plot and in
“Operation 7,” the effort to smuggle Jews into neutral Switzerland. In a deeply moving narrative, Metaxas
uses previously unavailable documents?including personal letters, detail...

Thomas Nelson
9781400225187
Pub Date: 10/27/20
Ship Date: 9/30/20
$34.99 CAD
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Sports
BIO016000
Format Description:
Hardcover, Jacketed

9 in H | 6 in W

Flip the Script
Lessons Learned on the Road to a Championship
Ed Orgeron

Contributor Bio
Ed Orgeron is the head coach of the LSU Tigers football team, the reigning NCAA champion.

Ebooks
Flip the Script - E-Book - 10/27/2020 $11.99 9781400225200
Audio
Downloadable Audio File - 10/27/2020 $26.99 9781400225217 Read By

Summary
The path to success is never easy. In Flip the Script you will learn the life-changing lessons of leadership and
determination Coach O discovered on the road to a championship.

Ed Orgeron, head coach of the record-breaking national champion LSU Tigers football team, tells the
inspiring story of reversing the team's fortunes and culture, as well as his own remarkable
leadership journey from disappointment and setback to the apex of college sports.

The storybook football season for the LSU Tigers in 2019 was the stuff of legend: a team with recently unmet
expectations became the undefeated national champion with a Heisman trophy-winning transfer quarterback
under the leadership of a coach whose previous coaching stops had been disappointments. Yet that coach, Ed
Orgeron, had turned everything around. He flipped the script, transforming a program that lately had not
reached its potential into a team of unprecedented dominance. Flip the Script is the story of how it happened,
with lessons for anyone who wants to succeed. Telling the story of his own journey that culminated in the
Cinderel...

THOMAS NELSON
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Thomas Nelson
9780785237914
Pub Date: 3/16/21
On Sale Date: 11/26/20
Ship Date: 2/17/21
$33.50 CAD
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Self-Help  /  Personal Growth
SEL027000
Format Description:
Hardcover, Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Building a Network
The Power of Relationships in Work and in Life
Chip Gaines, Don Yaeger

Contributor Bio
Chip Gaines and his wife, Joanna Gaines, are co-founders and co-owners of Magnolia Homes, Magnolia
Market, and Magnolia Realty in Waco, Texas.

Chip was born in Albuquerque, New Mexico and was raised in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area. He graduated from
Baylor University's Hankamer School of Business with a degree in marketing. An entrepreneur by nature, he
started and sold many small businesses before Magnolia. Having grown up spending time on his granddad's
ranch in North Texas, Chip became a true cowboy at heart. He says he was made for hard labor and always
preferred digging ditches to academic pursuits.

Chip loves life with his five kiddos and is head over heels for Joanna. Hand in hand is exactly how Chip
prefers to work, which makes Fixer Upper even more fun to watch, and he enjoys seeing his and Joanna's
passions merge to complement and serve one another.

Summary
Only a few people-Oprah, Ted Turner, Walt Disney, and now Chip and Joanna Gaines-have literal networks. But
every successful person has a network of people-friends, family, and business associates-who serve as a
support system. This "community" shapes a person's identity, behavior, and values, which ideally include
kindness and being considerate of others and their needs.

"Nice people finish first," says Chip Gaines, the wildly popular and admired star of HGTV's Fixer Upper and
cofounder of the Magnolia brand. "And networking always works better than bridge burning." With these
truths as the foundational cornerstone, Chip uses his own unique journey as a creative and entrepreneur to
construct a case for the value and importance of developing strong relationships at work and outside of work.
He says, "If you live your life the right way, with the right values and the right priorities, you will end up in
the right relationships." Those relationships then become the currency for success.

Part business book and all manifesto for living a fulfilled life, Building a Network unpacks the beaut...

THOMAS NELSON
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Related Products

Audio
9781400221370 - $25.99
Audio
Ebooks
9781400221363 - $26.99
Ebook

Thomas Nelson
9781400221356
Pub Date: 2/2/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/6/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012070
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Alone in Plain Sight
Searching for Connection When You're Seen but Not Known
Ben Higgins, Mark Tabb

Summary
The cofounder of GeneroCity Coffee and lead of The Bachelor's twentieth
season reveals the key to being seen and known, as well as to leading a life
that truly matters.

In Alone in Plain Sight, Higgins shares his perspective as a fellow sojourner on the
journey to find connection and meaning. Examining the questions he has wrestled
with personally, he invites us to

realize that the measure of how connected we are with ourselves is how
connected we are with others;
discover why connection with others is essential and how shared pain can
bridge even the widest gaps between two very different people;
deconstruct the fairy-tale view of love that culture advertises and address the
lie that being single is a disease that needs to be cured; and
understand that the God who seeks connection is the answer to the deep
yearning we have to connect to something bigger than ourselves.

Contributor Bio
Ben Higgins is best known from season 20 of ABC's hit series, The Bachelor. The
show led to an enhanced social media platform that he now uses to share what he is
most passionate about with others--his faith, his hope for humanity, and his love of
sports. In 2017 Ben cofounded Generous International, a for-purpose company
dedicated to contributing profits to social issues around the world, and a l...

Comp Titles
The Path
Between Us

Stabile,
Suzanne IVP Books 4/10/2018 9780830846429

0830846425 Hardcover Religion

It's Not Okay Dorfman,
Andi

Gallery
Books 1/31/2017 9781501171390

1501171399
$22.00
CAD Trade Paperback Biography &

Autobiography

Scary Close Miller,
Donald

Thomas
Nelson 2/10/2015 9780785213185

078521318X
$31.00
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400220564 - $9.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400220571 - $25.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9781400220557
Pub Date: 2/2/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/6/2021
$23.99 Can.
Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012120
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Falling Home
Creating a Life That Catches You When You Fall
Hallie Lord

Markup Tags:
PB Original

 :

Summary
Beloved speaker and radio host Hallie Lord shows how to use unexpected
hardships and challenges to build a life that will make you more secure and
grounded than ever before.

Hallie Lord understands the upheaval life can bring. From her parents' divorce when
she was a preteen to moving eleven times in fifteen years with her family, the radical
changes she faced relentlessly pushed her toward fear and helplessness. Yet by
digging into her faith and through much self-reflection, she realized that even though
those challenges had left her a bit battered and bruised, they had also equipped her
for any difficulty that may arise.

In Falling Home, she describes the four interconnected foundations that now give her
strength and security during life's upheavals:

committed, supportive friendships,
healthy family relationships,
an intimate love affair with God, and
a compassionate sense of self.

Inviting readers into her hard-fought journey, Lord shows them how they, too, can
embrace whatever life brings...

Contributor Bio
Hallie Lord is a writer, speaker, and the host of Hallie Weekly, which airs on the
national SiriusXM network. Her writing has appeared in a variety of publications,
including America, Family Foundations, OSV Newsweekly, Catholic Digest, Faith and
Family, and This Rock. She has been featured on Patheos, Aleteia, Simple Mom, Faith
and Family Live, Catholic Exchange, and Fathers for Good. With Jennif...

Comp Titles
Something
Other Than God

Fulwiler,
Jennifer

Ignatius
Press 10/10/2016 9781621641520

162164152X
Trade
Paperback Religion

Something
Other Than God

Fulwiler,
Jennifer

Ignatius
Press 4/29/2014 9781586178826

1586178822 Hardcover Biography &
Autobiography

Present Over
Perfect

Niequist,
Shauna Zondervan 8/9/2016 9780310342991

0310342996
$31.99
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket Religion

Through the
Eyes of a Lion Lusko, Levi Thomas

Nelson 8/4/2015 9780718032142
0718032144

$23.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Ready for
Anything Lipp, Kathi Zondervan 5/19/2020 9780310358008

0310358000
$23.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Traveling
Mercies

Lamott,
Anne Anchor 2/15/2000 9780385496094

0385496095
$22.00
CAD

Trade
Paperback Religion
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Related Products

Audio
9780310359876 - $25.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780310359869 - $10.99
Ebook

Zondervan
9780310359852
Pub Date: 2/2/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/6/2021
$31.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Self-Help  /  Motivational &
Inspirational
SEL021000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Share Your Stuff. I’ll Go First.
10 Questions to Take Your Friendships to the Next Level
Laura Tremaine

Summary
For more than ten years, Laura Tremaine has encouraged women to cultivate
deep relationships through her podcast and popular blog. With stories never
told before, Laura takes the conversation one step further and gives practical
help and a model to forming deep connections in her long-awaited debut....

Part memoir and part guidebook, Share Your Stuff. I'll Go First. is the invitation
you've been waiting for to show up with your whole self and discover the
intimate, meaningful relationships you long for.

In spite of the hyper-connected culture we live in today, women still feel shamed for
oversharing and being publicly vulnerable. And no matter how many friends we seem
to have, many of us are still desperately lonely.

Laura Tremaine says it's time for something better. Openness and vulnerability are the
foundation for human growth and healthy relationships, and it all starts when we
share our stuff, the nitty-gritty daily details about ourselves with others. Laura has led
the way in her personal life with her popular blog and podcast, and now with
lighthearted self-awareness, a sensitivity to the important things in life, and
compelling storytelling, Laura gives you the tools to build and deepen the
conversations happening in your life.

Laura's stories about her childhood in Oklahoma, he...

Contributor Bio
Laura Tremaine grew up in small town Oklahoma and moved to Los Angeles sight
unseen when she was twenty-two years old. She worked in film and television
production for many years at MTV, VH1, Fox, and Paramount Pictures, before pursuing
writing full time.

Laura has been sharing her life online for ten years. She writes about friendship,
anxiety, motherhood, and marriage. Her blog posts and podcast ...

Comp Titles
The Next Right
Thing

Freeman,
Emily P. Revell 4/2/2019 9780800736521

0800736524
$19.99
CAD

Hardcover Paper over
boards Religion

One Beautiful
Dream

Fulwiler,
Jennifer Zondervan 4/3/2018 9780310349747

0310349745
$31.00
CAD Hardcover Religion

If You Only Knew Ivey, Jamie B&H
Books 1/30/2018 9781462749720

1462749720 Hardcover Religion
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Related Products

Audio
9780785233978 - $26.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780785233961 - $18.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780785216179 - $23.99
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785233954
Pub Date: 2/9/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/13/2021
$23.99 Can.
Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012130
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Is It Just Me?
Learning to Trust God in the Middle of Hurts, Doubts, and Fears
Grace Elaine Valentine

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
An anthem for every woman who is weary of living a life in which she knows the right
answers but does not believe them.

Is It Just Me? is a book by a popular social media blogger that helps young
women find true trust in Jesus when they are overwhelmed and frustrated
with their lives.

Many women joke about having trust issues—laughing at their struggle because it
feels common but secretly feeling there is no hope. Grace Valentine was one of them.
In her twenties she realized her trust issues were not humorous because in reality
hers were trust issues with Jesus, her community, her family, and herself. And they
were destroying her faith. Grace creatively told herself she was simply being realistic,
but the truth was, she was entangled with doubt and lies.

In Grace’s second book, Is It Just Me?, she offers readers a new perspective by
helping them find answers to five deeply felt questions.

Am I the only one who is tired, overwhelmed, doubting, and fearful?
Am I the only one who feels hurt and lonely?
Am I the only one who still is struggling to find my purpose?
Am I the only one struggling to trust that God...

Contributor Bio
Grace Valentine is a popular blogger who founded the Enough Movement. Her readers
love the fact that she is young, ordinary, and relatable-they say her fresh voice helps
them navigate their own faith and life. Grace's mission is to help those who have
struggled like she has to find their worth in Someone who truly is worth following.
Grace graduated from Baylor University in 2018 with a degree in ...

Comp Titles
You Are the Girl
for the Job Connolly, Jess Zondervan 9/24/2019 9780310352457

0310352452
$21.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Am I Enough? Valentine, Grace
Elaine

Thomas
Nelson 7/17/2018 9780785216179

0785216170
$23.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Live Fearless Robertson, Sadie Thomas
Nelson 2/6/2018 9781400309399

1400309395
$24.99
CAD Hardcover Young Adult

Nonfiction
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Related Products

Audio
9781400208517 - $25.99
Audio
Ebooks
9781400208500 - $25.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9781400208456 - $31.99
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9781400208494
Pub Date: 2/9/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/13/2021
$31.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012050
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

The Second Happy
Seven Practices to Make Your Marriage Better Than Your Honeymoon
Kevin and Marcia Myers, Charlie Wetzel

Summary
What is the secret to a healthy, happy, fulfilling marriage?

Nearly every marriage starts out happy, and if we're honest, nearly every marriage at
some point becomes unhappy. Is there a solution? Can an unhappy marriage really
get back to being happy? Can it be truly and authentically happy--even better than it
was at first? Kevin and Marcia Myers, married for thirty-seven years through nearly
every challenge a couple can face, emphatically say yes.

Revealing seven practices that offer help and hope for a happy and enduring
marriage, The Second Happy is a captivating, practical resource that provides the
tools necessary to tune-up, overhaul, or even rebuild your marriage. Practices to
sustain and strengthen marriage include the following:

breaking the quit cycle;
picking a fair fight so both people win;
keeping disagreements from escalating; and
removing pretense from your relationship.

Rooted in Scripture and contemporary insights from the Myers' marriage, as well as
real stories from other...

Contributor Bio
Kevin and Marcia Myers have been married for nearly forty years and have four
children and two grandchildren. Kevin is the senior pastor of 12Stone Church, one of
the largest churches in the United States. A gifted communicator, influential leader,
and strategic thinker, Kevin planted the church in 1987 and has grown it to eight
campuses. Kevin mentors pastors and church planters, speaks at church...

Comp Titles

Sacred Marriage Thomas, Gary Zondervan 8/4/2015 9780310337379
0310337372 $23.99 CAD Paperback Religion

The Meaning of Marriage Keller, Timothy Viking 11/1/2011 9780525952473
0525952470 $34.95 CAD Hardcover Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785234333 - $17.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785234340 - $26.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9780785234302
Pub Date: 2/16/2021
On Sale Date: 4/1/2021
Ship Date: 1/20/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Self-Help  /  Motivational &
Inspirational
SEL021000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Dance Your Dance
8 Steps to Unleash Your Passion and Live Your Dream
Laurieann Gibson, Mark Dagostino

Summary

A-list choreographer and creative director Laurieann Gibson guides creators, artists,
and dreamers to embrace their passions, live out their truths, and become who they
are meant to be.

Laurieann Gibson has built a remarkable career as “the artist behind the artist,” serving as
choreographer and creative director for superstars such as Lady Gaga, Katy Perry, Alicia Keys,
and Diddy. But Laurieann is more than just a visionary; she’s also a mentor who nurtures artists
to embrace what makes them unique and carve their own paths to success. From working with
young dancers on Dance Moms and judging contestants on So You Think You Can Dance, to
launching new stars on the upcoming season of MTV’s rebooted reality show Making the Band,
she brings encouragement and positivity to helping others reach their highest potential. Now
creatives and dreamers of all kinds can access her wisdom and encouragement in this guide to
dancing through life.

Drawing on her industry experiences—and the faith that s...

Contributor Bio
Laurieann Gibson is one of the most important pop culture influencers in
entertainment today. Having served as director and choreographer for numerous
international superstars such as Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, Diddy, and Alicia Keys, Gibson
brings a unique brand of blending traditional artist development with movement and
dance training to their collaborations. A classically trained dancer, Gibson st...

Comp Titles
I'm
Possible

Cowart,
Jeremy

Thomas
Nelson 4/16/2019 9780785223740

0785223746
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Biography &
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Life in
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Copeland,
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CAD Hardcover Biography &
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Related Products

Audio
9780785236740 - $25.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780785236733 - $24.99
Ebook

Harper Horizon
9780785236726
Pub Date: 3/2/2021
On Sale Date: 4/15/2021
Ship Date: 2/3/2021
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Self-Help  /  Motivational &
Inspirational
SEL021000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

The Miracle Mentality
Tap into the Source of Magical Transformation in Your Life
Tim Storey

Summary
For readers seeking a fresh way to approach their worldview and spiritual
practice, and those who want to develop a blueprint for effecting positive
change in their lives and the lives of those around them.

Do you remember a time in your life when you believed in magic?

Maybe it was Santa Claus or the Tooth Fairy, an imaginary friend, or a land of
make-believe in your bedroom or backyard.

But somewhere along the way, disappointment and disillusion erode our belief, and we
tend to live in one of three states:

Mundane--the known things in our lives, the comfortable, the regular
Messy--the unkempt, the unmanaged, and the unmaintained
Madness--the drama and behavior that breed negative results, as well as
uncontrollable emotions

The antidote to the mundane, messy, and madness is the magical.

If you’re longing for deeper meaning, bigger adventures, and more opportunities in
your life, Tim will show you how to tap into The Miracle Mentality.

Contributor Bio
Tim Storey is an acclaimed author, speaker, and life coach, known for inspiring and
motivating people of all walks of life, from entertainment executives, celebrities, and
athletes to adults and children in the most deprived neighborhoods in the country.
Tim has traveled to seventy-five countries and spoken to millions of people. He often
meets privately to counsel high-profile leaders in various ...

Comp Titles

A Return to Love Williamson,
Marianne HarperOne 3/15/1996 9780060927486

0060927488
$21.00
CAD Paperback Body, Mind &

Spirit
The Power Of
Positive Thinking

Peale, Dr. Norman
Vincent RP Minis 5/27/2002 9780762412556

0762412550
$7.95
CAD Hardcover Self-Help

The Power of Favor Osteen, Joel FaithWords 12/17/2019 9781455534333
1455534331

$33.00
CAD Hardcover Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400223473 - $26.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400223480 - $23.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9781400223466
Pub Date: 3/2/2021
On Sale Date: 4/15/2021
Ship Date: 2/3/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Self-Help  /  Motivational &
Inspirational
SEL021000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Limitless
The Power of Hope and Resilience to Overcome Circumstance
Mallory Weggemann, Tiffany Yecke Brooks

Summary
The Paralympic gold-medalist, world champion swimmer, ESPY winner, and NBC
Sports commentator uses her extraordinary story to equip others to meet whatever
challenges they face in life.

On January 21, 2008, a routine medical procedure left Mallory Weggemann paralyzed
from her waist down. Less than two years later, Mallory had broken eight world
records, and by the 2012 Paralympic Games, she held fifteen world records and
thirty-four American records. Two years later a devastating fall severely damaged her
left arm, yet Mallory refused to give up. After two reconstructive surgeries and
extended rehab, she won two golds and a silver at the 2019 World Para Swimming
Championships. And perhaps most significantly, she found confidence, independence,
and persevering love as she walked down the aisle on her wedding day.

Mallory's extraordinary resilience and uncompromising commitment to excellence are
rooted in her resolve, perseverance, and sheer grit. In this remarkable new book,
Mallory share...

Contributor Bio
Mallory Weggemann is a record-setting, two-time Paralympic swimmer for Team USA.
She has set fifteen world records and thirty-four American records, and is also the
recipient of an ESPY Award, a 15-time World Champion, and a Paralympic gold and
bronze medalist. Weggemann has also served as a commentator on NBC for the
PyeongChang 2018 Paralympic Games, the first female reporter in a wheelchair eve...

Comp Titles

Soul Surfer Hamilton,
Bethany MTV Books 6/6/2006 9781416503460

1416503463
$16.00
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Juvenile
Nonfiction

Life Without
Limits Vujicic, Nick WaterBrook 10/26/2010 9780307589736

0307589730
$22.99
CAD Hardcover Self-Help
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Related Products

Audio
9781400223992 - $19.99
Audio
Ebooks
9781400224012 - $8.99
Ebook

Thomas Nelson
9781400223978
Pub Date: 3/9/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 2/10/2021
$24.99 Can.
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012040
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

6 in | 8 in

Saturdays with Billy
My Friendship with Billy Graham
Donald J. Wilton

Summary
Glimpse behind the curtain of Billy Graham’s life, and witness a friendship that will
inspire you. Graham’s dear friend and pastor, Don Wilton, shares memories of special
times with Billy, as we learn what was important to Graham at his core.

Discover a beautiful friendship between Billy Graham and his friend and
pastor, Don Wilton. This handsome gift book, complete with color photos,
looks behind the scenes of Graham's life, which continues to inspire us in our
own spiritual journeys.

Every Saturday for 15 years, Don drove the long road to meet with Billy at his home
in Montreat, North Carolina. There the two friends spent hours talking about family,
politics, sports, and their spiritual lives.

Now, in Saturdays with Billy, Don shares:

More than 20 heartwarming stories of his times with his friend, illuminating the
qualities in Billy's character that were true to the end and revealing the heart of
the man whose light still shines
A quote from Billy before each chapter, as well as dynamic color photography
throughout

Just as Billy's words changed Don's life, they have the power to change ours--a
testament to a man who leaned on God's grace into eternity.

Contributor Bio
Don Wilton has been the senior pastor of the First Baptist Church of Spartanburg, SC,
for over 27 years. He is the founder and president of The Encouraging Word, reaching
people in all 50 states and internationally through television, radio, and the Internet.
He has authored many books including Totally Secure, The Absolute Certainty of Life
After Death, and When God Prayed. Dr. Wilton is a highly...

Comp Titles

Jackie's Girl McKeon, Kathy Gallery
Books 3/13/2018 9781501158957

1501158953
$22.99
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Jesus in Me Graham Lotz,
Anne Multnomah 10/1/2019 9780525651048

0525651047
$31.99
CAD Hardcover Religion

Destiny and
Power Meacham, Jon Random

House 11/10/2015 9781400067657
1400067650

$42.00
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography
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Related Products

Audio
9780785237860 - $25.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780785237853 - $25.99
Ebook

Harper Horizon
9780785239086
Pub Date: 3/9/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 2/10/2021
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Self-Help  /  Personal Growth
SEL023000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Strong Women Lift Each Other Up
Molly Galbraith

Summary
In a time when uncertainty looms large, building bridges and connecting with
one another on a human level is more crucial than ever. Molly’s message gives
woman from all backgrounds and experiences permission to be kind and
supportive to one another—and to themselves.

“Molly Galbraith is collaborative, uplifting, and relentlessly authentic.”

--Melissa Urban, Whole30 CEO, New York Times bestselling author

As women, false beliefs about who we are and what we must do to succeed hold us
back from happiness, confidence, success, empowerment, and deep, rewarding
friendships.

It’s time for that to change.

If you’ve ever wanted to support and believe in women, but felt like they were the
ones tearing you down--this book is for you.

If you’ve ever felt women are catty, competitive, or backstabbing--this book is for
you.

If you’ve ever compared your body or life to another woman’s--this book is for you.

If you’ve ever believed the only way for a woman to be strong and successful is to
claw her way to the top, stepping on other women as she goes--this book is for you.

Many women are ready to stop the vicious cycle of criticizing, judging, gossiping, and
comparing themselves.

They want to feel good in their own skin, and know they’re good enough just as they
are.

By the ...

Contributor Bio
Molly Galbraith, CSCS, is the cofounder of Girls Gone Strong (GGS), the world's
largest platform providing evidence-based, interdisciplinary health, fitness, and
nutrition education for women and the health and fitness professionals who work with
them--including industry-leading certification programs and coaching.

Strong Women Lift Each Other Up is woven throughout the fabric of GGS, as Molly
lea...

Comp Titles

The Moment of Lift Gates,
Melinda

Flatiron
Books 4/23/2019 9781250313577

1250313570
$34.99
CAD Hardcover Social

Science
You are a Badass
(Deluxe Edition) Sincero, Jen Running

Press Adult 10/17/2017 9780762490547
0762490543

$25.00
CAD Hardcover Self-Help

WOLFPACK Wambach,
Abby

Celadon
Books 4/9/2019 9781250217707

1250217709
$26.00
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Social
Science
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400222551 - $10.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400222636 - $26.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9781455539000 - $23.49
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9781400222544
Pub Date: 3/9/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 2/10/2021
$24.99 Can.
Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Self-Help  /  Personal Growth
SEL031000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

The Twentysomething Handbook
Everything You Actually Need to Know About Real Life
Nora Bradbury-Haehl

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
The ultimate, one-stop-shop resource for navigating and winning at life's most
bewildering period.

Every twentysomething has one overriding question: How do I deal with all the
things? For all those asking, Nora Bradbury-Haehl's essential go-to guide provides the
answer. An approachable, easy-to-digest resource, The Twentysomething Handbook
offers guidance for the practical aspects of life--work, food, money, a roof
overhead--while at the same time addressing the hunger for meaning, connection,
and a sense of the sacred.

The Twentysomething Handbook addresses the full range of life's challenges, including
how to:

find friends, grow your friendships, combat loneliness, and build a network of
support;
find a job, thrive at work, budget, do taxes, handle insurance, and feed
yourself;
furnish and decorate inexpensively, live with others (roommates or family),
share tasks, handle conflict, and deal with landlords;
meet people, date responsibly, establish boundaries, survive a break up, and
recogn...

Contributor Bio
Nora Bradbury-Haehl is the coauthor of The Freshman Survival Guide and a nationally
recognized voice in the conversation about young people and religion. For more than
twenty-five years she's worked with youth and young adults in churches, camps, and
interfaith programs forming young people in faith, providing pastoral care,
companioning them through the challenges and joys of young adulthood, and...

Comp Titles
Am I There
Yet? Andrew, Mari Clarkson Potter 3/27/2018 9781524761431

1524761435
$25.99
CAD Hardcover Art

Adulting Brown, Kelly
Williams

Grand Central Life &
Style 3/6/2018 9781538729137

153872913X
$20.99
CAD Paperback Self-Help
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Related Products

Audio
9780310362111 - $23.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780310362098 - $18.99
Ebook

Zondervan
9780310362081
Pub Date: 3/23/2021
Ship Date: 2/24/2021
$23.99 Can.
Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 52
Self-Help  /  Self-Management
SEL044000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Becoming More Human
Your Introduction to the Enneagram
Christopher L. Heuertz, Estee Zandee

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
Following the bestselling The Sacred Enneagram and The Enneagram of
Belonging, author, podcaster, and master teacher Chris Heuertz presents an
innovative and accessible introduction to the Enneagram with never-before-
published content for the millions of readers starting out on the journey of
self-d...

Life is complicated and confusing when we are out of touch with who we are and our
created purpose in the world. Far more than a personality test or a party trick, the
Enneagram is a sacred map to the soul revealing the nine ways we lose ourselves as
well as the nine ways we embrace who we've always been at our essence. In this
startlingly insightful book, podcast host and master Enneagram teacher Chris Heuertz
gently cuts through the confusion that clouds our identities and offers a bright path to
becoming fully ourselves and deeply human.

Discover what it means to be seen and known, to observe your personal strengths
and struggles with compassion instead of judgment, and, ultimately, to embrace the
whole of who you are. Drawn from the bestselling The Sacred Enneagram and The
Enneagram of Belonging, and expanded with original content and innovative insight,
this accessible introduction will show you:

How to identify yourself within the Enneagram
Comprehensive descriptions of each of the ...

Contributor Bio
Christopher L. Heuertz was first introduced to the Enneagram in the slums of
Cambodia. Since then he has trained under some of the great living Enneagram
masters, and he now teaches the Enneagram in workshops around the world as an
International Enneagram Association Accredited Professional. NINE: The Enneagram
Documentary features Chris on a journey across America to introduce the essence of
the ...

Comp Titles
The Sacred
Enneagram

Heuertz,
Christopher L. Zondervan 9/5/2017 9780310348276

0310348277
$24.99
CAD

Paperback - with
flaps Religion

The Enneagram of
Belonging

Heuertz,
Christopher L. Zondervan 5/19/2020 9780310357780

0310357780
$24.99
CAD

Paperback - with
flaps Religion

The Road Back to
You Cron, Ian Morgan IVP Books 10/4/2016 9780830846191

0830846190 Hardcover Religion
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Related Products

Also Available
9780310133612 - $53.99
Also_Available
9780310133605 - $36.99
Also_Available
9780310133582 - $17.50
Also_Available
Ebooks
9780785240075 - $24.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785240082 - $25.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9780785240051
Pub Date: 3/23/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 2/24/2021
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012120
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

9 in H | 6 in W

Mysteries of the Messiah
Unveiling Divine Connections from Genesis to Today
Rabbi Jason Sobel

Summary

Highlighting connections that have been hidden from non-Jewish eyes, Rabbi
Jason Sobel pulls back the curtain to shed God’s light on the holy scriptures.

Most people do not understand how the Bible fits together—even people of faith. Too
many Christians accept half an inheritance in that they are content to embrace merely
the New Testament. On the flip side, Jews often experience this by embracing only
the Old Testament. But God has an intricate plan and purpose for both.

In Mysteries of the Messiah, Rabbi Jason Sobel, raised in a Jewish home in New
Jersey but now a follower of Yeshua, pulls back the curtain to show the many
connections in Scripture hidden in plain sight. Known for his emphatic declaration “but
there’s more!” he guides readers from the story of creation through Revelation to see
the passion and purpose of the Messiah, the Torah, and several of the patriarchs and
prophets.

God’s Word, written by many people over thousands of years, is not a random
selection of people and s...

Contributor Bio
Rabbi Jason Sobel is a thought leader, spiritual guide, and Jewish follower of Yeshua
(Jesus). He is cofounder of Fusion with Rabbi Jason, a ministry dedicated to sharing
teachings and resources that reconnect ancient Jewish wisdom with the teachings of
the New Testament. Learn more at www.rabbisobel.com.

Comp Titles
The Rock, the
Road, and the
Rabbi

Gifford,
Kathie Lee

Thomas
Nelson 4/3/2018 9780785215967

0785215964
$33.50
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography

The Emmaus Code Limbaugh,
David

Regnery
Publishing 11/9/2015 9781621574156

1621574156
$38.99
CAD Hardcover Religion

Sitting at the Feet
of Rabbi Jesus

Spangler,
Ann Zondervan 2/6/2018 9780310330691

0310330696
$24.99
CAD Paperback Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785238690 - $23.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785238737 - $25.99
Audio

Harper Horizon
9780785238683
Pub Date: 3/30/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 3/3/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Women
BIO022000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

A Coat of Yellow Paint
Moving Through the Noise to Love the Life You Live
Naomi Davis

Summary
For the 1M+ dedicated fans of the Love Taza platform, who regularly engage
with Naomi on topics of family, travel, food, decorating—and embracing life’s
everyday joys. Naomi’s endearing style and warm, engaging tone will delight
readers who seek a relatable guide to prioritizing the important parts ...

When Naomi Davis launched Love Taza, the newlywed Juilliard grad had no way of
knowing where that first blog post would lead.

Over a decade later, she’s sharing all new stories in A Coat of Yellow Paint, a
collection of intimate and vulnerable essays that explores being a wife, raising five
children in New York City, and living an authentic life.

Naomi shares life lessons she’s learned along the way, including how to

communicate openly and honestly in your marriage and friendships
be confident in the choices you make as a mother--and why you’re more than
“just a mom”
overcome criticism--including from yourself--on body image, infertility, and
doing “enough”
make childhood feel magical, and seek out adventures with your little ones
navigate spiritual upheaval and reclaim your faith
find more soulfulness in your social media and online experience

If you dream of a life celebrating family, self, and work in a way that feels right for
you, A Coat of Yellow Paint will inspire you to drown out the no...

Contributor Bio
Naomi Davis, named a Forbes Top 10 Parenting Influencer, shares happy and helpful
stories across her social media channels and award-winning website. What started in
2007 as a blog about her newlywed life in New York City while a Juilliard dance
student, Love Taza has amassed a loyal following, reaching millions around the world.
Now, Naomi continues to inspire audiences with vibrant photos, engag...

Comp Titles
The Magnolia
Story

Gaines,
Chip

Thomas
Nelson 10/18/2016 9780718079185

0718079183
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket

Biography &
Autobiography

Fair Play Rodsky,
Eve

G.P.
Putnam's
Sons

10/1/2019 9780525541936
0525541934

$35.00
CAD Hardcover Social Science

Girl, Wash Your
Face Large Print

Hollis,
Rachel

Thomas
Nelson 3/12/2019 9781400216086

1400216087
$36.99
CAD Hardcover Self-Help
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Related Products

Audio
9780785235750 - $25.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780785235743 - $26.99
Ebook

Thomas Nelson
9780785235729
Pub Date: 3/30/2021
Ship Date: 3/3/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Family & Relationships  /  Marriage
& Long Term Relationships
FAM030000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

9 in H | 6 in W

Everybody Fights
So Why Not Be Good at It
Kim Holderness, Penn Holderness

Summary

Internet video sensations and podcast hosts Penn and Kim Holderness share
how they fight better and end arguments feeling closer, more loved, and better
understood by their partner.

Have you ever gotten in a bra fight? (No, not a bar fight, a bra fight.) Kim and Penn
Holderness have—a knock down, bruised-heart, lick-your-wounds brawl that started
off with a perfectly harmless question about chicken wings. Every couple has these
fights, the kind that go from zero to dialing a divorce lawyer before you know what
hit you. They leave you feeling cold, resentful, and terribly alone. But it doesn’t have
to be that way.

The Holdernesses that are seen on social media are goofy, funny, and joyous, which
has earned them the adoration of millions of fans. But when they started noticing
comments on their videos that said things like “You are the perfect couple” or
“#couplegoals,” they thought, “Who us? These people want to be more like us?” So,
they decided it was time to stop being polite and start...

Contributor Bio
Kim Holderness was born and raised in Sarasota, Florida, and was a competitive
dancer (once crowned Miss Dance Florida). She went to the University of Florida, then
began her career in TV journalism. Penn and Kim met in Orlando while working in
local news and were married in 2005. In 2013 they left the TV business and launched
a digital content company called Greenroom Communications. Part of tha...

Comp Titles

Hold Me Tight Johnson, Dr.
Sue

Little, Brown
Spark 4/8/2008 9780316113007

031611300X
$36.50
CAD Hardcover Psychology

The Secrets of
Happy Families Feiler, Bruce William

Morrow 2/19/2013 9780061778735
0061778737

$31.99
CAD Hardcover Family &

Relationships

Love and Respect Eggerichs,
Emerson

Thomas
Nelson 9/5/2004 9781591451877

1591451876
$36.99
CAD Hardcover Family &

Relationships

Cole and Sav Labrant,
Cole

Thomas
Nelson 11/5/2019 9780785222934

0785222936
$21.99
CAD Paperback Religion

A Love Letter Life Roloff,
Jeremy Zondervan 4/2/2019 9780310353621

0310353629
$33.50
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket Religion

The Seven
Principles for
Making Marriage
Work

Gottman,
John Harmony 5/5/2015 9780553447712

0553447718
$22.99
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Family &
Relationships
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Related Products

Audio
9780310456858 - $19.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780310456551 - $7.99
Ebook
Previous Titles
9780310454076 - $21.00
Backlist

Zondervan
9780310456599
Pub Date: 3/30/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 3/3/2021
$23.99 Can.
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Poetry  /  Subjects & Themes
POE003000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

5 in | 7.5 in

How Far You Have Come
Musings on Beauty and Courage
Morgan Harper Nichols

Summary
As popular Instagram poet and artist Morgan Harper Nichols shares glimpses of her
story in How Far You Have Come, she inspires us to reframe the stories we tell
ourselves so we can see through our own brokenness to the beauty inside.

How Far You Have Come is an exquisitely illustrated collection of poetry and
essays from bestselling artist and writer Morgan Harper Nichols. In the midst
of the hurt and the mundane, the questions and the not yets, we can forget
just how far we have come. Morgan weaves together personal reflections with
her signature poems to share her journey to reclaim moments of brokenness,
division, and pain and re-envision them as experiences of reconciliation, unity,
and hope.

The stories and illustrations in How Far You Have Come are organized around a
familiar path Morgan has traveled all her life, along the southern border of the United
States. As Morgan reflects on the moments that shaped her, she invites us to:

Awaken our hearts and recognize how our own histories have made us who we
are today
Have a deeper understanding of pressing on and pressing in, of transformation
and surrender, of meaning in the losses and wild anticipation for the splendor
ahead
Reclaim moments of brokenness, division,...

Contributor Bio
Popular Instagram poet and artist Morgan Harper Nichols has created her life's
work around the stories of others. Morgan's popular Instagram feed
(@morganharpernichols) has garnered a loyal online community, and she is
the author of All Along You Were Blooming, a book of poems and art she
created in response to the personal stories submitted by her friends and
followers. Known for its lyrical tone...

Comp Titles

HER Jeanty, Pierre
Alex

Jeanius
Publishing LLC 2/11/2017 9780997426588

0997426586
Trade
Paperback Poetry

Well-Read
Black Girl Edim, Glory Ballantine Books 10/30/2018 9780525619772

0525619771
$27.00
CAD Hardcover Literary

Collections
Am I There
Yet? Andrew, Mari Clarkson Potter 3/27/2018 9781524761431

1524761435
$25.99
CAD Hardcover Art
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785238898 - $14.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785238980 - $24.99
Audio

Harper Horizon
9780785238881
Pub Date: 4/6/2021
On Sale Date: 5/13/2021
Ship Date: 3/10/2021
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Personal Memoirs
BIO026000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

5 in | 7.1 in

A Season with Mom
Love, Loss, and the Ultimate Baseball Adventure
Katie Russell Newland

Summary
A Season with Mom is the perfect gift book for daughters to give to their
moms, for mothers to give to their daughters, and for anyone who has
experienced the illness of a loved one. It’s a book that will remind all readers
of the importance of telling those closest to our hearts how much they mean ...

At age eleven, Katie Russell attended her first Chicago Cubs game. While dining at
Harry Caray’s Italian Steakhouse in the Windy City, her mother planted the seed of a
big dream: to visit all of the Major League Baseball (MLB) parks.

Fast-forward years later, and Katie stands on the mound at Wrigley Field, baseball and
glove in hand, name displayed on the billboard for all to see.

But her journey to that moment was anything but pitch perfect.

Join Katie as she travels over 30,000 miles to all thirty MLB parks in a single season,
a rare feat that was covered by the likes of ESPN. With black-and-white photographs
taken along the way, accompanied by letters to her mother, she reflects on her life
and America’s favorite pastime.

Katie’s story is for

mothers and daughters,
cancer survivors,
baseball and sports fans, and
anyone who has experienced loss . . . and maybe fallen in love along the way.

A Season with Mom reminds readers that in life, sometimes you strike out, but
sometimes you hit home run...

Contributor Bio
Katie Russell Newland is a writer and sports enthusiast with a PhD in language and
literacy from the University of Texas at Austin. A survivor of both Hodgkin's
lymphoma and melanoma, she is now in remission and lives with her family in Austin,
Texas. When she's not watching sports or her favorite teams play (Chicago Cubs, New
Orleans Saints, and Texas Longhorns), she can be found at a music festi...

Comp Titles
Love, Loss,
and What I
Wore

Beckerman,
Ilene

Algonquin
Books 4/8/2005 9781565124752

1565124758
$19.95
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Biography &
Autobiography

Women in
Sports

Ignotofsky,
Rachel

Ten Speed
Press 7/18/2017 9781607749783

1607749785
$22.99
CAD Hardcover Young Adult

Nonfiction

Strong Is the
New Pretty

Parker, Kate
T.

Workman
Publishing
Company

3/7/2017 9781523500680
1523500689

$45.00
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket Photography
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Related Products

Audio
9780310360711 - $25.99
Audio
Ebooks
9780310360704 - $9.99
Ebook

Zondervan
9780310360698
Pub Date: 4/6/2021
On Sale Date: 5/13/2021
Ship Date: 3/10/2021
$23.99 Can.
Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Self-Help  /  Motivational &
Inspirational
SEL021000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Signs of Hope
How Small Acts of Love Can Change Your World
Amy Wolff

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
For readers seeking an inspirational message that pops off the shelves with
honesty and energy, Signs of Hope offers the true story of an approachable
mom and motivational speaker who accidentally started a movement of
generous love.

Living a life of impact can start small, grow unexpectedly, and contain a simple
message of hope. You can make a difference in the world today through small
acts of kindness, and this book will show you how.

Amidst the struggles and busyness of daily life, it can seem impossible to offer hope
and happiness to others. Sometimes, living a life of impact seems just out of reach.
"What can I possibly do?" we ask.

Amy Wolff often felt this way--that her personal grief and comfortable life made her
unqualified to connect and uplift others. But one day she decided to do
something--and that something sparked a nationwide and worldwide movement of
encouragement.

Signs of Hope is an intimate account of the yard signs with encouraging messages
she created with her family and placed around their city, and how that act of love has
sparked a new journey--helping you find your own way to make a difference and
brighten the world.

In this book, she lays out the heart behind her movement, and how you can al...

Contributor Bio
Amy Wolff is a Speaker Coach for a consulting company she co-owns with her father
and a TEDx Speaker Coach. In 2017 she accidentally started a global movement of
spreading love through simple yard signs. She enjoys engaging in difficult
conversations with unlikely friends, having vacuum lines in her carpet, nurturing a
ridiculous amount of house plants, traveling with her daughters and husband, an...

Comp Titles

Come Matter Here Brencher, Hannah Zondervan 5/29/2018 9780310350842
0310350840 $21.00 CAD Paperback Religion

Looking for Lovely Downs, Annie F. B&H Books 4/5/2016 9781433689253
1433689251 Trade Paperback Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785241515 - $30.99
Ebook
9780785241522 - $25.99
Ebook

Harper Horizon
9780785241508
Pub Date: 4/6/2021
Ship Date: 3/10/2021
$43.50 Can.
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Family & Relationships  /  Parenting
FAM032000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

7 in | 9 in

The Zen Mamas' Guide to Finding Your Rhythm in
Pregnancy, Birth, and Beyond
Finding Your Path Through Pregnancy, Birth, and Beyond
Teresa Palmer, Sarah Wright Olsen

Summary
The founders of the popular blog Your Zen Mama share their experiences and tips on
becoming a mother--while trying to stay zen!--in this practical and beautiful book.

Contributor Bio
Teresa Palmer is the mother of two sons, Bodhi and Forest, and daughter Poet. She is
co-owner of the globally beloved conscious parenting site Your Zen Mama. She also is
the co-founder of Lovewell, a nutritional supplement brand for women and children to
improve health and wellbeing.

As a result of her successful acting, blogging, and business career, Teresa has
garnered a large following. She is...

Comp Titles
Pregnancy, Childbirth,
and the Newborn

Simkin,
Penny

Da Capo
Lifelong Books 9/18/2018 9780738284972

0738284971
$24.99
CAD Paperback Health &

Fitness
Belly Laughs, 10th
anniversary edition

McCarthy,
Jenny

Da Capo
Lifelong Books 1/7/2014 9780738217673

0738217670
$21.99
CAD Paperback Health &

Fitness
Ina May's Guide to
Childbirth

Gaskin, Ina
May Bantam 3/4/2003 9780553381153

0553381156
$20.00
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Health &
Fitness
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Being zen(ish) is what we call it--and it’s the ish that we endorse!

Teresa Palmer and Sarah Wright Olsen are two moms from opposite sides of the world who are doing their best
to raise happy, empathetic children while working, traveling, and maintaining their sanity. With six kids between
them, the founders of the much-loved Your Zen Mama blog know as well as anyone that motherhood doesn’t
exist in the highlight reel of life, and that finding even a fleeting semblance of calm among the epic ebbs and
flows of being a parent is usually all you can hope for!

So, forget perfection and prepare to get real, vulnerable, and dirty (mostly from guacamole) with Sarah and
Teresa as they delve into their journeys of motherhood and share some of the knowledge they’ve collected over
the years from the Your Zen Mama community, from their expert mentors and through being in the trenches of
parenthood themselves. From prepping for pregnancy all the way through to birth, the first twelve weeks with
your ...
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785235569 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785235576 - $26.99
Audio
Previous Titles
9780718081966 - $31.00
Backlist

Thomas Nelson
9780785235545
Pub Date: 4/6/2021
On Sale Date: 5/13/2021
Ship Date: 3/10/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012130
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Woman Evolve
Break Up with Your Fears and Revolutionize Your Life
Sarah Jakes Roberts

Markup Tags: : Simultaneous HC & TPB (9780875235583, $23.99)

Summary

Reimagining the story of Eve, Sarah Jakes Roberts draws lessons from
Scripture and from her own life that show women how to use the mistakes of
their past to overcome the challenges of today.

As the first woman, Eve was also the first woman who had to deal with the mistakes
of her past. In a dramatic reinterpretation of Eve’s story in Genesis, Sarah Jakes
Roberts shows how the slow seduction of our minds can knock us out of our orbit.
Pastor Sarah guides women in identifying the dragons that have taken them down,
then encourages readers to get into a new orbit as she reminds them “enmity” is a
two-way street.

Everyone faces trials, and everyone will mess up. But past failures should not be the
focus. A person’s purpose in life does not change; it evolves. In the same way,
someone should not be attached to who she was but to who she can become.

Chapters include:

Identify Your Weakness
Silence Is Golden
Touch but Don’t Eat
Naked Is the New Black
You’re Gonna Mess Up
Rest in Hope

Woman Evolve teach...

Contributor Bio
Sarah Jakes Roberts is a businesswoman, bestselling author, and media personality
who expertly balances career, ministry, and family. She has been the driving force
behind grassroots marketing for films, publications, and community programs that
inspire and uplift people of all ages and backgrounds. Sarah is the daughter of Bishop
T.D. Jakes and Mrs. Serita Jakes and pastors a dynamic community o...

Comp Titles

The Wait Franklin, DeVon Howard Books 2/2/2016 9781501105296
1501105299 $35.00 CAD Hardcover Family & Relationships
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785236764 - $16.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785236771 - $25.99
Audio

Harper Horizon
9780785236757
Pub Date: 4/13/2021
Ship Date: 3/17/2021
$35.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Entertainment & Performing Arts
BIO005000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Go Love Yourself
A Guide to Radical Self-Acceptance and Gratitude
Zachary Levi

Summary
For the 1.5 million followers of Zachary Levi who are inspired by his unique
blend of wit, transparency, and humility. Zach gives fans and readers
permission to be comfortable with who they are and to ask for help when
needed.

One afternoon, actor Zachary Levi couldn’t bring himself to open his front door.

Where are you going, Zac? Where are you taking us? What are we doing here?

But he wasn’t worried about what other people might do to him--he was worried
about what he might do to himself.

And that realization terrified him.

In Go Love Yourself: A Guide to Radical Self-Acceptance and Gratitude, Zac shares his
story of grappling with a lifetime of sometimes crippling anxiety and depression,
including a one-month stint in a trauma therapy center. With honesty and humor, he
relates his healing journey to mental health, and shares valuable lessons and insights
he gained along the way.

Through sharing his experiences, Zac hopes his readers will come to believe what he
had to discover for himself: that they can choose a lifestyle of wellness, receive love
from others, and learn to love themselves.

Comp Titles

Open Book Simpson,
Jessica

Dey Street
Books 2/4/2020 9780062899965

0062899961
$35.99
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography

Hindsight Timberlake,
Justin

Harper
Design 10/30/2018 9780062448309

0062448307
$50.00
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography
Think Like a
Monk Shetty, Jay Simon &

Schuster 9/8/2020 9781982134488
1982134488

$34.99
CAD Hardcover Self-Help
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780310362234 - $25.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310362241 - $26.99
Audio

Zondervan
9780310362173
Pub Date: 4/13/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/17/2021
$31.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012160
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.4 in

No Perfect Parents
Ditching Expectations, Embracing Reality, and Discovering the One Secret That
Will Change Your Parenting
Dave Wilson, Ann Wilson, John Driver

Summary
The authors of the bestselling Vertical Marriage and the national radio hosts of
FamilyLife Today, Dave and Ann Wilson, bring humor, insight, and practical
ideas about how to keep God at the center of your parenting, even while you
and your family are imperfect.

Following the wildly popular Vertical Marriage with the same charming,
relatable dialogue between mom and dad, bestselling authors and national
hosts of FamilyLife Today Dave and Ann Wilson dive headlong into the
monumental task of parenting in the 21st century.

Raising kids with hearts for Christ may be the hardest thing you ever try to do, but
it's also the most important thing. Packed with funny and honest stories, compelling
illustrations, biblical insight, and practical steps you can put into practice today, this
hands-on parenting manual will encourage and equip every parent through any stage.

Founders of a multi-campus church and family coaches with 30 years of experience,
Dave and Ann share the hard-earned but easy-to-apply principles that ensure a
strong parent-to-child relationship and a strong foundation for your child. You'll get a
front-row seat to the multidimensional nature of parenting through a conversational
back and forth between Mom and Dad and even comments from thei...

Contributor Bio
Dave Wilson was the Detroit Lions chaplain for 33 seasons, a lead pastor, and a
nationally touring speaker as well as the radio host with his wife, Ann, of the
nationally syndicated radio show Family Life Today. But it's his singular passion for
enriching lives through spreading the Word and wisdom of God that truly defines him.
As the cofounder, alongside his wife, of Kensington Community Church,...

Comp Titles
The Read-Aloud
Family

Mackenzie,
Sarah Zondervan 3/27/2018 9780310350323

0310350328
$21.00
CAD Paperback Religion

Vertical Marriage Wilson, Dave Zondervan 1/29/2019 9780310352143
0310352142

$31.99
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780310361046 - $9.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310361053 - $26.99
Audio

Zondervan
9780310361039
Pub Date: 4/20/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/24/2021
$23.99 Can.
Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012070
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Sexless in the City
A Sometimes Sassy, Sometimes Painful, Always Honest Look at Dating, Desire,
and Sex
Kat Harris

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
Followers of The Refined Woman will embrace this message that our sexual
desire is God designed and good. Kat Harris will help readers understand that
we can embrace our sexual desire as beautiful, holy, and true, regardless of
our relationship status, while also staying connected to Jesus.

Discover a renewed biblical vision for sex, singleness, and relationships, and
transform into an empowered woman of faith equipped to navigate today's
dating culture with vision, clarity, and freedom.

Let's face it: being single in today's culture as a woman of faith can be a STRUGGLE
FEST. But it doesn't have to be. With real talk and straight wisdom, speaker,
podcaster, and founder of The Refined Woman Kat Harris says it's time for a new
conversation about singleness, sex, and desire.

Growing up at the height of the purity movement, Kat knew this much: good
Christians don't have sex until marriage. But approaching 30 and thrust into the New
York City dating scene, she found a set of rules was not a compelling enough reason
to keep her clothes on. Caught between purity culture's rules and popular culture's do
what feels good, Kat began a multi-year journey searching for answers to the biggest
questions about sexuality and faith:

What does the Bible really say about sex?
Why does almost ...

Contributor Bio
Kat Harris currently lives in Brooklyn, New York. From Bible major to editorial
photographer to educator to host of The Refined Collective Podcast, and now author,
she's never shied away from doing things her way. Through her online platform, The
Refined Woman, her vision is to be a voice of truth and hope while equipping women
to walk in wholeness, worthiness, and freedom. She fiercely loves her ...

Comp Titles
Single, Dating, Engaged,
Married

Stuart,
Ben

Thomas
Nelson 8/22/2017 9780718097899

0718097890
$23.99
CAD Paperback Religion

The Single Woman: Life,
Love, and a Dash of Sass

Hale,
Mandy

Thomas
Nelson 8/13/2013 9781400322312

1400322316
$19.99
CAD

Hardcover with
dust jacket Religion

The State of Affairs Perel,
Esther Harper 10/10/2017 9780062322586

0062322583
$33.50
CAD Hardcover Psychology
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Zondervan
9780310108917
Pub Date: 4/27/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/31/2021
$28.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012110
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

Becoming All Things
How Small Changes Lead To Lasting Connections Across Cultures
Michelle Reyes

Summary
This book addresses a growing need within the American church, how to
develop healthy cross-cultural friendships.

Cultural identities and cross-cultural engagement are not things that anyone can
choose to ignore anymore, least of all Christians. Many of us want to have diverse
friends and are passionate about justice. But if we are serious about cross-cultural
relationships--real relationships that lead to understanding, healing and solidarity
across cultural lines--we need to be willing to change. And that's not something that
comes easy for any of us.

In Becoming All Things, Michelle Reyes offers a poignant discussion on the challenges
surrounding cross-cultural relationships in America today, including the reasons for
cultural difference, stereotyping, appropriation, gentrification, racism, and more.
Seeking to deconstruct these things in our own lives, Reyes focuses on the concept of
cultural accommodation in 1 Corinthians 9:19-23, and looks at the ways in which we
need to adapt who we are in order to become all things to all people. The problems
inherent in cross-cultural relationships have to...

Contributor Bio
Michelle Ami Reyes, PhD, is an Indian American writer, speaker, and activist whose
work on faith and culture has been featured in Christianity Today, Faithfully Magazine,
Patheos, and more. She is also the Vice President of the Asian American Christian
Collaborative and Editorial Director at Pax. Michelle lives in Austin, Texas with her
husband, Aaron, and two kids.

Comp Titles

The Color of Compromise Tisby, Jemar Zondervan 1/7/2020 9780310113607
0310113601 $24.99 CAD Paperback Religion

Cross-Cultural Servanthood Elmer, Duane IVP Books 3/8/2006 9780830833788
0830833781 Paperback Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780785238904 - $9.99
Ebook
Audio
9780785238911 - $26.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9780785238836
Pub Date: 4/27/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/31/2021
$23.99 Can.
Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012110
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

PreachersNSneakers
Authenticity in an Age of For-Profit Faith and (Wannabe) Celebrities
Anonymous

Summary

Founder of the phenomenon social media account PreachersNSneakers tackles
how faith, capitalism, consumerism, and (wannabe) celebrity have collided.

What started as a joke account on Instagram has turned into a movement. Through
this provocative project, the founder of PreachersNSneakers is helping thousands of
Jesus followers wrestle with the inevitable dilemmas created by a culture obsessed
with image and entertainment.

In PreachersNSneakers: Authenticity in an Age of For-Profit Faith and (Wannabe)
Celebrities, the author boldly confronts many of the difficult questions plaguing
countless Christians’ minds, such as:

Should pastors grow wealthy off of religion, and why do we get so angry when
they do?
Is it okay to stoke envy among others with curated “lifestyle” images on social
media?
Do we really believe that divine blessings are monetary, or is that just religious
wallpaper to hide our own greed?
Is there space in Christendom for celebrities like Kanye and Bieber to exist
without distor...

Comp Titles

Disruptive Witness Noble, Alan IVP Books 7/17/2018 9780830844838
083084483X Paperback Religion

Good Faith Kinnaman,
David

Baker
Books 11/7/2017 9780801075445

0801075440
$19.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Rich Christians in an
Age of Hunger

Sider,
Ronald J.

Thomas
Nelson 7/28/2015 9780718037048

0718037049
$19.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Stuff Christians Like Acuff,
Jonathan Zondervan 3/23/2010 9780310319948

0310319943
$19.99
CAD Paperback Humor

God, Greed, and the
(Prosperity) Gospel

Hinn, Costi
W. Zondervan 7/9/2019 9780310355274

0310355273
$21.99
CAD Paperback Biography &

Autobiography
All Things
Reconsidered

McCoy,
Knox

Thomas
Nelson 6/2/2020 9780785220923

0785220925
$23.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Faith for Exiles Kinnaman,
David

Baker
Books 9/3/2019 9780801013157

0801013151
$27.49
CAD

Hardcover
with dust Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400219889 - $10.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400219896 - $26.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9781400219872
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
On Sale Date: 6/10/2021
Ship Date: 4/7/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Political Science  /  Political Process
POL043000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Fighting for Life
How to Find Your Cause, Stand Up for What's Right, and Love the People Who
Hurt
Lila Rose

Summary
The founder of Live Action and the face of the millennial pro-life movement presents a
guidebook for becoming a force for good in a broken world.

The founder of Live Action and the face of the millennial pro-life movement
presents a guidebook for becoming a force for good in a broken world.

Do you see the world's pain and heartache and wish you could do something about it?
Do you want to help but don't know where to begin?

As a fifteen-year-old girl, Lila Rose started Live Action in her family's living room out
of a deep passion to defend the rights of the most vulnerable among us and to
expose the abortion industry for what it does. In the sixteen years since, she has built
the largest and most engaged online following in the pro-life movement, addressed
members of the European Parliament and the United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women, and been named as one of the National Journal's "25 most
Influential Washington Women Under 35." And now she is drawing on that experience
to speak to all those wanting to make a difference but needing guidance for how to
start.

In this book, Lila shows how to

overcome imposter syndrome and...

Contributor Bio
Lila Rose is a speaker, writer, and human rights activist. She founded and serves as
president of Live Action, a media and news nonprofit dedicated to ending abortion and
inspiring a culture that respects all human life. Lila speaks internationally on family
and cultural issues and has addressed members of the European Parliament and the
United Nations Commission on the Status of Women. She has be...

Comp Titles
Do Hard
Things Harris, Alex Multnomah 4/15/2008 9781601421128

1601421125
$20.99
CAD Hardcover Young Adult Nonfiction

Make Trouble Richards,
Cecile

Gallery
Books 4/3/2018 9781501187599

1501187597
$36.00
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780310361213 - $10.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310361220 - $25.99
Audio

Zondervan
9780310361206
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
On Sale Date: 6/10/2021
Ship Date: 4/7/2021
$31.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Self-Help  /  Personal Growth
SEL027000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Think Like a Girl
10 Unique Strengths of a Woman's Brain and How to Make Them Work for You
Tracy Packiam Alloway Ph.D

Summary
Award-winning psychologist, TEDx speaker, professor, and author of
numerous books and scientific articles, Dr. Tracy Alloway offers a compelling,
empowering look at the female brain for all women who are curious about the
way their minds are wired and who are looking to experience more growth in
the...

Your handbook to thinking your way to a more confident, successful you. Lean
into your differences, discover your natural strengths, and leverage your
greatest resource.

In Think Like a Girl, Dr. Tracy Packiam Alloway presents powerful myth-busting
research about how the female brain is different, why this matters, and ten tactical
ways you can leverage these differences as strengths to level up in both your
personal and professional life.

It's common knowledge that women and men think differently, but for centuries, this
has been understood as a negative thing for women. Award-winning psychologist,
professor, and TEDx speaker, Dr. Alloway cuts through the conflicting messages about
gender, biology, and neurology and gives an illuminating look at what's true and
what's possible for an authentic, empowered you. With fascinating stories and case
studies, Think Like a Girl will:

Help you understand the unique way your mind is wired
Give you tools to cut through decision fatigue and make the...

Contributor Bio
Tracy Packiam Alloway, PhD, is an award-winning psychologist, professor, author, and
TEDx speaker. She has published 13 books and over 100 scientific articles on the
brain and memory. Dr. Alloway shares her insights about the brain with Fortune 500
companies, and her research has been used in The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, Forbes, and Bloomberg. As a teaching professor and in her pri...

Comp Titles
Switch On Your
Brain

Leaf, Dr.
Caroline Baker Books 8/4/2015 9780801018398

0801018390
$19.99
CAD Paperback Religion

How Women Rise Helgesen,
Sally

Hachette
Books 4/10/2018 9780316440127

0316440124
$35.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9780310360445 - $25.99
Ebook
Audio
9780310360452 - $21.99
Audio

Zondervan
9780310360438
Pub Date: 5/11/2021
On Sale Date: 6/24/2021
Ship Date: 4/14/2021
$31.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012120
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Growing Slow
Lessons on Un-Hurrying Your Heart from an Accidental Farm Girl
Jennifer Dukes Lee

Summary
Jennifer's loyal followers, including (in)courage (100,000 strong), will
appreciate the message of this new book that you don't have to hurry to grow
good things and a beautiful life.

Enter a simpler way of living by unhurrying your heart, embracing the relaxed
rhythms of nature, and discovering the meaningful gift of growing slow.

We long to make a break from the fast pace of life, but if we're honest, we're afraid
of what we'll miss if we do. Yet when going big and hustling hard leaves us stressed,
empty, and out of sorts, perhaps this can be our cue to step into a far more
satisfying, sustainable pace. In this crafted, inspiring read, beloved author Jennifer
Dukes Lee offers a path to unhurried living by returning to the rhythm of the land and
learning the ancient art of Growing Slow.

Jennifer was once at breaking point herself, and tells her story of rude awakening to
the ways her chosen lifestyle of running hard, scaling fast, and the neverending chase
for results was taking a toll on her body, heart, and soul. But when she finally gave
herself permission to believe it takes time to grow good things, she found a new kind
of freedom. With eloquent truths and viv...

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Dukes Lee lives on the fifth-generation Lee family farm in Iowa, where she
and her husband are raising crops, pigs, and two beautiful humans. She writes books,
loves queso, and enjoys singing too loudly to songs with great harmony. Once upon a
time, she didn't believe in Jesus; now he's her CEO. Find Jennifer at
www.JenniferDukesLee.com and on Instagram at @JenniferDukesLee.

Comp Titles

Unseen Hagerty, Sara Zondervan 8/29/2017 9780310339977
0310339979

$24.99
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket Religion

The Next Right
Thing

Freeman, Emily
P. Revell 4/2/2019 9780800736521

0800736524
$19.99
CAD

Hardcover Paper over
boards Religion
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400223343 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400223350 - $26.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9781400223336
Pub Date: 5/25/2021
On Sale Date: 7/8/2021
Ship Date: 4/28/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Self-Help  /  Mood Disorders
SEL011000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

9 in H | 6 in W

Checking In
How Getting Real about Depression Saved My Life---and Can Save Yours
Michelle Williams

Summary
Acclaimed musical artist Michelle Williams shares the intimate, never-
before-told story of how, even in the midst of enormous fame and success, she
battled depression, leading her to find her true calling as an advocate for
mental health--especially her own.

As a member of Destiny's Child, one of the top female R&B groups of all time,
Michelle Williams felt blessed. After the group disbanded, she continued to create
bestselling albums, appear on television shows, and star in theater productions.
Though she had always struggled with low moods, in 2018 her depression deepened,
and when she found herself planning her own funeral, she checked herself into a
treatment facility. There she found the help she needed to live out the incredible story
God was writing for her life.

In her first book, Michelle courageously shares the hidden secrets that nearly ended
her life; the importance of her faith, family, and friends; and the lessons she learned
about prioritizing her mental health. She is on...

Contributor Bio
Michelle Williams is a Grammy Award-winning recording artist and actress who rose to
stardom as a member of the R&B mega group, Destiny's Child, and most recently
appeared as the Butterfly on Fox's hit series, The Masked Singer. Her successful solo
albums include Heart to Yours; Do You Know; Unexpected, which spawned the
internationally charted single, "We Break the Dawn"; and Journey to Freedom, ...

Comp Titles
It's Not
Supposed to Be
This Way

TerKeurst,
Lysa

Thomas
Nelson 11/13/2018 9780718039851

0718039858
$31.00
CAD

Hardcover
with dust
jacket

Religion

Present Over
Perfect

Niequist,
Shauna Zondervan 8/9/2016 9780310342991

0310342996
$31.99
CAD

Hardcover
with dust
jacket

Religion

Through the
Eyes of a Lion Lusko, Levi Thomas

Nelson 8/4/2015 9780718032142
0718032144

$23.99
CAD Paperback Religion

Maybe You
Should Talk to
Someone

Gottlieb,
Lori

Houghton
Mifflin
Harcourt

4/2/2019 9781328662057
1328662055

$40.00
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400224432 - $26.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400224456 - $25.99
Audio

Thomas Nelson
9781400224425
Pub Date: 5/25/2021
On Sale Date: 7/8/2021
Ship Date: 4/28/2021
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography  / 
Political
BIO010000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Faithful Presence
The Promise and the Peril of Faith in the Public Square
Bill Haslam

Summary
Two-term governor of Tennessee Bill Haslam reveals how faith--too often
divisive and contentious--can be a redemptive and unifying presence in the
public square.

As a former mayor and governor, Bill Haslam has long been at the center of politics
and policy on local, state, and federal levels. And he has consistently been guided by
his faith, which influenced his actions on issues ranging from capital punishment to
pardons, health care to abortion, welfare to free college tuition. Yet the place of faith
in public life has been hotly debated since our nation's founding, and the relationship
of church and state remains contentious to this day--and for good reason. Too often,
Bill Haslam argues, Christians end up shaping their faith to fit their politics rather
than forming their politics to their faith. They seem to forget their calling is to be
used by God in service of others rather than to use God to reach their own desires
and ends.

Faithful Presence calls for a different way. Drawing u...

Contributor Bio
Bill Haslam is the former two-term mayor of Knoxville, Tennessee, and former
two-term governor of Tennessee, reelected in 2014 with the largest victory margin of
any gubernatorial election in Tennessee history. During his tenure, Tennessee became
the fastest improving state in the country in K-12 education and the first state to
provide free community college or technical school for all of its cit...

Comp Titles
Love Your
Enemies

Brooks,
Arthur C.

Broadside
Books 3/12/2019 9780062883759

0062883755
$34.99
CAD Hardcover Political

Science

Them Sasse, Ben St. Martin's
Press 10/16/2018 9781250193681

1250193680
$37.99
CAD

Hardcover with dust
jacket

Political
Science
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400220854 - $10.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400220908 - $26.99
Audio

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400220939
Pub Date: 2/9/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/13/2021
$24.99 Can.
Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Business & Economics  /  New
Business Enterprises
BUS048000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Cosmic Careers
Exploring the Universe of Opportunities in the Space Industries
Alastair Storm Browne, Maryann Karinch

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
For space enthusiasts, as well as anyone else looking for next generation business
opportunities, the careers, companies, and opportunities outlined in this book will help
make your cosmic dreams a down-to-earth reality.

We are starting to see the first real progress in space exploration in the private
sector, and there are many jobs becoming available, right now, in this fascinating new
field. Now that companies are set to take both professional astronauts and
well-trained passengers into space as early as summer of 2021, this book will prepare
you to take your place, whether as an investor, owner, employee, or enthusiast, in the
exciting world of space exploration.

Readers will:

Receive a comprehensive listing of the careers and skillsets that are in demand
and will be in demand over the coming years in space exploration.
Access stories, company profiles, and even the technical descriptions
spotlighting information that is relevant today and over the next few decades.
Gain insights into the world of space exploration, its characters, and the real
opportunities that are within anyone’s grasp if they want it badly enough.

Sierra Nevada, Northrup Grumman, Boeing, and Bigelow Aerospace built prototypes of
d...

Contributor Bio
Alastair Browne is a lifetime space advocate and member of national space society.
His popular space development blog has over 475,000 followers on Facebook. He is
true space junkie who has devoted his life and career to space development.

Maryann Karinch has co-written many business, tech, and future-looking books, and
she has a lifelong interest in space exploration.

Comp Titles

Mission to Mars Aldrin, Buzz National
Geographic 5/7/2013 9781426210174

1426210175
$31.00
CAD Hardcover Science

The Space
Barons

Davenport,
Christian PublicAffairs 3/20/2018 9781610398299

1610398297
$35.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
The Future of
Humanity Kaku, Michio Doubleday 2/20/2018 9780385542760

0385542763
$39.95
CAD Hardcover Science
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400224036 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400224067 - $26.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400224098 -
Other_Format
9781400224142 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400223954
Pub Date: 2/9/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 1/13/2021
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  /  Marketing
BUS043000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Quantum Marketing
Mastering the New Marketing Mindset for Tomorrow's Consumers
Raja Rajamannar

Summary
Raja Rajamannar, Chief Marketing Officer of Mastercard, shares breakthrough, frontier
strategies to navigate the challenges marketers face to thrive in a modern business
world that is changing with unprecedented speed and disruption.

Raja Rajamannar, Chief Marketing Officer of Mastercard, shares breakthrough,
frontier strategies to navigate the challenges marketers face to thrive in a
modern business world that is changing with unprecedented speed and
disruption.

As technology has continually evolved in the last several decades, marketing has had
to change with it, evolving through four significant stages that build on the strategies
and tools of the previous era. What happens next in the fifth stage, or Fifth Paradigm,
will not be an evolution, but a revolution. Almost everything about how marketing is
done today, including the very notion of a brand itself, will require a complete
re-imagination.

As Chief Marketing Officer of Mastercard—one of the world’s most recognizable and
decorated brands—Raja Rajamannar shares the forward-thinking ways all businesses
must rethink their entire marketing landscape to remain relevant and be successful.

Readers will:

Understand the evolution of marketing and how to be at the forefr...

Contributor Bio
Raja Rajamannar is a globally recognized marketer, an innovative thinker, a
transformational business leader, and a highly successful brand builder. Starting as a
marketing trainee, he worked his way up through different companies, industries, and
geographies around the world to become the global Chief Marketing and
Communications Officer of Mastercard, which he has built into an iconic brand that...

Comp Titles

influence Cialdini, Robert
B. Harper Business 12/26/2006 9780061241895

006124189X
$23.99
CAD Paperback Self-Help

Contagious Berger, Jonah Simon &
Schuster 3/5/2013 9781451686579

1451686579
$29.99
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
Purple
Cow Godin, Seth Portfolio 5/12/2003 9781591840213

159184021X
$23.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400220038 - $10.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400220045 - $26.99
Audio

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400220021
Pub Date: 2/16/2021
On Sale Date: 4/1/2021
Ship Date: 1/20/2021
$24.99 Can.
Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Self-Help  /  Abuse
SEL001000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

The Empathetic Workplace
5 Steps to a Compassionate, Calm, and Confident Response to Trauma On the
Job
Katharine Manning

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
This critical resource gives managers, HR, and anyone who may come into contact
with someone in trauma---including workplace violence, harassment, assault, illness,
addiction, fraud, bankruptcy, and more---the tools they need to be prepared for what
lies ahead.

This critical resource gives managers, HR, and anyone who may come into
contact with someone in trauma—including workplace violence, harassment,
assault, illness, addiction, fraud, bankruptcy, and more—the tools they need to
be prepared for what lies ahead.

This book is crucial for every manager or HR representative who shouldn’t just
prepare to one day be faced with a report of a traumatic experience at work, but plan
on it. This five-step method will help managers make survivors feel supported and
understood. The Empathetic Workplace guides supervisors of any level through an
understanding of how stories of trauma impact the brain of both the survivor and the
listener, as well as the tools to handle the interaction appropriately, to help the
listener, the organization, and most importantly, the survivor.

The easy-to-follow LASER method outlined in these pages includes the following
elements that all managers should know and understand:

Listen-Controlling your own reaction, managing you...

Contributor Bio
For fifteen years, Katharine Manning advised the Justice Department on victim issues
in its most challenging cases, from terrorism to child exploitation to large-scale
financial fraud. As President of Blackbird DC, Manning now uses her expertise to help
government, educational, and corporate institutions prepare for and respond to the
challenges they face involving employees and members of the pub...

Comp Titles
The Fearless
Organization

Edmondson,
Amy C. Wiley 11/20/2018 9781119477242

1119477247
$36.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
101 Tough
Conversations to
Have with Employees

Falcone, Paul HarperCollins
Leadership 6/25/2019 9781400212019

1400212014
$31.00
CAD Paperback Business &

Economics

Difficult
Conversations

Stone,
Douglas Penguin Books 11/2/2010 9780143118442

0143118447
$24.00
CAD

Trade
Paperback Psychology
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400222650 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400222667 - $25.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400222674 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400222643
Pub Date: 2/16/2021
On Sale Date: 4/1/2021
Ship Date: 1/20/2021
$31.00 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  / 
Motivational
BUS046000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Blind Ambition
How to Go from Victim to Visionary
Chad E. Foster

Summary
For anyone seeking to live life to its fullest potential, Blind Ambition is an eye-opening
account of a tech industry star executive who overcame fear and hopelessness to turn
his disadvantage of blindness into a powerful competitive strength.

For anyone seeking to live life to its fullest potential, Blind Ambition is an
eye-opening account of a tech industry star executive who overcame fear and
hopelessness to turn his disadvantage of blindness into a powerful competitive
strength.

While most people were preparing for the adventure of adult life, Chad E. Foster was
watching the world he grew up with fade to black. But that didn’t stop him from
becoming the first blind person to graduate from the Harvard Business School
leadership program and climbing the corporate ladder as a successful Finance/Sales
executive. With determination, ambition, and drive, Chad created what Oracle said
would be impossible. He gave millions of people the ability to earn a living by
becoming the first to create customer relationship software for the visually impaired.

In these pages, readers will:

Be inspired by Chad’s story of how he transformed the loss of his vision into a
gift that provided him with unique strengths and abilities he did not have...

Contributor Bio
Chad E. Foster is a husband, a father, and an avid snow skier (that is not a joke) who
is not just competing with his condition, he is competing with the world's most
successful people. Chad wants to make blind look good and believes he is not
successful in spite of being blind but because he's blind. He embraced his problem
and turned it into a solution. He works at Red Hat, one of the most inno...

Comp Titles

Educated Westover, Tara Random House 2/20/2018 9780399590504
0399590501 Hardcover Biography & Autobiography
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400221578 - $12.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400221592 - $25.99
Audio

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400221561
Pub Date: 3/2/2021
On Sale Date: 4/15/2021
Ship Date: 2/3/2021
$24.99 Can.
Paperback

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Business & Economics  /  Women In
Business
BUS109000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Breaking Borders
A Remarkable Story of Adventure, Family, and Career Success That Defied All
Expectations
Kate Isler

Markup Tags:
PB Original

 :

Summary
Kate Isler’s incredible story of blazing global business trails in the early days of
Microsoft demonstrates how women can stop self-selecting out of opportunities and
make the leap of faith to pursue their dreams.

Kate Isler’s incredible story of blazing global business trails in the early days
of Microsoft demonstrates how women can stop self-selecting out of
opportunities and make the leap of faith to pursue their dreams.

Kate Isler navigated the male-dominated culture of the technology industry, breaking
new global markets for Microsoft in their fast-paced, hyper-growth startup years in
some of the most challenging regions in the world – all without a college degree or
resources that many believe are necessary for success.

Taking readers on a fascinating adventure from Kate’s years as a naïve young adult
through her unexpected global career, which included six international moves,
Breaking Borders candidly shares:

Kate’s moments of success, failure, and very public mistakes to help readers
become more fearless in their own pursuits of greatness.
The author’s struggle to pivot her career in a completely new direction as a
result of being disillusioned with a big corporate environment.
How she overc...

Contributor Bio
While working at Microsoft, Kate Isler started her international career in Dubai in
1993 by talking her husband into quitting his job to become a "house husband" for
what she promised would be a two-year adventure. Twenty years, three children, and
six international moves later, Kate left Microsoft to try her luck at running a digital
health startup.

While that venture ultimately did not bear frui...

Comp Titles

Swell Clark, Liz Patagonia 4/3/2018 9781938340543
193834054X

$45.99
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography
I Am, I Am, I
Am

O'Farrell,
Maggie Knopf 2/6/2018 9780525520221

0525520228 Hardcover Biography &
Autobiography

You Are a
Mogul Pham, Tiffany Simon &

Schuster 9/4/2018 9781501191855
1501191853

$36.00
CAD Hardcover Business & Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400221707 - $12.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400221714 - $26.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400221738 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400221691
Pub Date: 3/16/2021
On Sale Date: 4/15/2021
Ship Date: 2/17/2021
$35.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  /  Leadership
BUS071000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Taking Charge of Change
How Real People Solve Hard Problems
Paul Shoemaker

Summary
The social challenges facing us in the 2020’s are radically different than those we
faced even one generation ago. Meet the new leaders who are moving us forward and
learn how to apply their same effectiveness, qualities, and attributes to you own
leadership.

The social challenges facing us in the 2020’s are radically different than those
we faced even one generation ago. Meet the new leaders who are moving us
forward and learn how to apply their same effectiveness, qualities, and
attributes to you own leadership.

The kinds of leadership it has always taken to build American communities and
companies are still relevant, but they are not sufficient to define the level and quality
of leadership it will take to rebuild an America that has become too uneven and siloed
over the last 20 years.

Turn to Taking Charge of Change to learn real life success stories of change leaders
that will inspire and point the way to real life impact. Featured leaders include Peter
Drucker Award winner Rosanne Haggerty, whose goal is not to reduce but to put an
end to chronic homelessness; Father Greg Boyle, whose organization, Homeboy
Industries, has made a dramatic impact on reducing gang violence in Los Angeles;
and board-certified psychiatrist and behavioral n...

Contributor Bio
If you're out to change the world, Paul Shoemaker is there to connect you to the
people, ideas, and organizations that matter. Shoemaker is the Founding President of
Social Venture Partners International-a global network of thousands of social
innovators, entrepreneurs, philanthropists, and business and community leaders that
fund and support social change agents in over 40 cities and 8 countries ...

Comp Titles

Can't Not Do Shoemaker, Paul Wiley 8/3/2015 9781119131595
1119131596 $31.00 CAD Hardcover Business & Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400221103 - $28.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400221110 - $26.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400221127 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400221097
Pub Date: 3/23/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 2/24/2021
$35.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  / 
Entrepreneurship
BUS025000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

The Common Path to Uncommon Success
A Roadmap to Financial Freedom and Fulfillment
John Lee Dumas

Summary
Popular Entrepreneurs on Fire podcast host John Lee Dumas has interviewed over
2,000 people who have reached the summit of business success, compiling in these
pages the common elements of their path to guide you on your journey to financial
freedom.

Popular Entrepreneurs on Fire podcast host John Lee Dumas has interviewed
over 2,000 people who have reached the summit of business success,
compiling in these pages the common elements of their path to guide you on
your journey to financial freedom.

So many people dream of what it would be like to have a successful business and live
a life where they can pursue their interests, travel, and have standing in their
communities. They might be surprised to learn that most people who have attained
this goal started from a similar place and went through a similar set of steps to get to
where they are now.

The Common Path to Uncommon Success shares the common themes John Lee
Dumas has pinpointed from all the journeys taken by the people he has interviewed
in his popular podcast.

From the initial desire for more financial freedom, to facing periods of doubt, ??to
achieving the ultimate goal of building a company that works without you—this book
outlines the steps to follow so you can be financial...

Contributor Bio
John Lee Dumas (JLD) is the host of Entrepreneurs on Fire, an award-winning podcast
where he interviews the world's most successful entrepreneurs. Past guests include
Tony Robbins, Barbara Corcoran, Gary Vaynerchuk, and thousands more. With over
2000 episodes, 70 million downloads, and 1 million monthly listens, JLD has built a
media empire with a massive fan base aptly called "Fire Nation."

Comp Titles

The $100 Startup Guillebeau,
Chris Currency 5/8/2012 9780307951526

0307951529
$36.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics

Zero to One Thiel, Peter Currency 9/16/2014 9780804139298
0804139296

$36.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
The Automatic Millionaire,
Expanded and Updated Bach, David Currency 12/27/2016 9780451499080

0451499085
Trade
Paperback

Business &
Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400219582 - $12.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400219612 - $26.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400219681 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400219575
Pub Date: 3/23/2021
On Sale Date: 4/29/2021
Ship Date: 2/24/2021
$35.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  / 
Entrepreneurship
BUS025000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Inventor Confidential
The Honest Guide to Profitable Inventing
Warren Tuttle, Jeffrey A. Mangus

Summary
The President of the United Inventors Association shows inventors, innovators, and
makers a savvier, safer path towards monetizing your better mouse trap and how to
avoid the get-rich-quick scammers.

The President of the United Inventors Association shows inventors,
innovators, and makers a savvier, safer path towards monetizing your better
mouse trap and how to avoid the get-rich-quick scammers.

The road to licensing a profitable, innovative product or technology is riddled with
curves, holes, and rocky cliffs. Every year, hundreds of thousands of eager inventors
around the globe spend millions of dollars seeking assistance from inventor service
companies and individuals claiming to be experts in the innovation and licensing
fields, though their actual success rates are poor in relation to the dollar amounts
they charge.

The reality is, according to Inventors’ Digest™, while 78% of new inventors believe
they will make over a million dollars with their inventions, less than 1% actually do.
Marketers prey on this scenario for their own financial gain.

Inventor Confidential tips the odds back in the investor’s favor, helping them:

Gain a much broader picture of the many current challeng...

Comp Titles
One Simple Idea, Revised and
Expanded Edition: Turn Your
Dreams into a Licensing
Goldmine While Letting Others
Do the Work

Key,
Stephen

McGraw-Hill
Education 10/6/2015 9781259589676

1259589676
$30.95
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics

The Inventor's Bible, Fourth
Edition

Docie,
Ronald
Louis

Ten Speed
Press 9/1/2015 9781607749271

1607749270
$33.99
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Business &
Economics

Invent It, Sell It, Bank It! Greiner,
Lori

Ballantine
Books 3/11/2014 9780804176446

0804176442 E-Book Business &
Economics
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Ebooks
9781400223107 - $22.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400223138 - $29.99
Audio

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400223145
Pub Date: 4/13/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/17/2021
$28.50 Can.
Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Business & Economics  /  Human
Resources & Personnel Management
BUS030000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Untapped Talent
How Second Chance Hiring Works for Your Business and the Community
Jeffrey D. Korzenik

Markup Tags:
PB Original

 :

Summary
Hiring people who have served time in prison is not only a good cause, it should be a
crucial part of your hiring strategy if you want to stay competitive.

It’s time for businesses everywhere to open their minds to second chance hiring
practices. With tens of millions of people in the U.S. with criminal records, companies
that successfully implement second chance hiring practices will have a massive
competitive advantage over those that do not.

Untapped Talent makes the business case for second chance hiring. From a credible
source— the chief investment strategist of one of the country’s leading business
banks—this book speaks directly to business leaders to explain the economic case for
considering alternative sources of employees. It also shows why companies utilizing
second chance hiring enjoy a competitive advantage. Throughout, it will include
dozens of examples of businesses (from factories to restaurants to retail) which have
successfully implemented this strategy.

Readers will:

Understand what goes into a successful second chance hire, from the support
that will be needed internally to the resources that are available from outside...

Contributor Bio
Jeff Korzenik is Chief Investment Strategist of one of the country's largest commercial
banks. He appears frequently on Fox Business, CNBC, and Bloomberg, as well as in
leading print media to discuss economic trends, including the intersection of the labor
market and criminal justice. A newly elected member to the Council of Criminal
Justice, Korzenik is one of the business community's leading voi...

Comp Titles

Beyond Bars Ross, Jeffrey
Ian Alpha 7/7/2009 9781592578511

1592578519
$18.95
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Social
Science

Predictably Irrational,
Revised and Expanded
Edition

Ariely, Dan Harper 5/19/2009 9780061854545
0061854549

$34.99
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics

Mastering the Hire Booker, Chaka HarperCollins
Leadership 3/24/2020 9781400216406

1400216400
$24.99
CAD Paperback Business &

Economics

The New Jim Crow Alexander,
Michelle The New Press 1/7/2020 9781620975459

1620975459
$36.99
CAD Hardcover Law

Rethinking
Incarceration

Gilliard,
Dominique
DuBois

IVP Books 2/6/2018 9780830845293
0830845291 Paperback Social

Science
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400223213 - $22.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400223220 - $33.50
Audio

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400223190
Pub Date: 4/20/2021
On Sale Date: 5/27/2021
Ship Date: 3/24/2021
$28.50 Can.
Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Business & Economics  / 
Entrepreneurship
BUS025000
Format Description: Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Surviving a Startup
Practical Strategies for Starting a Business, Overcoming Obstacles, and
Coming Out on Top
Steven S. Hoffman

Markup Tags:
TP Original

 :

Summary
The CEO of Founders Space, one of the world's leading startup incubators and
accelerators, prepares entrepreneurs to avoid disastrous mistakes, surmount sizable
obstacles, and master the skills necessary to make the right choices along their path
to success.

The CEO of Founders Space, one of the world's leading startup incubators and
accelerators, prepares entrepreneurs to avoid disastrous mistakes, surmount
sizable obstacles, and master the skills necessary to make the right choices
along their path to success.

The fact is, over 90 percent of all new startups fail. Every entrepreneur must face this
harsh reality and learn to master it if they hope to survive and wind up on top.

In Surviving a Startup, Steve Hoffman, the CEO of Founders Space, brings readers on
a wild ride, sharing with them the tumultuous journey of launching a venture-funded
startup and revealing what it takes to make it.

This one-of-a-kind guide:

Provides deep analysis and insights into the major challenges every
entrepreneur faces when launching a business.
Prepares entrepreneurs to make the best possible decisions and deal with crisis
situations.
Illuminates strategies for raising capital and growing a business, even when it
seems impossible.
Divulges secrets on how to mana...

Contributor Bio
Steven S. Hoffman, or Captain Hoff as he's called in Silicon Valley, is the CEO of
Founders Space, one of the world's leading incubators and accelerators. He's also an
angel investor, limited partner at August Capital, and a serial entrepreneur.

Comp Titles

Shut Up and
Listen! Fertitta, Tilman HarperCollins

Leadership 9/17/2019 9781400213733
1400213738

$31.00
CAD

Hardcover
with dust
jacket

Business &
Economics

Start Your Own
Business, Sixth
Edition

The Staff of
Entrepreneur
Media

Entrepreneur
Press 1/13/2015 9781599185569

1599185563
$30.99
CAD

Trade
Paperback

Business &
Economics

The Lean
Startup Ries, Eric Currency 9/13/2011 9780307887894

0307887898
$36.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400221639 - $28.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400221646 - $25.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400221684 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400221622
Pub Date: 5/4/2021
On Sale Date: 6/10/2021
Ship Date: 4/7/2021
$36.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  /  Women In
Business
BUS109000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

We Should All Be Millionaires
Change Your Thinking, Build Bank, and Claim Your Independence
Rachel Rodgers

Summary
Dedicated to a reality in which every woman has at least seven zeros in her bank
account, author and experienced entrepreneur Rachel Rodgers offers this pull-no-
punches guide for women to wield economic power---how real change is created.

Dedicated to a reality in which every woman has at least seven zeros in her
bank account, author and experienced entrepreneur Rachel Rodgers offers this
pull-no-punches guide for women to wield economic power—how real change
is created.

Every single woman should want to be a millionaire. If you agree, this book is for
you. If you disagree, this book is definitely for you.

While women now own 40% of businesses in the U.S., the percentage of revenue
brought in by women-owned businesses is only 4.2%. And, while the gender pay gap
isn’t quite that extreme, corporate women are making four percent less than their
male counterparts, and women hold only 25% of c-suite positions. Now that women
are getting a seat at the table, it’s time they demand what they deserve.

This book:

Represents a breakthrough step-by-step guide for women who want to shift
their mindset and work their way to seven figures.
Reveals the unique hurdles businesswomen face that their male peers do not,
both in the office and at...

Contributor Bio
Rachel Rodgers' first digital product, Small Business Bodyguard, has produced more
than one million dollars in revenue and served over 3,500 customers. In the past two
years, she's helped over a thousand female entrepreneurs significantly increase their
income with her company coaching company Hello Seven. Her mission with this book
is to use the platform I've established to share the belief - no,...

Comp Titles

The Confidence Code Kay, Katty Harper
Business 4/15/2014 9780062230621

006223062X
$35.99
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics

#GIRLBOSS Amoruso,
Sophia Portfolio 5/6/2014 9780399169274

039916927X
$36.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
Secrets of Six-Figure
Women

Stanny,
Barbara

Harper
Business 8/6/2002 9780060185480

0060185481
$27.95
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400213801 - $27.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400214303 - $30.99
Audio

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400213795
Pub Date: 5/11/2021
On Sale Date: 6/24/2021
Ship Date: 4/14/2021
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  /  Business
Communication
BUS007000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Get Over 'I Got It'
How to Stop Playing Superwoman, Get Support, and Remember That Having It
All Doesn’t Mean Doing It All Alone
Elayne Fluker

Summary
Too many ambitious women strive to accomplish all their goals alone, leading to
dangerous levels of stress and anxiety. Learn how a strong support network and
meaningful connections are crucial not only to your long-term success, but to your
peace of mind.

Too many ambitious women strive to accomplish all their goals alone, leading
to dangerous levels of stress and anxiety. Learn how a strong support network
and meaningful connections are crucial not only to your long-term success, but
to your peace of mind.

Today’s women are ambitious and excelling in every way. But many still believe that
asking for help along the journey is a sign of weakness, ignorance, or incompetence,
so they go it alone.

Author and podcaster Elayne Fluker believes this mindset is partially responsible for
the increase in suicide rates for girls and women and the reason so many women end
up depressed, overwhelmed, isolated and unfulfilled. To combat this alarming trend,
Fluker helps women learn how to build their own networks, make meaningful
connections, and understand how even some of the most successful women in the
world, like Oprah Winfrey and Spanx founder Sara Blakely, had tremendous support
networks that helped them achieve their dreams.

Get Over "I Got It":

Sh...

Contributor Bio
Elayne Fluker is a writer, editor, producer, and media entrepreneur who has worked
as a journalist for more than twenty years at some of the industry's most esteemed
outlets. She has served as an editorial executive at media powerhouses such as
Condé Nast, Huffington Post, Essence, Martha Stewart Living, VIBE, and Latina. As an
expert in media, pop culture, entrepreneurship, and women's empowermen...

Comp Titles
The Art of
Asking

Palmer,
Amanda

Grand Central
Publishing 10/20/2015 9781455581092

1455581097
$22.99
CAD Paperback Self-Help

Ask More, Get
More

Alden,
Michael

Emerald Book
Company 2/18/2014 9781937110604

1937110605 Paperback Self-Help

The Confidence
Effect

Killelea,
Grace AMACOM 1/6/2016 9780814436417

0814436412
$28.50
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
The Art of
Asking

Palmer,
Amanda

Grand Central
Publishing 11/11/2014 9781455581085

1455581089
$30.00
CAD Hardcover Biography &

Autobiography
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400222902 - $11.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400222940 - $25.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400222957 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400222896
Pub Date: 6/1/2021
On Sale Date: 3/18/2021
Ship Date: 5/5/2021
$34.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  /  Leadership
BUS071000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Creative Directions
Mastering the Transition from Talent to Leader
Jason Sperling

Summary
Welcome to the Age of Creatives, where more and more makers, designers, writers,
and artists are in demand. Learn how to succeed at managing other creatives … once
you understand the new strategies and mindset that are required.

Welcome to the Age of Creatives, where more and more makers, designers,
writers, and artists are in demand. Learn how to succeed at managing other
creatives … once you understand the new strategies and mindset that are
required.

For creators, getting that promotion to management is exciting but can also be scary.
The skills that made them so successful may not translate to the skill required to be a
great manager, and this gets even more complicated when managing other creatives
who often don’t thrive under traditional management procedures.

Creative Direction is a management masterclass in which readers attend lectures and
seminars as they learn from some of the best in the business, including directors Ava
DuVernay (When They See Us) and Joe Russo (Avengers: Endgame); two-time
Academy Award-winning editor Angus Wall (The Social Network); executive producers
from hit TV shows like The Simpsons and GLOW; and creative directors and leaders at
businesses like Amazon, Apple, Disney, TikTok,...

Contributor Bio
Jason Sperling serves as SVP, Chief, Creative Development at RPA Advertising in Los
Angeles. He spearheads marketing efforts for Honda North America, Amazon, TikTok,
UNICEF Worldwide, the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation, and the LGBT Center in Los
Angeles. He oversees a department of nearly 150 copywriters, art directors,
designers, creative directors, web developers, UX designers, and producers....

Comp Titles
The Making of a
Manager Zhuo, Julie Portfolio 3/19/2019 9780735219564

0735219567
$35.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
Turn the Ship
Around!

Marquet, L.
David Portfolio 5/16/2013 9781591846406

1591846404
$37.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics

The Art of Work Goins, Jeff HarperCollins
Leadership 3/24/2015 9780718022075

0718022076
$21.00
CAD Paperback Business &

Economics

Creativity, Inc. Catmull, Ed Random House 4/8/2014 9780812993011
0812993012 Hardcover Business &

Economics
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Related Products

Ebooks
9781400221141 - $28.99
Ebook
Audio
9781400221158 - $25.99
Audio
Other Formats
9781400221165 -
Other_Format

HarperCollins Leadership
9781400221134
Pub Date: 6/8/2021
On Sale Date: 6/10/2021
Ship Date: 5/12/2021
$35.99 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Business & Economics  /  Leadership
BUS071000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

Finding Your Voice, Choosing to Lead
How to Advance Your Career by Keeping Your Values
G. Richard Shell

Summary
The young professionals’ real-world guide to achieving success at work without
compromising integrity, based on Wharton Business School professor Richard Shell’s
countless interactions with MBA students who continue to bring him shocking stories
about the workplace corruption they are pressured to e...

The young professionals’ real-world guide to achieving success at work
without compromising integrity, based on Wharton Business School professor
Richard Shell’s countless interactions with MBA students who continue to bring
him shocking stories about the workplace corruption they are pressured to
engage in.

Forty-one percent of workers across a variety of industries reported seeing ethical
misconduct in the past year alone.From corporate frauds and global bribery to bosses
pressuring employees to engage in illicit sexual relations with clients, young
professionals are completely unprepared for the stark reality of workplace misconduct
and corruption. They are being blindsided by ethical conflict, then forced to make
anguished choices between their paycheck and their values.

Finding Your Voice, Choosing to Lead shows that there is a third way: assume these
conflicts are coming, learn how to recognize them, and follow a step-by-step
approach to responding effectively. In this way, young ...

Contributor Bio
G. Richard Shell is the Warton School's Thomas Gerrity Professor and Chair of its
Legal Studies and Business Ethics Department. His books on negotiation,
interpersonal influence, and success sold nearly half a million copies in seventeen
languages, and his online course on success reached tens of thousands of people
world. The winner of every teaching prize offered at the Wharton School, Richard t...

Comp Titles

The Art of Woo Shell, G.
Richard Portfolio 10/18/2007 9781591841760

1591841763
$30.00
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics

Springboard Shell, G.
Richard Portfolio 8/15/2013 9781591845478

1591845475
$28.50
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
Bargaining for
Advantage

Shell, G.
Richard

Viking
Adult 5/24/1999 9780670881338

0670881333
$34.99
CAD Hardcover Business &

Economics
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Thomas Nelson
9781400226474
Pub Date: 12/29/2020
Ship Date: 12/2/2020
$33.50 Can.
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012040
Format Description: Hardcover,
Jacketed

6.1 in | 9.3 in

Begin Again
Your Hope and Renewal Start Today
Max Lucado

Markup Tags:
Compilation of previously published material, Simultaneous HC & ITPE

 :

Summary
God is in the business of fresh starts. Are you struggling with sadness, pain, or
disappointment? If so, take heart. A new chapter awaits you.

New York Times bestselling author and pastor Max Lucado celebrates God’s promise
to restore and renew. Max prepares us for the journey ahead by encouraging us to:

Trust that God is the author of new beginnings
Rely on God’s love and protection
Hold on to enduring hope
Make a difference in the lives of others
Set our sights on our eternal home

This compilation—which also includes original, never-before-heard content from
Max—assures us of the new possibilities ahead.

Take the next step toward hope and renewal. It’s never too late to Begin Again.

Contributor Bio
Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served churches in Miami,
Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and San Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as
Teaching Minister of Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is America's bestselling
inspirational author with more than 140 million books in print.

Visit his website at MaxLucado.com

Facebook.com/MaxLucado

Instagram.com/MaxLucado

Twitter.com/MaxLuc...

Comp Titles
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Thomas Nelson
9781400224654
Pub Date: 3/2/2021
On Sale Date: 4/15/2021
Ship Date: 2/3/2021
$31.99 Can.
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012000
Format Description: Hardcover,
Printed Caseside

5.5 in | 8.4 in

In the Grip of Grace
Your Father Always Caught You. He Still Does.
Max Lucado

Markup Tags:
Repackaged, Simultaneous HC & PB

 :

Summary
Do you live in fear of never doing enough? Do you feel like if you just work
harder, work longer, work smarter, you’ll get the right results?

In a world full of achievement, praise, and accolades, we can easily fall into the trap
of thinking we can save ourselves and direct our lives with our own actions. But the
way of the cross guides us toward a place where we stop striving, stop pushing, and
stop self-initiating—so that we can fall into the boundless, liberating, refreshing grace
of God!

New York Times bestselling author and pastor Max Lucado urges us to exchange the
pressure of accomplishment for the peace of God’s grace.

In In the Grip of Grace, Max Lucado will help you:

Release a false sense of self-sufficiency.
Rest in God’s unbending and unending gift of grace.
Remember that God is for you and will carry you through every circumstance.

Today, leap from the cliff of self-sufficiency. Step out of the gates of legalism. Walk off
the pier of guilt and condemnation. That’s the only way to...

Contributor Bio
Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served churches in Miami,
Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and San Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as
Teaching Minister of Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is America's bestselling
inspirational author with more than 140 million books in print.

Visit his website at MaxLucado.com

Facebook.com/MaxLucado

Instagram.com/MaxLucado

Twitter.com/MaxLuc...

Comp Titles
No comparable titles have been specified.
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Zondervan
9780310114635
Pub Date: 9/22/20
Ship Date: 8/25/20
$24.99 CAD
Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012080
Format Description:
Softcover

8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

God on Mute
Engaging the Silence of Unanswered Prayer
Pete Greig

Contributor Bio
Pete Greig cofounded and champions the 24-7 Prayer movement, which has reached more than half the
nations on earth. He is a pastor at Emmaus Rd. in Guildford, England, and has written a number of bestselling
books, including Red Moon Rising, Dirty Glory,and How to Pray.

Previous Titles
God on Mute - Paperback - 4/4/2007 9781842913178

Summary
What do you do when God is silent? Writing out of the pain of his wife's fight for life but also the wonder of
watching the prayer movement they founded touch many lives, Pete Greig wrestles with the dark side of
prayer and emerges with a hard-won message of hope, comfort, and profound biblical insight for all who
suffer in silence.

Pete Greig, the acclaimed author of Red Moon Rising, has written his most intensely personal and honest
account yet in God on Mute, a book born out of his wife Sammy's fight for her life and diagnosis of a
debilitating brain tumor. Greig asks the timeless questions of what it means to suffer and to pray and to suffer
through the silence because your prayers seem unanswered. This silence, Greig relates, is the hardest thing.
The world collapses. Then all goes quiet. Words can't explain, don't fit, won't work. People avoid you and
don't know what to say. So you turn to Him and you pray. You need Him more than ever before. But
somehow . . . even God Himself seems on mute. In this heart-searching, honest, and deeply profound book,
Pete Greig looks at the hard ...

Thomas Nelson
9780785238546
Pub Date: 2/2/21
On Sale Date: 3/18/21
Ship Date: 1/6/21
$18.50 CAD
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012120
Format Description:
Hardcover, Printed Caseside

4.5 in | 7 in

Never Too Far
Coming Back from Defeat and Disappointment to Purpose and Power
Louie Giglio

Contributor Bio
Louie Giglio is the pastor of Passion City Church and the original visionary of the Passion movement, which
exists to call a generation to leverage their lives for the fame of Jesus.

Since 1997, Passion has gathered collegiate-aged people at events across the US and around the world, and it
continues to see 18-25-year-olds fill venues across the nation in pursuit of living for God's glory.

In addition to the collegiate gatherings of Passion Conferences, Louie and his wife, Shelley, lead the teams at
Passion City Church, sixstepsrecords, Passion Publishing, and the Passion Global Institute.

Louie is the national bestselling author of Not Forsaken, Goliath Must Fall, How Great Is Our God,
Indescribable, The Comeback, The Air I Breathe, and I Am Not But I Know I Am.

Louie and Shelley make their home in Atlanta, Georgia.

Summary
A person can never get too far from God and His plan and purpose for their life that they can’t get
back to Him and have a fresh start. There is always a way forward that will prevent a person’s
current circumstances from having the final say in life. God has a plan for a comeback. It’s never too
late for Him, no matter what kind of challenge an individual is facing.

Adapted from material previously published in The Comeback, Louie Giglio addresses the feelings we all have
from time to time that life is disappointing and not working out as we’d hoped. We long for something
different, something better, something more. Never Too Far celebrates new beginnings. It offers readers
encouragement and perspective, and it’s for those who feel frustrated or confused; sorrowing or in pain; have
made mistakes; are grieving; disappointed; or feel as though life doesn’t make sense. Readers will experience
the good news that God is in the business of giving fresh starts to people. He gives hope to the hopeless.
Direction to the directionless. Help to those who need help. God is always good, all the ...
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Zondervan
9780310109082
Pub Date: 2/16/21
On Sale Date: 4/1/21
Ship Date: 1/20/21
$21.99 CAD
Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012120
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

God of All Things
Rediscovering the Sacred in an Everyday World
Andrew Wilson

Summary
Abstract theology is overrated. In the contemporary West, we're desperately in need of rediscovering God
through ordinary, physical things we see in the world around us.

Jesus did it all the time. He mentioned a lily, sparrow, sheep, coin, fish, harvest, banquet, lamp, stone, seed,
and vineyard to teach about the kingdom of God. In the Old Testament, too, God repeatedly describes himself
and his saving work in relation to physical things such as a rock, horn, eagle, shelter, cedar, lion, shield,
wave, ox, and so on. "Ask the beasts, and they will teach you; the birds of the heavens, and they will tell
you; or the bushes of the earth, and they will teach you" (Job 12:7-8).

In God of All Things, pastor and author Andrew Wilson explores glimpses of the sacred in created things,
finding in them illustrations of the character and gospel of God. As humans, we encounter glory through stars
and awe through storms. We learn about humanity through dust and about Jesus's death on our behalf
through trees and bread and wine. Ultimately, we meet God in his creation. It is a gallery full of sketches...

Zondervan
9780310114697
Pub Date: 2/23/21
On Sale Date: 4/1/21
Ship Date: 1/27/21
$21.00 CAD
Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Religion  /  Christian Ministry
REL030000
Format Description:
Softcover

5 in | 7.1 in

How to Revive Evangelism
7 Vital Shifts in How We Share Our Faith
Craig Springer

Contributor Bio
Craig Springer is the Executive Director of Alpha USA, a program that runs in over 6,500 churches across
every major denomination and 500 prisons throughout the country. Alpha mobilizes over 50,000 volunteers
and 360,000 participants annually in the US and over 1.3 million globally. Alpha is a simple idea of a great
meal, a short talk and a meaningful discussion about life and faith over ten weeks. It is for people with
questions, frustrations and serious doubts about spirituality, the church, the direction of their lives or anything
in-between. The key to Alpha is listening - it's a judgement-free space where any point of view is respected,
no one gets corrected and people can explore their thoughts together.

Craig has been a leader and pastor in influential churches in Chicago and Denver, one of which was named
Outreach Magazine's 2014 Fastest Growing Church in America. Craig and his wife, Sarah, also spent a number
of years church planting in Prague, Czech Republic. Craig lives in the Denver area and is a passionate hack at

Summary
In a post-Christian, post-modern, post-truth society where Jesus followers aren't often well regarded, modern
evangelism approaches are eroding and increasingly ineffective. Christians often talk more than we listen,
confront when we should converse, and demand that people believe before they belong. We need a
compelling way to share our faith that combines the timeless practices of Jesus with timely perspectives about
our post-everything era.

Author and Executive Director of Alpha US Craig Springer believes that reaching non-Christians is possible,
but only if we are willing to shift our perspectives, abandon ineffective methodologies, and consider the
unique cultural moment in which we are living. In How to Revive Evangelism, he shares the often-overlooked
evangelistic approaches of Jesus himself and demonstrates how returning to these fundamentals are key to
reviving evangelism in the 21st century. Incorporating groundbreaking and often startling data, Springer
offers Christians seven shifts in how to share their faith with friends and family members, neighbors and
coworkers which ...
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Zondervan
9780310361985
Pub Date: 3/2/21
On Sale Date: 4/15/21
Ship Date: 2/3/21
$23.99 CAD
Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012030
Format Description:
Softcover

5 in | 7.1 in

Praying the Scriptures for Your Teens (Enlarged)

Opening the Door for God's Provision in Their Lives
Jodie Berndt, Ty Saltzgiver

Contributor Bio
Jodie Berndt has written nine books, including the bestselling Praying the Scriptures series for Children,

Summary
Prayer can be your greatest asset and source of wisdom in raising teenagers in today's world. Now
expanded, this book features updated content on issues like pornography, addiction, self-harm,
anxiety, rebellion, technology use, dealing with disappointment, and more.

It's never been tougher to be a teenager--or the parent of one. Thankfully, from your teen's first date to the
next time he or she borrows the car keys, you can take your concerns to God through prayer. Drawing on the
power of God's Word, Praying the Scriptures for Your Teens equips you to pray about the difficult issues your
teen may face:

Relationship challenges
Doubts about their faith
Depression
Rejection
Sexual purity
Substance abuse
Eating disorders
. . . and much more

This book also guides you in praying about everything from your teen's character and safety to the purposes
and plans that God has for his or her future.

Filled with engaging illustrations, biblical insights, and compelling prayer principles, Praying the Scriptures for
Your Teens shows how to make the Bible your source for prayers that can powerfully influence ...

Zondervan
9780310360506
Pub Date: 3/2/21
On Sale Date: 4/15/21
Ship Date: 2/3/21
$23.99 CAD
Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012120
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Searching for Enough
The High-Wire Walk Between Doubt and Faith
Tyler Staton

Contributor Bio
Tyler Staton is the lead pastor of Trinity Grace Church Williamsburg. After relocating to New York City in 2010,
he led a youth ministry among the urban poor for 5 years before planting a vibrant, growing church in one of
the city's most creative and culturally progressive neighborhoods--Williamsburg. Tyler lives in Brooklyn with
his wife, Kirsten, and their two sons, Hank and Simon.

Ebooks

Summary
A unique and validating look at the tension you feel between disillusionment and a desire for truth,
Searching for Enough helps you see your doubt not as an emotion to fear but as an invitation to be
followed.

Do you ever find yourself thinking, "I'm not enough, and I'm never going to be. And I know I'm not supposed
to say this, but God's not enough for me either."

Whether or not we attend church, deep down we wonder if the biblical story of faith is really enough for the
complexity of the world in which we live. We fill our lives with other things, hoping that maybe the next
experience or accomplishment will complete us. Yet with every goal we reach, we still feel discouraged and
anxious.

In Searching for Enough, Pastor Tyler Staton draws on ancient and modern insights to introduce us, as if for
the first time, to Jesus' disciple Thomas: history's most notorious skeptic. Like Thomas, we are caught
between two unsatisfying stories: We want to believe in God but can't reconcile his presence with our
circumstances and internal struggles.

But what if there's a better story than shame? What ...
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Thomas Nelson
9780785238928
Pub Date: 3/9/21
On Sale Date: 4/29/21
Ship Date: 2/10/21
$23.99 CAD
Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012070
Format Description:
Softcover

8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

The Power of 1440
Making the Most of Every Minute in a Day
Tim Timberlake

Contributor Bio
Tim Timberlake is the lead pastor of Celebration Church in Jacksonville, Florida and Creedmoor, North
Carolina. He is a gifted communicator and teacher who has the ability to communicate to people from all
walks of life. His sense of humor, combined with his in-depth Bible teaching, gives the listener and reader the
tools to transform their lives from the inside out. Tim is graduate of the Pistis School of Ministry in Detroit,
Michigan. He is an avid sports fan and a cultural thought leader.

Ebooks
The Power of 1440 - E-Book - 3/9/2021 $9.99 9780785238935
Audio

Summary
A thirty-day story-driven manual to celebrate the importance and blessing of each of the 1,440
minutes we are given every day, written by an up-and-coming lead pastor of a global church.

The son of a preacher, eighteen-year-old Tim Timberlake’s tragic and painful personal story of the sudden loss
of his father began his journey toward seeing the benefit and blessing of each day. And not just to get
through it, but to exhaust every opportunity of potential of that day, moment by moment, fulfilling his
God-given purpose.

Today Pastor Tim inspires others to approach each day with its 1,440 minutes in a way that they live out their
own God-given purposes and passions. Comprised of thirty bite-size chapters, The Power of 1440 is a
day-by-day manual to help readers deal with topics like forgiveness, perspective, mistakes, rest, and living a
life that matters. He says, “Win some, learn some . . . but never lose.”

Every day should be magnificent, not mundane; filled with delight, not drudgery; and a grand adventure, not
a grind. It is possible to make today and every day truly remarkable.

Zondervan
9780310109488
Pub Date: 3/30/21
Ship Date: 3/3/21
$31.00 CAD
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Religion  /  Christian Ministry
REL023000
Format Description:
Hardcover, Jacketed

5.5 in | 8.5 in

Emotionally Healthy Discipleship
Moving from Shallow Christianity to Deep Transformation
Peter Scazzero

Contributor Bio
Peter Scazzero is the founder of New Life Fellowship Church in Queens, New York City, a large, multiracial
church with more than seventy-three countries represented. After serving as senior pastor for twenty-six
years, Pete now serves as a teaching pastor/pastor at large. He is the author of two bestselling books-The
Emotionally Healthy Church and Emotionally Healthy Spirituality. He is also the author of The EHS Discipleship
Course and two devotional books. Pete and his wife, Geri, are the founders of Emotionally Healthy Spirituality,
a groundbreaking ministry that equips churches in a deep, beneath-the-surface spiritual formation paradigm.
For more information, visit emotionallyhealthy.org or connect with Pete on Twitter @petescazzero.

Summary
Pastors and church leaders want to see lives changed by the gospel. They work tirelessly to care for people,
initiate new programs and ministries, preach new sermon series, and keep up with the latest trends. Sadly, it
would seem that much of this effort is not resulting in deeply changed disciples.

Why? Because many churches are unknowingly operating from a shallow discipleship that allows people to
recycle the same problems year after year. Church goers are increasingly passive with lives not distinct from
the culture. People are not able to integrate anger and sadness. Many are defensive and incapable of
revealing their own weaknesses. Church leaders desperately need a better way of teaching people what it
means to follow Jesus in a transformative way.

In Emotionally Healthy Discipleship, bestselling author Pete Scazzero combines three decades of wisdom with
hard lessons from his own ministry journey. He lays out what is required for church leaders to multiply
deeply-changed people who are growing in relationship with God, themselves and others.

Scazzero begins with four beneath-the-...
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Zondervan
9780310360773
Pub Date: 4/6/21
Ship Date: 3/10/21
$33.50 CAD
Hardcover with dust jacket

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Religion  /  Prayer
REL087000
Format Description:
Hardcover, Jacketed

6 in | 9 in

When You Don't Know What to Pray
100 Essential Prayers for Enduring Life's Storms
Charles F. Stanley

Contributor Bio
Dr. Charles Stanley is the senior pastor of the First Baptist Church of Atlanta, where he has served for more
than 50 years. He is a New York Times bestselling author who has written more than 70 books, including the
bestselling devotional Every Day in His Presence. Dr. Stanley is the founder of In Touch Ministries. The "In
Touch with Dr. Charles Stanley" program is transmitted on more than 4,000 television, radio, and satellite

Summary
Powerfully honest prayers for every challenge in your life.

We know God is there for us. He calls to us and encourages us to entrust our troubles and questions to His
care. But so many of us struggle with translating our pain, desires, and hopes into words. In this book of
powerful prayers, internationally respected pastor and bestselling author Dr. Charles Stanley helps you start
conversations with God in a transparent, honest, and humble way that will deepen your relationship with
Christ and heal your heart.

When emotions overwhelm us
When life is painfully difficult
When others need our prayerful intercession
When God tasks us with specific callings
. . . and more

Full of insight on listening to and walking with God, each prayer is designed to be customized to your unique
situation. But more than that, these prayers were written to draw you further into the presence of God, allow
you to sense the promptings of the Holy Spirit, and help you obey as the Lord guides you in the way you
should go.

As Dr. Stanley writes, "The purpose of this book is for you to hear Jesus--to know Him better and...

Thomas Nelson
9781400223428
Pub Date: 5/18/21
On Sale Date: 6/24/21
Ship Date: 4/21/21
$23.99 CAD
Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012070
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Creatures of Habit
Breaking the Habits Holding You Back from God's Best
Steve Poe

Contributor Bio
Steve Poe is lead pastor of Northview Church in central Indiana. Under his leadership, the church has grown

Summary
Beloved pastor Steve Poe helps Christians identify and break free from the destructive patterns that
are keeping them from the joy-filled, flourishing life Jesus promised.

We all have both good and bad habits in our life. Creatures of Habit reveals how to remove bad habits and
replace them with godly ones. But it's not a matter of working hard, of "pulling ourselves up by our
bootstraps." That approach simply doesn't work. True transformation is God's work--our job is to listen, obey,
and put into practice what he's already directing us to do.

Steve Poe has pastored large, growing churches for more than thirty-four years, and during that time he has
counseled hundreds of people. He's seen that poor choices often become bad habits that in turn cause people
a lot of problems. Hundreds of things can become a bad habit in our lives, but Poe focuses on the most
common, among them:

anger,
lust,
worry,
cynicism,
pride,
self-centeredness, and
greed.

Each chapter provides insights, biblical examples, and tangible tools that will help you break the bad habits
that can become spiritual strongholds in you...
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Thomas Nelson
9781400221257
Pub Date: 5/25/21
On Sale Date: 6/24/21
Ship Date: 4/28/21
$23.99 CAD
Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Religion  /  Christian Life
REL012070
Format Description:
Softcover

5.5 in | 8.4 in

Out of the Cave
Stepping into the Light when Depression Darkens What You See
Chris Hodges

Contributor Bio
Chris Hodges is the founding and senior pastor of Church of the Highlands. Under his leadership, Church of
the Highlands has launched campuses all across the state of Alabama and has grown to more than 60,000
people attending weekly. He also cofounded the Association of Related Churches, launched a coaching network
called GROW, and serves as chancellor of Highlands College, an accredited ministry training college. Chris and
his wife, Tammy, have five children and five grandchildren and live in Birmingham, Alabama.

Also Available
Out of the Cave Study Guide with DVD - Paperback - 5/25/2021 $53.99 9780310117544

Summary
Bestselling author and pastor Chris Hodges helps those struggling with depression find liberating
solutions by drawing from the life of the prophet Elijah.

Shame about the dark thoughts swirling in your mind. Guilt about how powerless you feel to overcome
negative emotions. Alternating bouts of sadness and numbness. You might be asking, Should a Christian even
be having these struggles?

Depression is the number one health issue in the world today, yet those who suffer are still sometimes
stigmatized--especially followers of Jesus. Many assume God's peace, power, and protection should prevent us
from ever feeling anxious, depressed, and afraid. But the Bible teaches otherwise, particularly in its depiction
of the life of the Old Testament prophet Elijah.

In Out of the Cave, bestselling author and pastor Chris Hodges uses Elijah's life to show us that everyone is
susceptible to depression. Even when we're walking closely with God, we can still stumble and get lost in the
wilderness of tangled emotions. But we don't have to stay there, because we serve a God who meets us in
the darkness. O...
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W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan

Carton Qty: 40

Vertical Marriage : The One Secret That Will
Change Your Marriage
Dave Wilson, Ann Wilson, John Driver, Dennis
and ...
9780310362043
Pub Date: 1/12/21, On Sale Date: 2/18, Ship
Date: 12/16/20
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Love & Marriage

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Other Formats
9780310352143 $31.99 1/29/2019 Other_Format

Related Products
Vertical Marriage 9780310352143 $31.99 1/29/2019

Summary: Honest to the core and laugh-out-loud
funny, marriage coaches Dave and Ann Wilson share
the one key secret that brought them from the brink of
divorce to a healthy and vibrant relationship.

He never saw it coming. It was the night of Dave and Ann's
tenth wedding anniversary and if asked how their marriage
was doing, Dave would have said a 9.8 out of 10 and he
even guaranteed Ann would say the same. But instead of
giving a celebratory kiss, Ann whispered, "I've lost my
feelings for you."

D...

Contributor Bio:

Dave Wilson was the Detroit Lions chaplain for 33 seasons,
a lead pastor, and a nationally touring speaker as well as
the radio host with his wife, Ann, of the nationally

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

100 Bible Verses That Made America
: Defining Moments That Shaped Our
Enduring Foundation of Faith
Robert J. Morgan
9780785222118
Pub Date: 2/2/21, Ship Date: 1/6/21
$24.99 CAD
384 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Audio
100 Bible Verses That Made America 9780785222316 $24.99
2/18/2020 Downloadable Audio File
Ebooks
100 Bible Verses That Made America 9780785222125 $26.99

Summary: Esteemed author Robert J. Morgan explores
100 Bible verses that powerfully affected our leaders
during defining moments in American history and
reflects upon what these verses mean for us as a nation
today.

The Bible has played an essential role in American history,
from the Mayflower to modern times—America’s moral and
intellectual foundation: a lamp to our feet and a light to our
path (Psalm 119:105). While not every founding father was
a Christian, each was knowledgeable of the Bible....

Contributor Bio:

Robert J. Morgan is a writer and speaker who serves as the
teaching pastor at The Donelson Fellowship in Nashville. He
is the author of The Red Sea Rules, The Strength You Need,
Reclaiming the Lost Art of Biblical Meditation, Then Sings My
Soul, and many other titles, with more than 4.5 million

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Drive : 9 Lessons to Win in Business and in
Life
Kelley Earnhardt Miller
9780785229339
Pub Date: 2/9/21, On Sale Date: 3/18, Ship
Date: 1/13/21
$23.99 CAD
224 pages
Paperback
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Success

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Audio
Drive 9780785229346 $19.99 4/7/2020 Downloadable Audio
File
Ebooks
Drive 9780785229353 $9.99 4/7/2020 E-Book

Summary: Successful businesswoman and daughter of
NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr. shares her story of
growing up in the world of auto racing and the lessons
she learned along the way.

Just like a racecar as it takes to the track, each of us needs
a certain amount of fine-tuning for our journey through life.
In Drive, Kelley Earnhardt Miller, daughter of Dale Earnhardt
Sr. and sister to Dale Jr., opens up about growing up in the
world of NASCAR, sharing the lessons she learned about
being a succe...

Contributor Bio:

Kelley Earnhardt Miller is part owner and general manager
of JR Motorsports and is considered one of the most
prominent businesswomen in NASCAR today. She oversees
the company's race team, management team, and business
ventures for her brother, Dale Earnhardt Jr. The daughter of
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Grown-up Faith : The Big Picture for a Bigger
Life
Kevin Myers, Charlie Wetzel
9781400208487
Pub Date: 2/9/21, On Sale Date: 3/18, Ship
Date: 1/13/21
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Kevin Myers, the founding pastor of 12Stone
Church, a congregation of more than 30,000 active
attenders near Atlanta, believes the reason we don't
experience a transformed life is that we fail to grow up
spiritually. We focus on developing physically, intellectually,
emotionally, and financially, yet our faith remains immature
and anemic.

In this powerful new book, Myers offers a deep yet simple
roadmap to a grown-up faith through understanding the
whole context of the Bible, developing ...

Contributor Bio:

Kevin Myers is the senior pastor of 12Stone® Church, one
of the largest churches in the United States. A gifted
communicator, influential leader, and strategic thinker, Kevin
planted the church in 1987 and has grown it to eight
campuses. Kevin mentors pastors and church planters,

W21 HCCP Adult HarperCollins Leadership

Carton Qty: 36

People Powered : How Communities Can
Supercharge Your Business, Brand, and
Teams
Jono Bacon
9781400214914
Pub Date: 2/9/21, On Sale Date: 3/18, Ship
Date: 1/13/21
$28.50 CAD
320 pages
Paperback
Business & Economics / Business Communication

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Harness the power of communities, both
inside and outside of your organization, to drive value
and revenue, activate your employees’ and customers’
talents, and create a highly engaged, loyal customer
base.

What if you discovered a blueprint that could grow your
brand’s reputation and loyalty, dramatically reduce customer
service issues, produce content and technology, and cement
a powerful, lasting relationship between you and your
customers?

Communities have been a popular topic since t...

Contributor Bio:

Jono Bacon is a global leader in community strategy,
management, and leadership. He has served as Director Of
Community for some of the largest communities in the

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan

Carton Qty: 40

S.H.A.P.E. : Finding and Fulfilling Your Unique
Purpose for Life
Erik Rees, Rick Warren
9780310361244
Pub Date: 2/9/21, On Sale Date: 3/18, Ship
Date: 1/13/21
$23.99 CAD
256 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Audio
S.H.A.P.E. 9780310273509 $26.99 12/20/2006 Downloadable
Audio File
Ebooks
S.H.A.P.E. 9780310565970 $8.99 8/22/2006 E-Book

Summary: Tap into the secrets of what makes you who
you are--passions, talents, experiences, temperament,
and spiritual gifts--and you'll discover the path to a life
of unimagined purpose, impact, and fulfillment.

Rick Warren's bestselling book The Purpose Driven® Life
describes God's five purposes for every Christian. Now Erik
Rees helps you discover God's unique purpose for your life
based on the way God has shaped you.

He made you marvelously unique for a reason. In this
eye-opening, empowering...

Contributor Bio:

For over 15 years, Erik Rees helped people discover and
direct their God-given S.H.A.P.E. at Saddleback Church.
After the loss of his twelve-year-old daughter Jessie to
cancer in 2011, Erik used his pain to help other families and
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

The Greatest You : Face Reality, Release
Negativity, and Live Your Purpose
Trent Shelton, Lou Aronica
9781400214822
Pub Date: 2/16/21, Ship Date: 1/20/21
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: In this remarkable, life-changing new book,
renowned inspirational speaker Trent Shelton shares
his revolutionary tool kit for transforming your life and
reaching your goals.

"If you want to become the best you, but are unsure
how to get there, start here." — Rachel Hollis, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Girl, Wash Your Face
and Girl, Stop Apologizing

Trent Shelton seemed to have it all together—until
everything fell apart. A college football standout, his NFL
dreams died when he...

Contributor Bio:

Trent Shelton is a former NFL wide receiver who is now
considered one of the most significant speakers of his
generation. He reaches over fifty million people weekly

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Captivating : Unveiling the Mystery of a
Woman's Soul
John Eldredge, Stasi Eldredge
9781400225286
Pub Date: 3/2/21, On Sale Date: 4/15, Ship
Date: 2/3/21
$23.99 CAD
256 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Women's Issues

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Also Available
Captivating Study Guide with DVD 9780310128878 $55.99
3/16/2021 Paperback
Captivating Study Guide 9780310128847 $19.99 3/2/2021
Paperback

Summary: The bestselling book that has transformed
the lives of millions of women, revised and expanded.

What Wild at Heart does for men, Captivating does for
women: set their hearts free. This groundbreaking book
helps readers by:

providing a look into the glorious design of women;
describing how the feminine heart can be restored;
casting a vision for the power, freedom, and beauty of
a woman released to be all she was meant to be; and
healing the trauma of the past.

The message of Captivating is th...

Contributor Bio:

John Eldredge is a bestselling author, a counselor, and a
teacher. He is also president of Ransomed Heart, a ministry

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Wild at Heart Expanded Ed : Discovering the
Secret of a Man's Soul
John Eldredge
9781400225262
Pub Date: 3/2/21, On Sale Date: 4/15, Ship
Date: 2/3/21
$24.99 CAD
256 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Men's Issues

Format Description: Softcover
8.4 in H | 5.5 in W
Related Products
Also Available
Wild at Heart Study Guide with DVD 9780310129134 $53.99
3/16/2021 Paperback
Wild at Heart Study Guide 9780310129103 $17.50 3/2/2021
Paperback

Summary: The bestselling book that has revolutionized
the lives of millions of men, revised and expanded.

John Eldredge has revised and expanded his phenomenal
bestseller, Wild at Heart, and invites men to become most
complete selves by:

recovering their masculine heart;
seeing themselves in the image of a passionate God;
and
delighting in the strength and wildness that they were
created to offer.

In this life-changing book, John Eldredge provides a look
inside the true heart of a man and gives men ...

Contributor Bio:

John Eldredge is a bestselling author, a counselor, and a
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Don't Miss the Moment : How God Uses the
Insignificant to Create the Extraordinary
Sheryl Brady
9781400210220
Pub Date: 3/16/21, On Sale Date: 4/15, Ship
Date: 2/17/21
$23.99 CAD
224 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth

Format Description: Softcover
8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

Summary: Pastor and popular Bible teacher Sheryl
Brady helps Christians prepare for, recognize, and
cultivate the powerful yet easily overlooked moments
when God shows up in their lives.

Everyone experiences God moments, times when God pulls
back the curtain and gives a glimpse of his active presence
in their lives. Most of us operate under the misapprehension
that these moments are rare occurrences that reveal
themselves in grand fashion. We expect bells ringing, lights
flashing, and neon signs ...

Contributor Bio:

Sheryl Brady serves as the pastor of The Potter's House of
North Dallas. She has been a featured speaker at some of
the nation's largest conferences, including MegaFest, Woman
Thou Art Loosed, and the iconic Women of Faith tours. She
also holds the distinct honor of being the first and only

W21 HCCP Adult HarperOne

Territory: W
Announced 1st Print: 25K,Carton Qty: 76

Love Without Borders : How Bold Faith Opens
the Door to Embracing the Unexpected
Angela Braniff
9780062936295
Pub Date: 3/16/21, On Sale Date: 3/16, Ship
Date: 2/17/21
$21.99 CAD
256 pages
Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Personal Memoirs

Returnable: Y
8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.6 in T | 0.7 lb Wt

Other Formats
9780062936264 $33.50 4/28/2020

Related Products
Love Without Borders 9780062936264 $33.50 4/28/2020

Summary: “We have a little mantra in our house, ‘Hard
isn’t always bad.’” For Angela Braniff and her family of nine,
this mantra helps them get through the toddler meltdowns,
sibling rivalries, tantrums, scraped knees, and tenderhearted
disappointments. You know, the everyday stuff that life with
seven kids brings.

But it’s a message that Angela has often needed to lean on
as well. For years she was walking the safe, expected path:
get married (check), have kids (check and check), buy a
house (ch...

Contributor Bio:

Angela Braniff is the founder of the popular YouTube channel
This Gathered Nest. She is an adoption advocate,
homeschool mom, content creator, podcast host, and
adventure seeker. Adding to their family of seven kids, after
the book was finished, Angela and CR welcomed their eighth

W21 HCCP Adult HarperCollins Leadership

Carton Qty: 36

Do It! Speaking : 77 Instant-Action Ideas to
Market, Monetize, and Maximize Your
Expertise
David Newman
9781400214877
Pub Date: 3/23/21, On Sale Date: 4/29, Ship
Date: 2/24/21
$28.50 CAD
224 pages
Paperback
Business & Economics / Business Communication

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Discover the principles, practices, and
insider secrets of paid professional speaking success in
77 instant-access “microchapters” that will help you
market your smarts, monetize your message, and
dramatically expand your reach and revenue.

For thought-leading CEOs, executives, consultants, and
entrepreneurs, the true test of your personal brand comes
down to one simple question: When you open your mouth,
do people listen?

Regardless of the speaking venue: in person, via livestream,
in b...

Contributor Bio:

David Newman is a Certified Speaking Professional (CSP),
marketing expert, speaker, and founder of Do It! Marketing,
a strategy and done-for-you services firm that specializes in
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W21 HCCP Adult HarperCollins Leadership

Carton Qty: 36

Ignore Your Customers (and They'll Go
Away) : The Simple Playbook for Delivering
the Ultimate Customer Service Experience
Micah Solomon
9781400214952
Pub Date: 3/30/21, On Sale Date: 4/29, Ship
Date: 3/3/21
$24.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Business & Economics / Customer Relations

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Discover how to create exceptional
customer service and a superior customer experience,
learning from the greatest companies of our time.

When it comes to delivering great customer service and
customer experience, many companies miss the mark. But
there’s no reason this should include you and your company.
Ignore Your Customers (and They’ll Go Away) spells out,
step by step, how to craft a customer service culture and
customer experience so powerful that they’ll transform your
organizati...

Contributor Bio:

Micah Solomon is one of the world's leading authorities on
customer service, company culture, and the customer
experience. He's a bestselling author, customer service
consultant, and popular keynote speaker. Additionally, he's a
frequent contributor to Forbes and has been featured in The

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Healthy Me, Healthy Us : Your Relationships
Are Only as Strong as You Are
Les Parrott, Leslie Parrott
9781400210251
Pub Date: 4/6/21, On Sale Date: 5/13, Ship
Date: 3/10/21
$23.99 CAD
224 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Personal Growth

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: #1 New York Times bestselling authors and
renowned psychologists Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott
share the single most important secret to happy
relationships.

Relationships are rife with disappointment--but they are also
the primary source of personal happiness. So it is no
surprise that the number one question Drs. Les and Leslie
Parrott hear over and over is, What's the single most
important thing you can do for your relationships?

After over twenty-five years of researching, writing, and ...

Contributor Bio:

No. 1 New York Times bestselling author and psychologist
Dr. Les Parrott has been featured on Oprah, CBS This
Morning, Today, CNN, Fox News, and The View, and in USA
Today and the New York Times. Dr. Parrott's books, often

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan

Carton Qty: 44

Fear Is Not the Boss of You : How to Get Out
of Your Head and Live the Life You Were
Made For
Jennifer Allwood
9780310359098
Pub Date: 4/6/21, On Sale Date: 5/13, Ship
Date: 3/10/21
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Professional Growth

Format Description: Softcover
8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

Other Formats
9780310359067 $31.99 4/7/2020 Other_Format

Related Products
Audio

Summary: YOUR FUTURE AND YOUR DESTINY ARE TOO
IMPORTANT. DISCOVER HOW TO GET UNSTUCK AND
OVER YOUR FEAR.

This book is for any woman who has ever been
overwhelmed with indecision, paralyzed with fear, or just
plain stuck. With no-nonsense biblical truth, Fear Is Not the
Boss of You is a loving kick in the backside that will catapult
you into ACTION. Successful entrepreneur, business coach,
and girl next door Jennifer Allwood is your guide to show
you why you can't stay stuck, teaching you how to g...

Contributor Bio:

Jennifer Allwood is a passionate cheerleader of women who
adds biblical truth to the modern day "dream big" mantra.
Her no-nonsense approach to doing things you are scared to
do and saying yes to God is helping women everywhere
build the life and business of their dreams. When she's not
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Boss Up! : This Ain’t Your Mama’s Business
Book
Lindsay Teague Moreno
9780785224426
Pub Date: 4/13/21, On Sale Date: 5/27, Ship
Date: 3/17/21
$23.99 CAD
256 pages
Paperback
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

Format Description: Softcover
8.4 in H | 5.5 in W
Related Products
Audio
Boss Up! 9780785224440 $24.99 8/6/2019 Downloadable
Audio File
Ebooks
Boss Up! 9780785224433 $17.99 8/6/2019 E-Book

Summary: Stay-at-home mom turned multimillion-
dollar-producing business owner Lindsay Teague
Moreno doesn’t just have a passion for
entrepreneurship. She has a deep passion for helping
women of all walks of life gain the confidence and skills
to tap into their ambition and achieve success in their
own business endeavors.

Boss Up! will help you put your business on the map and
the ideas you’ve previously only dreamed about into the
marketplace. It will help you overcome your fears and guilt
to fin...

Contributor Bio:

Lindsay Teague Moreno is an author, podcaster, and business
owner. In her perfect world Internet baby goat videos flow
freely, mornings start at 10 a.m., and the word playdate is
stricken from the English language.

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan

Carton Qty: 22

The Nesting Place : It Doesn't Have to Be
Perfect to Be Beautiful
Myquillyn Smith
9780310360957
Pub Date: 4/13/21, On Sale Date: 5/27, Ship
Date: 3/17/21
$33.50 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
House & Home / Decorating

Format Description: Hardcover, Printed Caseside
7 in | 9.5 in

Other Formats
9780310337904 $31.00 4/29/2014 Other_Format

Related Products
Audio
The Nesting Place 9780310362159 $19.99 4/13/2021

Summary: Popular blogger and author of Cozy
Minimalist Home Myquillyn Smith (The Nester) helps
readers find beauty in imperfection and freedom to
take risks to create the home--and life--they've always
wanted. This beautiful four-color book is full of photos
and creative, easy ideas for arranging, decorating, and
cultivating a welcoming home.

Myquillyn Smith is all about embracing reality--especially
when it comes to decorating a home bursting with boys,
pets, and all the unpredictable messes of ...

Contributor Bio:

Myquillyn Smith (the Nester) has never met a home she
didn't love. She and her husband and their three boys have
been fixing up their North Carolina fixer-upper for the past
seven years and her favorite place on earth is floating in the
pool in her own backyard. She's the Wall Street Journal

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan

Carton Qty: 40

Seven More Men : And the Secret of Their
Greatness
Eric Metaxas, Anne Morse
9780310359005
Pub Date: 4/13/21, Ship Date: 3/17/21
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Religious

Format Description: Softcover
6 in | 9 in

Other Formats
9780310358893 $33.50 4/14/2020 Other_Format

Related Products
Seven More Men 9780310358893 $33.50 4/14/2020
Other_Format
Ebooks
Seven More Men 9780310358909 $26.99 4/14/2020 E-Book

Summary: In Seven More Men, the sequel to the
enormously successful Seven Men, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Eric Metaxas offers more captivating
stories of some of the most inspiring men in history. A
gallery of greatness comes to life as Metaxas reveals
men who faced insurmountable struggles and
challenges with victorious resolve.

Heroes and role models have always been tremendously
important--essential for inspiring our lives and shaping the
world. But in the last few decades, the need ...

Contributor Bio:

Eric Metaxas is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Bonhoeffer, Martin Luther, If You Can Keep It, Miracles,
Seven Women, Seven Men, andAmazing Grace. His books
have been translated into more than twenty-five languages.
His writing has appeared in the Wall Street Journal, the New
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W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan

Carton Qty: 30

Strengthen Your Marriage : Personal Insights
into Your Relationship
Les Parrott, Leslie Parrott
9780310361640
Pub Date: 4/13/21, On Sale Date: 5/27, Ship
Date: 3/17/21
$23.99 CAD
208 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Love & Marriage

Format Description: Softcover
9.3 in H | 7.4 in W
Related Products
Ebooks
Strengthen Your Marriage 9780310361657 $18.99 4/13/2021
E-Book

Summary: Bestselling authors and trusted relationship
experts Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott help you strengthen
and enhance your unique marriage with the perfect
companion to your SYMBIS+ Assessment Report.

The SYMBIS+ Assessment is a powerful and personalized
marriage insight tool that covers 17 key areas in your
marriage, including well-being, social support, finances,
personality, sex, communication, conflict, spirituality, time
styles, and more.

Whether you are debriefing your SYMIBS+ Report one...

Contributor Bio:

Dr. Leslie Parrott is a marriage and family therapist and
co-director with her husband, Dr. Les Parrott, of the Center
for Relationship Development at Seattle Pacific University.
She is the author of First Drop of Rain and God Made You

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Uncommon Ground : Living Faithfully in a
World of Difference
Timothy Keller, John Inazu
9781400221455
Pub Date: 4/13/21, On Sale Date: 5/27, Ship
Date: 3/17/21
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Social Issues

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Bestselling author Timothy Keller and legal
scholar John Inazu bring together a thrilling range of
artists, thinkers, and leaders to provide a guide to
faithful living in a pluralistic, fractured world.

How can Christians today interact with those around them in
a way that shows respect to those whose beliefs are
radically different but that also remains faithful to the
gospel? Timothy Keller and John Inazu bring together
illuminating stories--their own and from others--to answer
this vi...

Contributor Bio:

Timothy Keller is the New York Times bestselling author of
The Reason for God, The Meaning of Marriage, The Prodigal
God, Jesus the King, and The Prodigal Prophet.

John Inazu is the Sally D. Danforth Distinguished Professor

W21 HCCP Adult HarperCollins Leadership

Carton Qty: 36

Entrepreneurial Leadership : The Art of
Launching New Ventures, Inspiring Others,
and Running Stuff
Joel Peterson
9781400216796
Pub Date: 4/27/21, On Sale Date: 5/27, Ship
Date: 3/31/21
$24.99 CAD
256 pages
Paperback
Business & Economics / Business Communication

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Make a lasting impact by launching new
initiatives, inspiring others, and championing
innovative approaches with this from-the-trenches
guide by trusted executive mentor, entrepreneur, and
leadership expert Joel Peterson.

Many leaders see their roles as presiders/managers, with a
primary focus on keeping results consistent with past
performance and on budget. These kinds of leaders make
important contributions but rarely leave a mark on the
businesses they serve. For those wanting to mak...

Contributor Bio:

Joel Peterson is the chairman of JetBlue Airways and the
founding partner of Peterson Partners, a Salt Lake
City-based investment management firm. Joel is on the
faculty at the Graduate School of Business at Stanford
University and has been since 1992. After three careers,
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Hunting the Unabomber : The FBI, Ted
Kaczynski, and the Capture of America’s Most
Notorious Domestic Terrorist
Lis Wiehl, Lisa Pulitzer
9781400210275
Pub Date: 4/27/21, On Sale Date: 5/27, Ship
Date: 3/31/21
$24.99 CAD
336 pages
Paperback
History / United States / 20Th Century

Format Description: Softcover
8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

Summary: The spellbinding account of the most
complex and captivating manhunt in American history.

On April 3, 1996, a team of FBI agents closed in on an
isolated cabin in remote Montana, marking the end of the
longest and most expensive investigation in FBI history. The
cabin's lone inhabitant was a former mathematics prodigy
and professor who had abandoned society decades earlier.
Few people knew his name, Theodore Kaczynski, but
everyone knew the mayhem and death associated with his
nickname: ...

Contributor Bio:

Lis Wiehl is the former legal analyst for Fox News and the
O'Reilly Factor and has appeared regularly on Your World
with Neil Cavuto, Lou Dobbs Tonight, and the Imus morning
shows. The former co-host of WOR radio's "WOR Tonight
with Joe Concha and Lis Wiehl," she has served as legal

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Chasing Wisdom : The Lifelong Pursuit of
Living Well
Daniel Grothe
9781400212590
Pub Date: 5/4/21, On Sale Date: 6/10, Ship
Date: 4/7/21
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Teaching pastor at the influential New Life
Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado, Daniel Grothe
explains the Bible's blueprint for becoming the kind of
person who can deal with all of life's challenges.

Some people have learned how to live. They can handle all
that life brings. They are composed. They radiate strength.
They are whole, with lives worth emulating, and when they
speak people listen. They are, in a word, wise. How did
these people get wisdom? And perhaps more importantly,
ho...

Contributor Bio:

Daniel Grothe is the associate senior pastor at New Life
Church in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Daniel and his wife,
Lisa, live on a small hobby farm outside of Colorado Springs
with their three children: Lillian, Wilson, and Wakley.

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

How Happiness Happens : Finding Lasting
Joy in a World of Comparison,
Disappointment, and Unmet Expectations
Max Lucado
9780718074272
Pub Date: 5/4/21, On Sale Date: 6/10, Ship
Date: 4/7/21
$23.99 CAD
208 pages
Paperback
Self-Help / Personal Growth / Happiness

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary:
These are tough times. Amid global isolation, economic
downturn, and social unrest, could you use a dose of
happy right about now? Learn the secret to lasting joy
that will endure through any season of life.

In How Happiness Happens, Max Lucado shares the
unexpected path to a lasting happiness, one that produces
reliable joy amidst any life circumstance. Based on the
teachings of Jesus and backed by modern research, this
book presents a surprising but practical way of living that
will c...

Contributor Bio:

Since entering the ministry in 1978, Max Lucado has served
churches in Miami, Florida; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and San
Antonio, Texas. He currently serves as Teaching Minister of
Oak Hills Church in San Antonio. He is America's bestselling
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

The Fight to Flourish : Engaging in the
Struggle to Cultivate the Life You Were Born
to Live
Jennie Lusko, A. J. Gregory
9780785232308
Pub Date: 5/4/21, On Sale Date: 6/10, Ship
Date: 4/7/21
$23.99 CAD
288 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Personal Growth

Format Description: Softcover
8.4 in H | 5.5 in W
Related Products
Audio
The Fight to Flourish 9780785232346 $23.99 5/5/2020
Downloadable Audio File

Summary: What if your struggles aren’t a barrier to
thriving but an invitation into your most vibrant days?
Discover how to live a life of joy and fullness, even in
the midst of disappointment and broken dreams.

It is in the sacred space of pain and promise that we can
begin to flourish. Even in the midst of disappointment and
broken dreams, it is possible to grow, be strong, and draw
near to God.

In The Fight to Flourish, Jennie Lusko draws on her
experiences after the loss of her five-year-old d...

Contributor Bio:

Jennie Lusko serves alongside her husband, Levi, leading
Fresh Life Church in Montana, Utah, Oregon, and Wyoming.
They have five incredible children: Alivia, Daisy, Clover,
Lennox, and Lenya, who is in heaven. The Luskos live in

W21 HCCP Adult HarperCollins Leadership

Carton Qty: 36

Wildpreneurs : A Practical Guide to Pursuing
Your Passion as a Business
Tamara Jacobi
9781400216352
Pub Date: 5/4/21, On Sale Date: 6/10, Ship
Date: 4/7/21
$24.99 CAD
272 pages
Paperback
Business & Economics / Infrastructure

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: For the rising number of free spirits seeking
inspiration and a road map to leave their safe but
soul-crushing day jobs and chase their dreams, real-life
Wildpreneur Tamara Jacobi shares her insights on what
it takes to successfully make the leap.

Wildpreneurs illuminates how surf guides, ski builders, yoga
and wellness instructors, environmental activists, nature
lovers, food trucks, podcasters, artisans, and other creatives
achieve an adventurous lifestyle and financial viability.
Whet...

Contributor Bio:

Tamara Jacobi was raised on a lake in rural Quebec and
homeschooled for several years while traveling throughout
Mexico and Central America, where her parents instilled the
blueprint for wildpreneurship within her. She graduated from
Middlebury College (VT), where she studied environmental

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Choose to Win : Transform Your Life, One
Simple Choice at a Time
Tom Ziglar
9781400209538
Pub Date: 5/11/21, On Sale Date: 6/24, Ship
Date: 4/14/21
$23.99 CAD
256 pages
Paperback
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Ziglar Inc. CEO Tom Ziglar shows readers
how the choices they can make--beginning today--will
help them achieve balanced success, true significance,
and an everlasting legacy.

The secret to winning at life is one good choice at a
time.

Are you frustrated with your job, career, or relationships?
Are you unsure if what you are doing right now in your life
is the right thing? In this revolutionary new book, success
and motivation expert Tom Ziglar shares the good news that
you can change and...

Contributor Bio:

Tom Ziglar is the proud son of Zig Ziglar and the CEO of
Ziglar, Inc. He joined the Zig Ziglar Corporation in 1987 and
climbed from working in the warehouse, to sales, to
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Transformed : A Navy SEAL’s Unlikely
Journey from the Throne of Africa, to the
Streets of the Bronx, to Defying All Odds
Remi Adeleke
9780785241669
Pub Date: 5/18/21, On Sale Date: 6/24, Ship
Date: 4/21/21
$24.99 CAD
368 pages
Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Entertainment &
Performing Arts

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: Readers will be drawn to and inspired by
Remi Adeleke’s personal journey of following God’s
voice, overcoming the odds, and ultimately
experiencing true personal transformation. Now
available in trade paper.

What are the odds? Statistics tell us that African American
males who grow up in a single-parent household are nine
times more likely to drop out of high school and twenty
times more likely to end up in prison than any other
demographic. But what would it take for one young man not
o...

Contributor Bio:

Remi Adeleke was born in western Africa, but following his
father's death, he and his mother and brother relocated
permanently to the Bronx in New York City. After years of
making regrettable decisions, Remi joined the Navy in 2002

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Becoming a King : The Path to Restoring the
Heart of a Man
Morgan Snyder
9780785232117
Pub Date: 5/25/21, On Sale Date: 7/8, Ship
Date: 4/28/21
$23.99 CAD
240 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Men's Issues

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in
Related Products
Ebooks
Becoming a King 9780785232124 $26.99 5/26/2020 E-Book
Audio
Becoming a King 9780785232285 $23.99 5/26/2020
Downloadable Audio File

Summary: Becoming a King offers men a map to the
narrow road of becoming the kind of man to whom God
can entrust his kingdom, while also giving women
insight and an honest look into their hearts and lives.

It is God’s design, desire, and intention to empower humans
and entrust them to participate in the ongoing creativity of
the universe. Yet a look at our history and the world around
us shows that the story of most men is being entrusted with
power and having that power bring harm to themselves ...

Contributor Bio:

Morgan Snyder is a grateful husband of twenty years and
a proud father of a wildly creative and witty daughter and a
joyful and passionate son. He serves as a strategist,
entrepreneur, teacher, writer, and speaker. His passion is to
shape the men and women who are shaping the kingdom of
God. In 2010, he established BecomeGoodSoil.com, a

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson

Carton Qty: 36

Open and Unafraid : The Psalms as a Guide to
Life
W. David O. Taylor
9781400210510
Pub Date: 5/25/21, On Sale Date: 7/8, Ship
Date: 4/28/21
$23.99 CAD
224 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Devotional

Format Description: Softcover
8.4 in H | 5.5 in W

Summary: From professor, pastor, and producer of the
documentary Bono and Eugene Peterson: The Psalms, a
devotional examination of the life of faith as presented in
the Psalter--one lived in joy, sorrow, anger, doubt, fear,
mortality, community, isolation, and above all in the
presence of God--in order to deepen discipleship and
worship.

"A book you will want to read and read again." --
Eugene Peterson

Afterword by Bono.

How can we find a more transparent, resilient, and fearless
life of faith?

The...

Contributor Bio:
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W21 HCCP Adult HarperCollins Leadership

Carton Qty: 36

Built, Not Born : A Self-Made Billionaire's
No-Nonsense Guide for Entrepreneurs
Tom Golisano, Mike Wicks
9781400217632
Pub Date: 5/4/21, On Sale Date: 6/10, Ship
Date: 4/7/21
$24.99 CAD
224 pages
Paperback
Business & Economics / Entrepreneurship

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: A no-nonsense guide to every aspect of
starting and running a business, with life lessons
thrown in for good measure.

Tom Golisano understands the fears, risks, and challenges
small-business owners face every day—he’s lived it. He has
launched and grown his own highly successful businesses
and mentored dozens of entrepreneurs, helping them build
their own successful companies.

Built, Not Born shows readers:

How going against the grain can be a great strategy
for finding business opportunit...

Contributor Bio:

Tom Golisano-entrepreneur, philanthropist, civic leader, and
former owner of the Buffalo Sabres NHL team-is the founder

W21 HCCP Adult HarperCollins Leadership

Carton Qty: 36

Looking Up : How a Different Perspective
Turns Obstacles into Advantages
Michele Sullivan
9781400214419
Pub Date: 5/25/21, On Sale Date: 7/8, Ship
Date: 4/28/21
$24.99 CAD
208 pages
Paperback
Biography & Autobiography / Business

Format Description: Softcover
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Summary: We’ve all had moments of feeling like we
didn’t belong, but imagine being born into a world
where fitting in was never an option. Michele Sullivan,
who has a rare form of dwarfism, shares how her
physical posture taught her the most effective
relational posture with others, which helped her
become one of the most powerful women in
philanthropy.

Born with a rare form of dwarfism, Michele has spent her
life looking up. As the first female president of the
Caterpillar Foundation, she has us...

Contributor Bio:

Michele Sullivan is the recently retired director of Corporate
Social Innovation and president of the Caterpillar
Foundation, the philanthropic arm of the $46-billion
manufacturing giant Caterpillar, Inc. In addition to her
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W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
Honest Advent : Awakening to the Wonder of God-with-Us
Then, Here, and Now
Scott Erickson, Morgan Harper Nichols
9780310361879, 0310361877
Pub Date: 10/20/20, On Sale Date:
12/10, Ship Date: 9/23/20
$23.99 CAD
224 pages
Paperback
Religion / Holidays / Christmas & Advent
5.5 in | 8.4 in

Markup Tags: PB Original

Summary: For those who are looking for something
honest, something real, something with a little more
human grit to it and a little less conventional red and
green: Honest Advent offers a new kind of devotional.

For too many of us, Christmas has lost its wonder. Maybe for you,
the joy of the season is painfully dissonant with the hard edges of
life right now. Or maybe you feel wearied by the way Christmas
has become a polished, predictable brand. Or maybe this sacred
story feels too far removed from our world today, a world that's
hard to make s...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
Growing Boldly : Dare to Build a Life You Love
Emily Ley
9781400211319, 140021131X
Pub Date: 2/9/21, On Sale Date: 3/18,
Ship Date: 1/13/21
$28.50 CAD
224 pages
Hardcover
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
6 in | 8 in

Markup Tags: Devotional

Summary: From bestselling author and founder of the
Simplified® brand of organizational tools for busy women
comes Growing Boldly, a how-to book that inspires us to
imagine big, plan well, and then gather the equipment and
the courage to go out and do.

In Growing Boldly, Emily will help you:

Believe in who you are and Whose you are . . . and move
past the lies and fears holding you back
Figure out what makes you tick and own it confidently
Gather all your grit, learned lessons, and tools because it's
all valuable
Imagine the life you dream of and de...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
Give Grace : How To Embrace the Beauty of Life's Brokenness
Megan Smalley
9781400217588, 140021758X
Pub Date: 2/23/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 1/27/21
$24.99 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational
6 in | 8 in

Summary: Are you traveling through a difficult season?
With journaling pages, discussion and reflection questions,
inspiring stories, and colorful design throughout, Give
Grace, written by Megan Smalley, provides you with a safe
place to process the ups and downs of life and find new
inspiration to trust God's plan as you rest in his unfailing
love.

Through her own journey with loss and hope, Megan is passionate
about sharing the message of God's grace for our lives, whatever
we are experiencing today. In Give Grace, she shares her painful
exper...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
Every Word Matters : The Key to an Intentional Life
Caitlin Crosby
9780310454632, 0310454638
Pub Date: 3/2/21, On Sale Date: 4/15,
Ship Date: 2/3/21
$21.00 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational
5.5 in | 5.5 in

Summary: Where we are in life doesn't matter nearly as
much as how we respond to where we are in life. Actress,
musician, and entrepreneur Caitlin Crosby calls us to live
well in our current season so that who we are can also
inspire others to be their true selves.

In Every Word Matters, Caitlin Crosby, founder of The Giving
Keys, offers key words--such as believe, create, faith, and
hope--that will help you wholeheartedly embrace your present
season, no matter how messy it is. Each key word in this colorful
book includes:

Ideas for how to incorp...
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W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
Footprints : An Interactive Journey Through One of the Most
Beloved Poems of All Time
Margaret Fishback Powers
9780310116653, 0310116651
Pub Date: 3/2/21, On Sale Date: 4/15,
Ship Date: 2/3/21
$21.00 CAD
176 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Devotional
6 in | 8 in

Summary: In the encouraging book Footprints: An
Interactive Journey Through One of the Most Beloved
Poems of All Time, which explores each line of her timeless
poem, Margaret Fishback Powers writes about the ways
God cares for people who are hurting or lonely. Now with a
repackaged design and new journaling and list prompts,
the book that has touched so many lives is available for a
new generation of readers.

“When you saw only one set of footprints it was then that I
carried you.”

For more than fifty years these words from the poem “Footprints”
...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
Through a Season of Grief : Devotions for Your Journey from
Mourning to Joy
Bill Dunn, Kathy Leonard
9780785240181, 0785240187
Pub Date: 3/30/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 3/3/21
$21.99 CAD
400 pages
Paperback
Religion / Christian Life / Death, Grief,
Bereavement
5.4 in | 8.4 in

Markup Tags: Devotional

Summary: If you've lost a spouse, child, family member,
or friend, you've discovered that few people understand
the deep hurt you feel.

Where do you turn for daily comfort and help? Where do you find
the tools to move forward? Through a Season of Grief is the first
365-day devotional designed to support and uplift you in that
first, most difficult year of bereavement.

These devotions offer biblical comfort and practical teaching that
will enable you to take steps forward toward healing each and
every day. You will better understand the grieving p...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
Seeing Beautiful Again : 50 Devotions to Find Redemption in
Every Part of Your Story
Lysa TerKeurst
9781400218912, 1400218918
Pub Date: 3/30/21, On Sale Date: 4/29,
Ship Date: 3/3/21
$31.00 CAD
288 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Women's Issues
8 in H | 6 in W

Summary: In the middle of the pain you didn't cause, the
change you didn't want, the reality you didn't know was
coming . . . your life can still be beautiful. We all have
stories full of sorrow and celebration because of situations
we've faced. But with God, there's always more than we
see being worked out behind the scenes. In Seeing
Beautiful Again, New York Times bestselling author Lysa
TerKeurst shares how she processed seasons of
disappointment and heartbreak, while inviting you to hope
again.

Lysa assures us that the aching pain we feel i...

W21 HCCP Adult Zondervan
A Simpler, More Soulful Life : Self-Paced Practices and
Prompts to Unhurry Your Mind and Heal Your Heart
Shauna Niequist
9780310456834, 0310456835
Pub Date: 4/13/21, On Sale Date: 4/15,
Ship Date: 3/17/21
$24.99 CAD
192 pages
Hardcover
Self-Help / Journaling
6 in | 8 in

Summary: Find your own present over perfect in this
exquisite guided journal from New York Times bestselling
author Shauna Niequist.

When your soul is restless. When you're more burned-out than on
fire. When you too often start the day with a deep weariness. In
the mess and the mundane, how do you begin to find space in
your life, open your heart to the people who matter most, and
receive the soulful way of living that is calling your name? Let
Shauna Niequist take you on a guided journey to embracing
peace in a chaotic world. A Simpler, More So...
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
God's Answers for the Graduate: Class of 2021 - Brown NKJV
: New King James Version
Jack Countryman

Series: God's Answers®

9781400222056, 1400222052
Pub Date: 3/2/21, Ship Date: 2/3/21
$18.50 CAD
208 pages
Leather with ribbon marker(s)
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

4.5 in | 6.5 in

Summary: God's Answers® for the Graduate is a
thoughtful graduation gift that addresses questions grads
will encounter throughout life. It's a wonderful keepsake
full of answers straight from God's Word that address
carefully chosen topics, such as character, relationships,
time management, and decision-making, that are vital to
successful living.

To commemorate your favorite student's high school or college
graduation, give the gift of God's answers to the many questions
grads are sure to face as they take their next steps in life. God's
Answe...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
God's Promises for Graduates: Class of 2021 - Black NIV
: New International Version
Jack Countryman

Series: God's Promises®

9781400221950, 1400221951
Pub Date: 3/2/21, Ship Date: 2/3/21
$18.50 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

4 in | 6 in

Summary: To be successful in life, high school and college
graduates need to stay in step with God. At each turn are
new challenges. What better help than this small book of
God's promises to bring guidance, comfort, and
encouragement straight from the Word? This book shows
God's promises on topics that will resonate with
graduates, such as character, integrity, loyalty, focus,
respect, and perseverance.

God's Promises for Graduates is a keepsake gift with:

A beautiful ribbon marker
Silver-gilded edges, rounded corners, and a leathersoft
hardcover...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
God's Promises for Graduates: Class of 2021 - Navy NKJV
: New King James Version
Jack Countryman

Series: God's Promises®

9781400222025, 1400222028
Pub Date: 3/2/21, Ship Date: 2/3/21
$18.50 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

4 in | 6 in

Summary: To be successful in life, high school and college
graduates need to stay in step with God. At each turn are
new challenges. What better help than this small book of
God's promises to bring guidance, comfort, and
encouragement straight from the Word? This book shows
God's promises on topics that will resonate with
graduates, such as character, integrity, loyalty, focus,
respect, and perseverance.

God's Promises for Graduates is a keepsake gift with:

A beautiful tassel ribbon marker
Silver-gilded edges, rounded corners, and a leathersoft
ha...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
God's Promises for Graduates: Class of 2021 - Pink NKJV
: New King James Version
Jack Countryman

Series: God's Promises®

9781400222032, 1400222036
Pub Date: 3/2/21, Ship Date: 2/3/21
$18.50 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

4 in | 6 in

Summary: To be successful in life, high school and college
graduates need to stay in step with God. At each turn are
new challenges. What better help than this small book of
God's promises to bring guidance, comfort, and
encouragement straight from the Word? This book shows
God's promises on topics that will resonate with
graduates, such as character, integrity, loyalty, focus,
respect, and perseverance.

God's Promises for Graduates is a keepsake gift with:

A beautiful tassel ribbon marker
Silver-gilded edges, rounded corners, and a leathersoft
ha...
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W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
God's Promises for Graduates: Class of 2021 - Silver
Camouflage NIV : New International Version
Jack Countryman

Series: God's Promises®

9781400221981, 1400221986
Pub Date: 3/2/21, Ship Date: 2/3/21
$18.50 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

4 in | 6 in

Summary: To be successful in life, high school and college
graduates need to stay in step with God. At each turn are
new challenges. What better help than this small book of
God's promises to bring guidance, comfort, and
encouragement straight from the Word? This book shows
God's promises on topics that will resonate with
graduates, such as character, integrity, loyalty, focus,
respect, and perseverance.

God's Promises for Graduates is a keepsake gift with:

A beautiful ribbon marker
Silver-gilded edges, rounded corners, and a leathersoft
hardcover...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
God's Wisdom for the Graduate: Class of 2021 - Red : New
King James Version
Jack Countryman

Series: God's Wisdom®

9781400222063, 1400222060
Pub Date: 3/2/21, Ship Date: 2/3/21
$18.50 CAD
208 pages
Hardcover
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

4.5 in | 6.5 in

Summary: This unique book for graduates compiles 72
inspirational writings backed by hundreds of Bible verses
relevant to grads and organizes them by theme, allowing
readers to find wisdom for their specific needs quickly and
easily. God's Wisdom® for the Graduate addresses
carefully chosen topics, such as spiritual discipline, godly
relationships, and finding peace in God, that are highly
pertinent to this season of life.

From Jack Countryman, bestselling author of God's Promises® for
Graduates, comes this classic gift with:

A striking red leath...

W21 HCCP Adult Thomas Nelson
God's Answers for the Graduate: Class of 2021 - Teal NKJV
: New King James Version
Jack Countryman

Series: God's Answers®

9781400222049, 1400222044
Pub Date: 3/2/21, Ship Date: 2/3/21
$18.50 CAD
208 pages
Leather with ribbon marker(s)
Religion / Christian Life / Inspirational

4.5 in | 6.5 in

Summary: God's Answers® for the Graduate is a
thoughtful graduation gift that addresses questions grads
will encounter throughout life. It's a wonderful keepsake
full of answers straight from God's Word that address
carefully chosen topics, such as character, relationships,
time management, and decision-making, that are vital to
successful living.

To commemorate your favorite student's high school or college
graduation, give the gift of God's answers to the many questions
grads are sure to face as they take their next steps in life. God's
Answe...
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INDEX

Pg EAN Title Author Format Price PubDate

75 9780785222118

100 Bible Verses 

That Made America

Morgan, 

Robert J. BC 24.99 2/2/2021

19 9780310363934 Abiding Mercy Reid, Ruth BC 9.99 2/9/2021

15 9780785239758

Adventures of 

Sherlock Holmes 

(Seasons Edition--

Spring)

Doyle, Arthur 

Conan BB 43.50 3/9/2021

7 9780310348580 Aftermath

Blackstock, 

Terri BB 33.50 5/11/2021

7 9780310345978 Aftermath

Blackstock, 

Terri BC 21.00 5/11/2021

23 9781400221356 Alone in Plain Sight Higgins, Ben BB 33.50 2/2/2021

12 9780310363224 Amish Midwives Clipston, Amy BC 19.99 3/2/2021

13 9780310362401

An Amish Barn 

Raising Clipston, Amy BC 19.99 4/6/2021

19 9780785249641 Arms of Mercy Reid, Ruth BC 9.99 4/13/2021

20 9780310363941

Beautiful 

Arrangement

Wiseman, 

Beth BC 9.99 5/11/2021

84 9780785232117 Becoming a King

Snyder, 

Morgan BC 23.99 5/25/2021

46 9780310108917

Becoming All 

Things

Reyes, 

Michelle BB 28.50 4/27/2021

34 9780310362081

Becoming More 

Human

Heuertz, 

Christopher L. BC 23.99 3/23/2021

67 9781400226474 Begin Again Lucado, Max BB 33.50 12/29/2020

67 9781400226740 Begin Again Lucado, Max BC 23.99 12/29/2020

56 9781400222643 Blind Ambition

Foster, Chad 

E. BB 31.00 2/16/2021

21 9781400226467 Bonhoeffer Metaxas, Eric BB 43.50 10/6/2020

21 9781400224647 Bonhoeffer Metaxas, Eric BC 31.00 10/6/2020

5 9780785240471

Bookshop by the 

Sea

Hunter, 

Denise BC 19.99 4/13/2021

80 9780785224426 Boss Up!

Moreno, 

Lindsay 

Teague BC 23.99 4/13/2021

57 9781400221561 Breaking Borders Isler, Kate BC 24.99 3/2/2021

22 9780785237914 Building a Network Gaines, Chip BB 33.50 3/16/2021

85 9781400217632 Built, Not Born

Golisano, 

Tom BC 24.99 5/4/2021

77 9781400225286 Captivating

Eldredge, 

John BC 23.99 3/2/2021



INDEX

82 9781400212590 Chasing Wisdom Grothe, Daniel BC 23.99 5/4/2021

51 9781400223336 Checking In

Williams, 

Michelle BB 33.50 5/25/2021

83 9781400209538 Choose to Win Ziglar, Tom BC 23.99 5/11/2021

36 9780785238683

Coat of Yellow 

Paint Davis, Naomi BB 33.50 3/30/2021

59 9781400221097

Common Path to 

Uncommon 

Success

Dumas, John 

Lee BB 35.99 3/23/2021

53 9781400220939 Cosmic Careers

Browne, 

Alastair Storm BC 24.99 2/9/2021

65 9781400222896 Creative Directions

Sperling, 

Jason BB 34.99 6/1/2021

73 9781400223428 Creatures of Habit Poe, Steve BC 23.99 5/18/2021

28 9780785234302 Dance Your Dance

Gibson, 

Laurieann BB 33.50 2/16/2021

78 9781400214877 Do It! Speaking

Newman, 

David BC 28.50 3/23/2021

78 9781400210220

Don't Miss the 

Moment Brady, Sheryl BC 23.99 3/16/2021

75 9780785229339 Drive

Miller, Kelley 

Earnhardt BC 23.99 2/9/2021

15 9780785239741

Emma (Seasons 

Edition -- Spring) Austen, Jane BB 43.50 3/9/2021

72 9780310109488

Emotionally Healthy 

Discipleship

Scazzero, 

Peter BB 31.00 3/30/2021

55 9781400220021

Empathetic 

Workplace

Manning, 

Katharine BC 24.99 2/16/2021

81 9781400216796

Entrepreneurial 

Leadership Peterson, Joel BC 24.99 4/27/2021

86 9780310454632 Every Word Matters

Crosby, 

Caitlin BB 21.00 3/2/2021

37 9780785235729 Everybody Fights

Holderness, 

Kim BB 33.50 3/30/2021

52 9781400224425 Faithful Presence Haslam, Bill BB 33.50 5/25/2021

24 9781400220557 Falling Home Lord, Hallie BC 23.99 2/2/2021

20 9780310363859 Farmer's Bride

Fuller, 

Kathleen BC 9.99 3/9/2021

79 9780310359098

Fear Is Not the 

Boss of You

Allwood, 

Jennifer BC 23.99 4/6/2021

83 9780785232308 Fight to Flourish Lusko, Jennie BC 23.99 5/4/2021

48 9781400219872 Fighting for Life Rose, Lila BB 33.50 5/4/2021

66 9781400221134

Finding Your Voice, 

Choosing to Lead

Shell, G. 

Richard BB 35.99 6/8/2021
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21 9781400225187 Flip the Script Orgeron, Ed BB 34.99 10/27/2020

87 9780310116653 Footprints

Powers, 

Margaret 

Fishback BB 21.00 3/2/2021

64 9781400213795 Get Over 'I Got It' Fluker, Elayne BB 34.99 5/11/2021

1 9780785240334 Girl in the Painting Cooper, Tea BC 21.99 3/9/2021

86 9781400217588 Give Grace

Smalley, 

Megan BB 24.99 2/23/2021

43 9780785236757 Go Love Yourself Levi, Zachary BB 35.99 4/13/2021

70 9780310109082 God of All Things

Wilson, 

Andrew BC 21.99 2/16/2021

69 9780310114635 God on Mute Greig, Pete BC 24.99 9/22/2020

88 9781400222056

God's Answers for 

the Graduate: 

Class of 2021 - 

Brown NKJV

Countryman, 

Jack BG 18.50 3/2/2021

89 9781400222049

God's Answers for 

the Graduate: 

Class of 2021 - 

Teal NKJV

Countryman, 

Jack BG 18.50 3/2/2021

88 9781400221950

God's Promises for 

Graduates: Class of 

2021 - Black NIV

Countryman, 

Jack BB 18.50 3/2/2021

88 9781400222025

God's Promises for 

Graduates: Class of 

2021 - Navy NKJV

Countryman, 

Jack BB 18.50 3/2/2021

88 9781400222032

God's Promises for 

Graduates: Class of 

2021 - Pink NKJV

Countryman, 

Jack BB 18.50 3/2/2021

89 9781400221981

God's Promises for 

Graduates: Class of 

2021 - Silver 

Camouflage NIV

Countryman, 

Jack BB 18.50 3/2/2021

89 9781400222063

God's Wisdom for 

the Graduate: 

Class of 2021 - Red

Countryman, 

Jack BB 18.50 3/2/2021

77 9781400214822 Greatest You Shelton, Trent BC 23.99 2/16/2021

86 9781400211319 Growing Boldly Ley, Emily BB 28.50 2/9/2021

50 9780310360438 Growing Slow

Lee, Jennifer 

Dukes BB 31.99 5/11/2021

76 9781400208487 Grown-up Faith Myers, Kevin BC 23.99 2/9/2021

79 9781400210251

Healthy Me, 

Healthy Us Parrott, Les BC 23.99 4/6/2021



INDEX

8 9780785231905 Her Every Move Irvin, Kelly BC 21.00 2/9/2021

86 9780310361879 Honest Advent

Erickson, 

Scott BC 23.99 10/20/2020

4 9780785238096 Hooked on You

Fuller, 

Kathleen BC 21.00 5/11/2021

38 9780310456599

How Far You Have 

Come

Nichols, 

Morgan 

Harper BB 23.99 3/30/2021

82 9780718074272

How Happiness 

Happens Lucado, Max BC 23.99 5/4/2021

18 9780785247982

How to Catch a 

Prince

Hauck, 

Rachel BC 19.99 4/13/2021

70 9780310114697

How to Revive 

Evangelism

Springer, 

Craig BC 21.00 2/23/2021

15 9780785239772

Hunchback of 

Notre Dame 

(Seasons Edition -- 

Spring) Hugo, Victor BB 43.50 3/9/2021

82 9781400210275

Hunting the 

Unabomber Wiehl, Lis BC 24.99 4/27/2021

79 9781400214952

Ignore Your 

Customers (and 

They'll Go Away)

Solomon, 

Micah BC 24.99 3/30/2021

68 9781400224654 In the Grip of Grace Lucado, Max BB 31.99 3/2/2021

68 9781400228225 In the Grip of Grace Lucado, Max BC 23.99 3/2/2021

20 9780310363897 Innkeeper's Bride

Fuller, 

Kathleen BC 9.99 5/11/2021

60 9781400219575

Inventor 

Confidential Tuttle, Warren BB 35.99 3/23/2021

26 9780785233954 Is It Just Me?

Valentine, 

Grace Elaine BC 23.99 2/9/2021

11 9780310360940 Jam and Jelly Nook Clipston, Amy BB 33.50 5/4/2021

11 9780310356547 Jam and Jelly Nook Clipston, Amy BC 19.99 5/4/2021

30 9781400223466 Limitless

Weggemann, 

Mallory BB 33.50 3/2/2021

20 9780310363965 Listening to Love

Wiseman, 

Beth BC 9.99 4/13/2021

85 9781400214419 Looking Up

Sullivan, 

Michele BC 24.99 5/25/2021

78 9780062936295

Love Without 

Borders

Braniff, 

Angela BC 21.99 3/16/2021

29 9780785236726 Miracle Mentality Storey, Tim BB 34.99 3/2/2021

2 9780785235057 Mozart Code

McMillan, 

Rachel BC 21.00 5/18/2021

35 9780785240051

Mysteries of the 

Messiah

Sobel, Rabbi 

Jason BB 31.00 3/23/2021
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80 9780310360957 Nesting Place

Smith, 

Myquillyn BB 33.50 4/13/2021

69 9780785238546 Never Too Far Giglio, Louie BB 18.50 2/2/2021

44 9780310362173 No Perfect Parents Wilson, Dave BB 31.99 4/13/2021

17 9780785248033

Once Upon a 

Prince

Hauck, 

Rachel BC 19.99 2/16/2021

84 9781400210510 Open and Unafraid

Taylor, W. 

David O. BC 23.99 5/25/2021

74 9781400221257 Out of the Cave Hodges, Chris BC 23.99 5/25/2021

3 9780785232162 Paris Dressmaker

Cambron, 

Kristy BC 21.00 2/16/2021

76 9781400214914 People Powered Bacon, Jono BC 28.50 2/9/2021

72 9780785238928 Power of 1440

Timberlake, 

Tim BC 23.99 3/9/2021

71 9780310361985

Praying the 

Scriptures for Your 

Teens Berndt, Jodie BC 23.99 3/2/2021

47 9780785238836

PreachersNSneake

rs Anonymous BC 23.99 4/27/2021

17 9780785247845 Princess Ever After

Hauck, 

Rachel BC 19.99 3/16/2021

54 9781400223954 Quantum Marketing

Rajamannar, 

Raja BB 34.99 2/9/2021

76 9780310361244 S.H.A.P.E. Rees, Erik BC 23.99 2/9/2021

31 9781400223978 Saturdays with Billy

Wilton, 

Donald J. BB 24.99 3/9/2021

71 9780310360506

Searching for 

Enough Staton, Tyler BC 23.99 3/2/2021

39 9780785238881 Season with Mom

Newland, 

Katie  Russell BB 31.00 4/6/2021

19 9780310363873 Seat by the Hearth Clipston, Amy BC 9.99 2/9/2021

27 9781400208494 Second Happy

Myers, Kevin 

and Marcia BB 31.99 2/9/2021

15 9780785239765

Secret Garden 

(Seasons Edition -- 

Spring)

Burnett, 

Frances 

Hodgson BB 43.50 3/9/2021

87 9781400218912

Seeing Beautiful 

Again

TerKeurst, 

Lysa BB 31.00 3/30/2021

80 9780310359005 Seven More Men Metaxas, Eric BC 23.99 4/13/2021

45 9780310361039 Sexless in the City Harris, Kat BC 23.99 4/20/2021

25 9780310359852

Share Your Stuff. 

I’ll Go First.

Tremaine, 

Laura BB 31.99 2/2/2021

40 9780310360698 Signs of Hope Wolff, Amy BC 23.99 4/6/2021
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87 9780310456834

Simpler, More 

Soulful Life

Niequist, 

Shauna BB 24.99 4/13/2021

81 9780310361640

Strengthen Your 

Marriage Parrott, Les BC 23.99 4/13/2021

32 9780785239086

Strong Women Lift 

Each Other Up

Galbraith, 

Molly BB 34.99 3/9/2021

16 9780785232568 Summer House

Denton, 

Lauren K. BC 21.00 3/2/2021

62 9781400223190 Surviving a Startup

Hoffman, 

Steven S. BC 28.50 4/20/2021

58 9781400221691

Taking Charge of 

Change

Shoemaker, 

Paul BB 35.99 3/16/2021

18 9780310365099 Teacher's Bride

Fuller, 

Kathleen BC 12.50 2/9/2021
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49 9780310361206 Think Like a Girl

Alloway Ph.D, 

Tracy 

Packiam BB 31.99 5/4/2021

6 9780785228547 Three Missing Days

Coble, 

Colleen BB 33.50 4/6/2021

6 9780785228523 Three Missing Days

Coble, 

Colleen BC 21.00 4/6/2021

87 9780785240181

Through a Season 

of Grief Dunn, Bill BC 21.99 3/30/2021

14 9780785245919 Timeless Love

Shakespeare, 

William BB 23.99 12/29/2020

84 9780785241669 Transformed

Adeleke, 

Remi BC 24.99 5/18/2021

9 9780785234661 Trial and Error

Whitlow, 

Robert BB 33.50 2/2/2021

9 9780785234654 Trial and Error

Whitlow, 

Robert BC 21.00 2/2/2021

33 9781400222544

Twentysomething 

Handbook

Bradbury-

Haehl, Nora BC 24.99 3/9/2021

81 9781400221455 Uncommon Ground

Keller, 

Timothy BC 23.99 4/13/2021

61 9781400223145 Untapped Talent

Korzenik, 

Jeffrey D. BC 28.50 4/13/2021

75 9780310362043 Vertical Marriage Wilson, Dave BC 23.99 1/12/2021

16 9780785230946 Water Keeper

Martin, 

Charles BC 21.99 2/9/2021

63 9781400221622

We Should All Be 

Millionaires

Rodgers, 

Rachel BB 36.99 5/4/2021

19 9780310363880

Welcome at Our 

Door Clipston, Amy BC 9.99 3/9/2021

10 9780785240440

When Stars Rain 

Down

Jackson-

Brown, 

Angela BC 21.99 4/13/2021

73 9780310360773

When You Don't 

Know What to Pray

Stanley, 

Charles F. BB 33.50 4/6/2021

77 9781400225262

Wild at Heart 

Expanded Ed

Eldredge, 

John BC 24.99 3/2/2021

83 9781400216352 Wildpreneurs

Jacobi, 

Tamara BC 24.99 5/4/2021

42 9780785235545 Woman Evolve

Roberts, 

Sarah Jakes BB 33.50 4/6/2021

42 9780785235583 Woman Evolve

Roberts, 

Sarah Jakes BC 23.99 4/6/2021

41 9780785241508

Zen Mamas' Guide 

to Finding Your 

Rhythm in 

Pregnancy, Birth, 

and Beyond

Palmer, 

Teresa BB 43.50 4/6/2021




